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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
For nearly 40 years, federal, state, and local 
governments, and individuals have been working cooperatively 
to reduce soil erosion on agricultural and other lands. The 
program has been successful in protecting millions of acres 
from accelerated erosion. However, much remains to be done, 
since sediment is still the largest single pollutant of 
streams and lakes in the United States. The term sediment 
here is restricted to the material moved by natural and man-
accelerated processes of erosion of soils and geologic 
material. 
Presently, watershed sediment models are needed to 
develop sediment routing procedures, improve sediment-yield 
prediction for reservior design, and assess the impact of 
watershed cultural practices and other changes, including 
urbanization. The development of such models depends upon 
an adequate quantity of sediment yield data from various 
land uses, soil types and areas of different rainfall 
characteristics. The sediment yield characteristics 
described herein are to aid in the development of sediment-
yield prediction models. 
The location of instrumented watershed areas at the 
1 
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Woodward Experiment Station (USDA) is a unique opportunity 
to study_ some of the soil properties related to water 
runoff, soil removal, and change in chemical and physical 
characteristics of soil. Therefore it would appear that the 
study of these soils may be of value for relating runoff, 
siltation, and nutrient element contents on the productivity 
of the soil. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Nutrient element losses in runoff from agricultural 
lands have received much attention in recent years. From 
the water quality viewpoint, nutrient concentration and form 
as well as total quantity lost from diffuse, nonpoint 
sources are important concerns both for agricultural 
management and subsequent water users. Viets (1971) studied 
the quality of water in relation to farm use of fertilizer 
and concluded that there is no positive evidence for water 
quality deterioration associated with increased fertilizer 
use. He therefore rejected the fertilizer restrictions 
imposed on farmers. 
Parr and Bertrand (1960) emphasized the influence of 
mulches on increased rates of infiltration and decreased 
rate of runoff, since increased infiltration effectively 
controls the quantity of N and P lost in surface runoff. 
Stanford et al. (1970) reported that eutrophication of 
streams and lakes is often enhanced by nutrient discharges 
from urban, industrial, and agricultural activities. 
However, the contribution of runoff from agricultural lands 
to the P enrichment of surface water has not been well 
established. Holt et al. (1970) studied the accumulation of 
3 
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phosphate in natural waters and they found low 
concentrations of dissolved P in runoff water from soils 
having deep incorporation of fertilizers. They also 
reported that leaching from forage crop residue resulted in 
considerable Ploss and that more than 70% is in the form of 
inorganic P, which may be sorbed by sediments. Similar 
results were obtained by Romken et al. (1973) in relating 
minimum tillage practices to the N and P composition of 
runoff. They reported losses of soluble nutrients for two 
successive simulated rainstorms where tillage treatments 
were in the order of coulter >till >chisel >double disk > 
conventional, whereas sediment N and P losses were greatest 
from conventional tillage system. 
A recent study by Ketcheson and Onderdonk (1973) has 
shown that losses of P fertilizers can be quite large. They 
broadcast 32p tagged fertilizer on plots with 7% slopes and 
observed losses of up to 4.7% for one simulated rainfall 
event and up to 6.8% for a naturally occurring rainfall 
event. In another study Romkens and Nelson, (1974) reported 
average soluble orthophosphate concentrations in runoff were 
proportional to phosphate fertilizer addition rates. 
Nutrient and sediment discharges from farm land reduces 
soil fertility. The receiving streams, ponds, and lakes are 
enriched with nutrients and with sediments. The degree to 
which we should control such discharges is now being debated 
as researchers seek to maintain and improve water quality. 
Burwell et al. Cl 97 5) reported that most of the annual 
5 
losses of N, P, and K measured in surface runoff from corn 
cropped plots were associated with sediment losses which 
occurred during the critical erosion period from corn 
planting time until two months later. They reported that 
limited soil cover during this period was a major factor 
contributing to high seasonal losses of sediment nutrients. 
They also reported that losses of soluble N, P, and K in 
runoff water were much less than losses of these nutrients 
transported by sediment. Other researchers (Harm et al., 
19741 Sharpley et al., 1979) reported that due to sorption 
of P by soil the major proportion of P loading of runoff is 
sediment bound. 
Menzel et al. (1978) studied the variability of annual 
nutrient and sediment discharges in runoff from Oklahoma 
cropland and rangeland, and concluded that although nutrient 
concentration in runoff varies greatly, average annual 
nutrient concentration seems to be reasonably predictable if 
runoff volume, sediment discharge, soil characteristics, and 
fertilization history are considered. Olness et al. (1980) 
studied fertilizer nutrient losses from rangeland watersheds 
in central Oklahoma. They monitored four native grassland 
watersheds for N and P nutrient losses in surface runoff. 
The watersheds were paired in surface hydrology and grazing 
management. They fertilized one watershed of each pair with 
N and P by surface broadcast. Twenty m2 of each watershed 
were covered with plastic sheets during fertilization to 
6 
provide unfertilized check plots. They concluded that 
fertilization has both positive and negative effects on 
grassland surface runoff quality. Their reasoning was that 
initial fertilization increased surface runoff nutrient 
concentrations, but, over longer time periods it may 
increase plot cover and decrease runoff volume and soil 
erosion. 
The concentration and amounts of· various nutrients in 
runoff from agricultural areas result from the interaction 
of many factors. Timmons et al. (1970) reported that these 
factors include type of crop, cultural and conservation 
practices, length and steepness of slope, amount and 
distribution of precipitation, water infiltration and 
percolation characteristics of the soil, and size of 
watersheds. They studied the leaching of crop and crop 
residues as a source of nutrients by surface runoff and 
concluded that only a fraction of the added N and P is 
likely to be lost in the surface runoff as a result of 
leaching of plants or plant residues. They also reported 
that soluble N and P in leachates from alfalfa (MedicagQ 
satiya L.) and bluegrass C.E.Q.a ~ratensis L.) were greatly 
increased by drying or freezing, two processes which occur 
naturally in the field. 
As soil erosion is a selective process with respect to 
particle size, selectivity has been observed for P loss in 
runoff with the result that eroded soil is usually richer in 
P than the surface soil from which the eroded soil comes. 
7 
This has led to the determination of enrichment ratios (ER) 
for P, calculated as the ratio of the concentration of P in 
the sediment (eroded soil) to that in the source soil. 
Enrichment ratio values of 1.3 for total P and 3.3 for 0.002 
N H25o4 "extractable" P for a silt loam situated on a 20-25% 
slope were observed by Rogers (1941). Massey and Jackson 
(1952) observed ER values between 1.9 and 2.2 for water 
soluble plus pH 3 extractable P for silt loams in Wisconsin. 
They also observed that a marked increase in ER can occur 
with a decrease in the runoff sediment concentration. 
Massey and Jackson (1952) have reported a negative linear 
relationship between the logarithms of ER and sediment 
concentration. 
Baker et al. (1975) measured nitrate, P, and sulfate in 
subsurface drainage water, and reported that annual losses 
of P, 504-5, and N03-N were highly variable ranging from O 
to 0.04, 0 to 32, and O to 93 kg/ha, respectively, and the 
elemental loss was very dependent upon the amount of water 
lost. They concluded that because of low concentrations of 
P, losses with subsurface drainage water were insignificant 
compared with losses associated with surface runoff. For 
504-5 and N03-N concentrations they concluded that they were 
inversely related, and tile drainage water with consistently 
high N03-N content relative to surface runoff was 
responsible for high N03-N content in a river draining 
central Iowa. 
8 
Jackson et al. (1973), Benoit (1973), and Hanway and 
Laf 1 en (197 4) concluded that the annual ·P losses with 
subsurface drainage were negligible because concentrations 
were very low. Their reasoning was that because subsoils 
through which tile drainage water must pass generally are 
low in P and the clay minerals extract much of the P leached 
from the surface. They have also reported that N03-N 
content of surface drainage from fertilized row-cropped land 
{averaging from 0.3 to 5 ppm) is generally less than that in 
subsurface drainage (9 to 13 ppm). Hanway and Laflen {1974) 
found an average of 65 ppb in surf ace drainage relative to 
11 ppb in subsurface drainage. 
Nitrogen in plant and animal residues and various forms 
of N fertilizers applied to soil are ultimately changed to 
the nitrate form of N by natural soil processes in well-
drained, aerated soils. Nitrate is highly soluble and when 
applied as fertilizer, will move readily in the soil. Moe 
et al. (1967) reported that N losses from fallow and sod 
plots established on a fragipan soil having a 13% slope 
ranged from 2 to 15% of the 224 kg/ha applied ammonium 
nitrate after 12.7 cm of rainfall (simulated rainfall) was 
applied. In a similar study, Moe et al. (1968) reported 
that N losses from ammonium nitrate and urea treated plots 
(448 kg/ha) ranged from 2.4 to 12.7% 'with ammonium nitrate 
less susceptible to runoff loss than urea. White et al. 
(1967) found only 0.15 to 2.3% of broadcast N (applied at 
the rate of 224 kg/ha as NH4N0 3 > in surf ace runoff from 
9 
sandy loam soils with a 5% slope. 
Nitrate losses by leaching depends on soil type, 
management practices, rainfall, and other climatic 
conditions. Johnston et al. (1065) reported significant 
levels of of No 3-N in drainage waters from N fertilized 
fields. 
Studies of rainfall characteristics and the resulting 
runoff and soil loss from agricultural lands have led to the 
formulation of empirical relations describing the average 
soil loss to be expected from a given soil, slope, crop, and 
management practice. Wischmeier (1959) has shown that from 
70 to 95% of the variation in annual soil loss from similar 
soil, slope, and cover conditions at a given location may be 
explained by rainstorm characteristics. The empirical soil 
loss prediction equation (Wischmeier et al., 1958; 
Wischmeier, 1959) shows that average annual soil loss is 
dependent on six factors: rainfall, soil erodibility, 
length of slope, degree of slope, cropping and management 
treatments, and conservation practices used on the land. 
Even with the large amount of data now available, 
several factors in this equation require refinement. 
Further study is necessitated in part by variation in 
rainfall patterns between locations as well as from year to 
year. The rainulator (Meyer et al., 1958; Rogers et al., 
1961) is an effective tool for runoff and erosion 
investigations because it can be used to produce prescribed 
10 
storm conditions on different soils, slopes, and management 
practices. 
Wischmeier and Smith (1960) developed the universal 
soil loss equation for predicting field soil loss as a guide 
to conservation farm planning, but later Beer et al. (1966), 
Spraberry et al. (1969), and Williams et al. (1972) reported 
that the universal soil loss equation can be used to predict 
sediment yield from watersheds when a delivery ratio is 
applied. Delivery ratio is the sediment yield at any point 
along a channel divided by the erosion source above that 
point. Williams (1975) reported that delivery ratio is not 
necessary if the rainfall energy factor of the universal 
equation is replaced by a runoff rate factor. He contended 
that watershed characteristics such as drainage and stream 
slope, and watershed shape influence runoff rate and 
delivery ratio in a similar manner. Wischmeier and Smith 
(1965) beleive the primary purpose of the soil loss 
prediction procedure is to provide specific and reliable 
guides to help select adequate soil and water conservation 
practices for farm fields. They also recommend that where 
agricultural lands are a major sediment source, the 
procedure may be used to compute this phase of sediment 
production in predicting sediment yield. Williams et al. 
(1972) reported that the universal soil loss equation has 
been used very little for predicting sediment yield and they 
concluded that the application of the universal equation to 
sediment yield computation is relatively undeveloped. 
11 
ratio. 
Erosion, transport, deposition, and scour are extremely 
complicated processes that are not.fully understood. Wolman 
(1977) set sediment yield prediction in the proper technical 
perspective with respect to difficulty with the following 
statement: 
Information on the processes of erosion and 
sedimentation, while sometimes sufficient for 
gross estimates of yield, remains inadequate for 
modern environmental management. Little is known 
about sequential processes involved in the systems 
of erosion and sedimentations, and practice and 
theory require attention to unsteady or 
discontinuous erosion and transportation, as 
sediments move from source through channel systems 
with intermittent periods of storage. While 
climatic and hydrologic variations markedly affect 
yield, transport, and deposition, thresholds of 
erosion of cohesive materials and sequences of 
such effects remain unclear. Impact assessment 
requires. under standing of the highly variable 
temporal and spatial character of sediment 
behavior, which is often correlative with 
pollutant behavior (p. 50). 
In brief, Wolman concluded that more information is needed, 
to know in detail, about sequential microprocesses involved 
in erosion and sedimentation. 
Many examples of erosion and sediment yield can be 
given. For instance, Trimble <197 5) analyzed 10 river 
basins in the Southern Piedmont of the U. s. with the 
following observations: 1. gross erosion for the area is 
95 mm/100 years, 2 sediment yield to the ocean is 4.5 
mm/100 years which results in a sediment delivery ratio of 
4.7%. Holman (1968) estimated that in the United States 0.9 
billion metric tons of sediment reach the ocean annually. 
12 
Gburek et al. (1974) studied the soluble phosphate 
output of an agricultural watershed in Pennsylvania. They 
integrated the phosphate concentration with stream flow and 
concluded that less than 2% of the P applied to the 
watershed as fertilizer is carried out of the watershed by 
the stream in soluble form, and they also reported that most 
of this output is associated with high flows and low 
concentrations in early spring. Kunishi et al. (1972) 
studied the phosphate movement from an agricultural 
watershed during two rainfall periods and concluded that as 
the suspended material is moved and mixed downstream, 
phosphate is sorbed from solution. They observed that the 
amount of available phosphate per unit weight of suspended 
material carried by the stream was much lower than that of 
the topsoil. 
A 4-year study of the amount of nutrients carried by 
streams draining farmland in central Ohio, was made by 
Taylor et al. (1971) who found that essentially all of the 
phosphate removal occurred during the periods of highest 
water flow, usually in the late winter and early spring. 
They reported that N in precipitation averaged 20.3 kg/ha 
annually for a 2-year period and was one-sixth the average 
annual N in runoff. Timmons et al. (1968) found N losses in 
runoff as high as 14.5 kg/ha per year from corn-cropped 
plots. These losses were affected greatly by the management 
practices used. They noted that total N loss was much 
13 
greater from nonfertilized, cultivated fallow and normally 
fertilized, continuous corn than from land in a 3-year 
rotation receiving normal annual fertilization. Their 
results showed that the sediment in the runoff contained 
most of the N lost. They also showed that leaching of 
forage crop residues resulted in considerable P loss and 
that more than 70% was in the form of inorganic P which may 
be sorbed by sediments. 
Since P is relatively immobile in soil, P is lost from 
agricultural lands primarily sorbed to soil particles 
transported by runoff. Spomer et al. (1971) reported that 
soil loss by sheet and rill erosion from a contour-farmed 
watershed near Treynor, Iowa for one storm in June, 1967 was 
101 metric ton/ha. Santon et al. (1971) reported that 6-
year annual average soil loss for two contour-farmed 
watersheds had been 68 and 56 metric tons/ha. Results of 
investigations conducted by other researchers on the P 
content of runoff water and sediments are variable and most 
of them are reported for small plot experiments. Scarseth 
et al. (1938) reported that plots receiving 345 kg of P/ha 
over a period of 26 years lost 60% of the added P by 
erosion. 
Thomas et al. (1974) measured nitrate-N and P content 
of eight streams draining agricultural watersheds in 
Kentucky from January through May (high rainfall months) in 
1971 and 1972. The highest nitrate-N content of the streams 
for both years was from plots which had received little 
14 
N fertilizer. They also concluded that the P content of 
waters was directly related to the geological formations 
through which the streams ran. Timmons et al. (1973) found 
that incorporation of broadcast fertilizer by plowing down 
and disking resulted in N and P losses in surface runoff 
about equal to losses from unfertilized plots. Nutrient 
element losses in surface runoff have also been determined 
on a watershed basis. Taylor et al. (1971) found that N and 
P losses from farmland watersheds were significantly greater 
than those from a woodland watershed at Coschocton, Ohio. 
Schuman et al. (1973) measured N losses in surf ace 
runoff for four agricultural watersheds near Treynor, Iowa. 
The 3-year average annual solution N losses were low from 
all watersheds and ranged from 0.42 to 3.05 kg/ha for the 
various conservation practices; whereas averaged annual 
sediment N ranged from 1.21 to 36.59 kg/ha. They also found 
that 92% of the total N lost in the runoff from contour-
planted corn watersheds was associated with the sediment. 
Schuman et al. in 1973 reported that level terraces 
greatly reduced P loss by reducing runoff and erosion. 
Their watershed study also showed that a reduction of 
inorganic P in the solution was caused by the sorption of P 
by additional suspended soil material entering the stream 
from gully erosion. 
Burwell et al. (1974) compared N losses in surface 
runoff and base flow, from a level-terraced and contour-corn 
15 
watershed near Treynor, Iowa. They found the average annual 
N loss {for a 2-year period) from the contour-corn watershed 
was about six times greater than that from the level-
terrace watershed. 
In a 2-year period, Schuman and Burwell {1974) found 
that precipitation contributed an average of 7.26 kg/ha 
of inorganic N annually. This was four and seven times 
greater than the average annual surface runoff N from the 
high and normal fertility watersheds, respectively. 
Stoltenberg and White {1953) observed an increase in 
the proportion of clay-sized material in runoff from surface 
soil, and that as the rate of runoff decreased from 7 to 
0.25 mm/hour, the clay content of eroded material from a 
soil with a clay content of 16-18% increased from 25 to 60%. 
They also reported that at least three processes were 
responsible for higher concentration of nutrient elements in 
the eroded material than in the surface soil: 
1 - Selective removal of fines of higher nutrient 
composition. Due to the greater capacity of 
runoff for bringing into suspension and 
transporting the smaller particles, selective 
removal of fine particles will result if the 
energy of the runoff is not sufficient to bring 
the larger particles into suspension. Any 
decrease in transporting capacity, as caused by a 
decrease in rate of flow or hydraulic gradient, 
will result in a further selection of fine 
particles due to deposition of coarser material. 
2 - Diffusion of soluble forms of nutrients, 
especially nitrogen and potassium from the soil 
into runoff water. 
3 - Flotation of low density material, especially 
organic matter Cp. 40 8). 
CHAPTER III 
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
Characteristics of Watersheds 
Characteristics of watersheds used in the present study 
are shown in Table I. The surf ace and subsurface soil 
samples were collected from four watersheds which are highly 
erosive and are located at Southern Great Plains Experiment 
Station USDA at Woodward, Oklahoma. The major soil types 
are Woodward loam (coarse-silty, mixed, thermic, typic 
Argiborolls). These watersheds were in grass and are 
separated by berms and natural boundaries. The native 
grass watershed, W-2, is the only watershed with an actively 
eroding gully. 
Runoff from the watersheds is measured with 
precalibrated flumes equipped with FW-1 water stage 
recorders. An automatic pumping sampler is installed to 
collect runoff samples during each runoff event. The runoff 
samples are composited in proportion to flow to provide a 
single representative sample of liquid and sediment for 
chemical analysis for each runoff event and watershed. All 
samples are refrigerated at 0 to 4 C until analyzed. 
The runoff data were collected and analyzed by the USDA 
16 
17 
Water Quality Experiment Station at Durant, Oklahoma for 
study and their data was collected and correlated with data 
obtained in the Oklahoma State University Soil Chemistry 







SUMMARY OF WATERSHED CHARACTERISTICS AT 
WOODWARD FOR 1977-1980 
Crop Area Slope 
Type Cha) Percent 
Native grass 4.8 6 
Native grass 5.6 6 
Native grass * 2.7 6 
and wheat 
Native grass * 2.9 6 
and wheat 
*Began cropping with wheat in September, 1978. 








***P fertilizer broadcast at a rate of 20 kg/ha elemental P 
in September of each year, then watershed is disked to 
incorporate the P • 
.. Climate 
Precipitation at Woodward, Oklahoma averages 16 inches 
18 
in the summer, 6 inches in winter, and 22 inches annually 
with yearly averages varying from 10 inches to 41 inches. 
May and June are the months of high rainfall. Temperatures 
at Woodward are highly variable ranging from -27 F to 114 F. 
In summary, the climate is harsh, hazardous and highly 
variable. 
Laboratory Procedure 
The soil samples were stored in plastic bags and upon 
arrival at the laboratory they were transferred to paper 
bags and oven-dried. The samples were then ground in a 
motor driven mortar and pestle grinding apparatus. The 
ground soil samples were passed through a 20-mesh sieve 
and placed into labeled paper cartons for storage purposes. 
Texture analysis (Bouyoucous, 1926; Day, 195 6) was made by 
the hydrometer method. Fifty grams of oven-dried soil were 
placed in 250 ml centrifuge bottles with 150 ml deionized 
water and the pH of the soil was brought to 9.0 by adding 2% 
NaHco 3 + Na 2co3 solution and allowing the samples to soak 
for several hours (Jackson et al., 1950). To ensure a 
complete dispersion of soil particles, pH was checked again 
and additional 2% NaHC03 + Na2C03 was added to those samples 
with a pH below 9. The dispersed samples were then 
transfered to 1000 ml sedimentation cylinders and deionized 
water was added to bring the soil suspension to the 1000 ml 
volume. The dispersed soils were vigorously agitated and 
hydrometer readings made after 40 seconds and at one hour 
19 
thereafter. The resulting particle-size analysis data were 
used for textural classification of the soils. 
Peech et al. (1947), used a soil-to-water ratio of 1:1 
for measuring soil pH. Puri et al. (1938) measured the pH a 
soil paste containing lN KCl. Both methods of measuring the 
soil pH were used in their study. Therefore, 20 gram 
samples of oven-dried soil and 20 ml of deionized water were 
mixed and allowed to stand overnight to reach equilibrium. 
The pH of the soil-water suspensions was measured on a 
Corning Model 7 pH meter. After the soil-water pH was 
determined, 20 ml of lN KCl was added. After several hours 
equilibrium period, the pH was determined again. 
A modification of the Schollenberger <1931) procedure 
for determining organic matter by the wet combustion method 
was used. In this method, an oven-dried soil sample was 
passed through 60-mesh sieve, one-half gram soil was mixed 
with potassium dichromate-sulfuric acid solution and slowly 
heated to 160-170 c. Then 100 ml of water added to the 
cooled mixture and titrated with standard ferrous ammonium 
sulfate. 
The ammonium acetate method recommended by 
Schollenberger and Simon (1945), and Richard (1954) was used 
for determining the exchangeable cations in the soil. The 
determination of exchangeable cations involved the use of 20 
grams of soil which was washed with distilled water to 
eliminate soluble salts, then placed into 250 ml Erlenmeyer 
20 
flasks with 50 ml neutral lN ammonium acetate. The soil 
solution was shaken initially and then allowed to stand 
overnight before being vacuum filtered through Whatman No. 2 
filter paper. Three additional 50 ml portions of ammonium 
acetate for a total of 200 ml was added and when the entire 
200 ml of ammonium acetate solution was leached through the 
soil sample, the leachates were analyzed on a Perkin Elmer 
Model 272 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer for 
exchangeable cations. For measuring exchangeable calcium 
and exchangeable magnesium by atomic absorption 5% LaC1 3 
(1:5) was added to the ammonium acetate extract to eliminate 
spectral interferences. 
Reed (1980) recommended the following method for 
determination of cation exchange capacity of soils. 
According to this method 20 gram samples of oven-dried soil 
were placed in 200 ml Erlenmeyer flasks with 50 ml lN CaCl2· 
The soil-salt mixture was shaken initially and allowed to 
stand for four hours. The mixture was then filtered through 
Whatman No. 42 filter paper. Three additional leachings of 
50 ml of lN Cac1 2 were followed by three 50 ml washes of 
deionized water. Finally the soil was leached with three 50 
ml lN NaNo3 and this final leachate was retained for Ca and 
chloride determinations. The Ca was determined by the EDTA 
titration method and the chloride was determined by the Mohr 
titration method. Reed (1980) recommended that cation 
exchange capacity of soil be calculated as milliequivalents 
of Ca/100 grams minus milliequivalents of chloride/100 
21 
grams in the NaN03 leachate. 
The USDA Salinity Laboratory staff Cl954) have 
developed a procedure for determination of electrical 
conductivity (EC) and soluble salts in soil. According to 
this method, 100 ml of distilled water was added to 100 
grams of soil and allowed to stand overnight before being 
vacuum filtering through Whatman (5.5 cm) No. 42 filter 
paper. 
Model 
The filtrate was then analyzed on a Perkin-Elmer 
272 Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer for 
determination of soluble cations. To eliminate spectral 
interference 5% Lac1 3 (1:5) was added to the filtrate before 
determination of soluble calcium and magnesium. 
Jackson C1956), Kittrick and Hope C1963), and Rich and 
Barnhisel (1977) have developed procedures for the 
examination of soil clays by the x-ray diffraction 
technique. The soil samples used for mechanical analysis 
were saved and used for this purpose. The separation of 
clay from the soil involved a 2% sodium carbonate-sodium 
bicarbonate pretreatment and numerous cycles of 
sedimentation and siphoning. The siphoned suspensions were 
passed through a steam turbine supercentrifuge with the fine 
clay particles of less than 0.2 um collected in 20 liter 
bottles, while the coarse clay particles larger than 0.2 um 
collected on plastic sleeves inside the supercentrifuge 
rotor. Both the fine and coarse clay fractions were Ca 
saturated and coagulated with excess Cac12 and then washed 
22 
with 50 ml portions of lN CaC1 2 and deionized water, 
respectively. Aliquots of the Ca saturated clays were 
placed on ceramic tiles and glass slides mounted on a low 
heat hot plate. The Ca saturated clay slides were dried and 
x-ray diffraction readings were made. Another aliquot of 
the Ca saturated clay was treated with 10% ethylene glycol 
on porous unglazed ceramic tiles mounted in a suction device 
described by Rich and Barnhisel (1977) and diffraction data 
collected. 
Aliquots of the fine and coarse clays were treated by 
centrifuging three times with lN KCl and washing with 
deionized water to produce the P saturated clay. The glass 
slides were coated with P saturated clays and allowed to dry 
on a low heat hot plate before being x-rayed. One set of P 
saturated slides was heated for four hours at approximately 
500 C for identifaction purposes. The heated slides were 
cooled slowly to prevent curvature and then x-rayed. The Ca 
saturated, ethylene glycol solvated, P saturated and P 
saturated heated slides were x-rayed on a General Electric 
XRD6 instrument with a Ni-filtered Cu radiation generated at 
30 KVP and 20 ma. The diffractometer was operated from the 
lower limit of two degrees 29 to the upper limit of 30 
degrees 29. 
Total P was determined by a modified perchloric acid 
method digestion of 2 grams of soil with 72% perchloric 
acid. Digestion was stopped when the residue turned white. 
The material was diluted and filtered to obtain a clear 
23 
filtrate. Color was developed by reducing the molybdenum-
phosphate complex with hydrazine sulfate. The intensity of 
blue color and thus concentration was measured with a 
Brinkmann Dipping Probe PC 800 Colorimeter. 
Available P was determined according to Brays #1 
method, and intensity of blue color and thus concentration 
was measured with a Brinkmann Dipping Probe PC 800 
Colorimeter. Total cations were determined by the modified 
perchloric acid method from the solution obtained as 
described in the preceeding paragraph. The filtrate was 
analyzed for total cations on a Perkin-Elmer Model 272 
Atomic Absorption Spectrophotometer. 
Total N in the soil was determined with asulfuric acid 
digestion of 1 gram soil and a modified Micro-Kjeldahl 
procedure as described by Bremner (1965). The digested 
soil-reagent mixture was distilled and ammonia recovered in 
5 ml of boric acid indicator solution. The distillate was 
then titrated with standardized 0.1013N HCl and the amount 
of nitrogen in the soil sample was calculated. 
CHAPTER IV 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
Sediment Yield Characteristics From 
Unit Source Watershed 
The data used in this study were from a short period 
(1977-1981) and are insufficient for developing a dependable 
model. However, the data do show many interesting features 
of sediment yield. These include the relative sediment 
yield of good to excellent rangeland versus poor gullied 
rangelands, sheet and rill erosion from fair range and 
cultivated land versus gully erosion from poor rangeland. 
Experimental Data and Results 
Annual values of precipitation, runoff and sediment 
yield from the four native grassland watersheds are given in 
Table II, and Figures 1 and 2. 
The 3-year average annual rainfall for the watersheds 
was 26.53 inches. The average annual runoff and sediment 
yield were 0.12 inch with 78.84 kg/ha from W-1 and 0.13 
inches and 1588.64 kg/ha from W-2, respectively. The 
sediment yield is probably normal for W-1 with good-to-
excellent native grass range characteristics of this 
24 
TABLE II 
RAINFALL, RUNOFF AND SEDIMENT YIELD FROM RANGELAND WATERSHEDS SOUTHERN 
PLAINS EXPERIMENT STATION USDA WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA 
Watershed W-la W-2 W-3 W-4 
Hectare 4.8 5.6 2.7 2.9 
Condition Good-to-Excellent Poor Fair Fair 
pb Re SCI p R s p R s p R 
(in) (in) kg/ha (in) C in) kg/ha (in) Cin) kg/ha (in) Cin) 
1978 23.04 0.05 183.3 23.04 0.12 3037.1 23.04 0.09 77.3 23.04 0.16 
1979 31.62 0.05 25.9 31.62 0.11 1601.4 31.62 0.22 1296.6 31.62 0.20 
1980 25.05 0.27 29.3 25.05 0.17 127. 41 25.05 0.16 20.12 25.05 0.12 
- -- -- -- -- --
Average 26. 56 0.12 79.5 26.56 0.13 1588.64 26. 56 0.15 464.67 26.56 0 .16 
aw = watershed. 
bp = precipitation. 
cR = runoff. 
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Figure 1. Average Soil Loss, 1978-1980, Southern Plains Exp. Sta. 






















Figure 2. Average Runoff, 1978-1980, 
Southern Plains Exp. 




locality where there are no bare areai or active gullies. 
This was a loss of 78.84/0.12 = 657 and 1588.64/0.13 = 12220 
kg/ha-inch of runoff, respectively. The extensive gully 
system in watershed 2 is the probable cause for the only 
high sediment yield from watershed 2 area. Comparison of 
noneroded watershed 1 with eroded watershed 2 shows almost 
equal water runoff but 20 times as much sediment yield from 
the eroded area of W-2 than from noneroded watershed 1 
(Figure 1). To determine the magnitude of gully erosion on 
the eroded watershed 2 an additional gauging site should be 
established to make it possible to separate out the amount 
of sediment produced in the nongullied portion of watershed 
2. 
The major portion of sediment movement from watershed 1 
and watershed 2 occurs during the spring. For example, in 
the spring of 1978 three rainfall events caused 0.57 cm of 
runoff and 5.02 kg/ha of sediment yield from watershed 1. A 
larger rainfall event on March 18, 1979 caused only 0.05 cm 
of runoff but 5.60 kg/ha of sediment yield from watershed 1. 
Annual values of precipitation runoff and sediment yield 
from watershed 3 and 4 are given in Table II, and Figures 1 
and 2. 
Watershed 3 was in native grass and was tilled and 
cropped to wheat beginning in September, 1978. Fertilizer P 
was broadcast at a rate of 20 kg P/ha in September of 1978 
and each year thereafter and the watershed was disked to 
incorporate the P. 
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In spite of high vegetative cover, average annual 
sediment yield from watershed 3 was six times greater than 
that of watershed 1 (Figure 1). This high value of sediment 
yield in watershed 3 can probably be attributed to 
disturbance of land for application of P-f ertilizer and 
planting the wheat crop. Comparing sediment yield in 
watershed 3 with that of watershed 2, it can be concluded 
that erosion in watershed 2 is 3.42 times greater than that 
of watershed 3. This probably indicates that gully erosion 
plays a major role in producing high sediment yield in 
watersheds. This conclusion is also confirmed by study of 
average runoff in watershed 2 and watershed 3 which were 
0.13 inches and 0.15 inches, respectively (Table II), but 
erosion was much greater from the gullied watershed. 
A study of runoff data from watershed 4 (Table 
II) indicates the same trend as that of watershed 3 for 
comparison with runoff data in watershed 2. This is because 
of similarity of these two watersheds with regard to 
vegetative cover, slope and fertilizer treatment. 
One of the interesting results of this work is the 
small difference which was found in sediment yield from 
watershed 3 compared to that of watershed 4 (Figure 1). It 
is likely that differences in soil profiles exert an 
important influence, particularly the depth of the surf ace 
soil and compactness of the subsoil. Nevertheless these 
results throw some doubt on the rather general belief that 
30 
cultural practice is an important factor in erosion control. 
High gradient of slope (6%) does not allow most of the 
sands and heavy silt fractions from steeper portions of the 
watershed to settle out before reaching the measuring 
station. Therefore sediment yield as herein defined include 
clay, sand and silt fractions. The sediment data collection 
described herein is to aid in the development of sediment 
yield prediction models. The development of such models 
depends upon an adequate quantity of sediment yield data 
from various land uses, soil types, and areas of different 
rainfall characteristics. 
Factors Affecting Sediment Yield 
Why does the sediment yield from watersheds vary? To 
answer this question it seems necessary to think in terms of 
the factors responsible for sediment yield. It is 
immediately apparent that sediment yield is not the result 
of any single factor but the resultant of numerous variables 
within the watershed. Multiple causal factors determine the 
amount of sediment leaving a watershed or drainage basin. 
It has already been emphasized that sediment is one of the 
products of erosion. So those factors which affect erosion 
in a watershed also affects the sediment yield of a 
watershed. Rates of runoff in a watershed are not 
numerically equal to rates of sediment yield from a 
watershed. This suggests that other factors in addition to 




Some of the things which seem to have an influence upon 
sediment yields may be listed in outline form as follows: 
A. Soil 
1. Parent material 
2. Texture 
3. Organic content 
4. Chemical constituents 
s. Structure 
B. Cover 
1. Permanent vegetation 
2. Annual vegetation 
3. Fallow 
4. Crop residue 
c. Precipitation 
1. Intensities 
2. Seasonal occurrence 
3. Amount 
4. Form 
D. Channel Types 
1. Scope and size 
2. Slope 






F. Conservation practices and watershed treatment 
measures. Kind and amount of conservation 
practices and watershed treatment measures, 
including tillage methods, terracing, waterways 
and channel stabilization. 
G. Soil Management Practices. Kind and amount of 
soil cover management practices, including crop 
rotation, fertility amendments, grazing rate, fire 
protection etc. 
The role of the causal factors, both singly and in various 
combinations must be understood in order to make well-
founded interpretations of the variation in sediment yield 
of different watersheds. Once the cause and effect 
relationships are established for a particular soil and 
climate region, it should be possible to predict sediment 
yield on the basis of watershed characteristics within that 
region. 
Relation of Erodibility to Soil Texture 
Differences in soil erodibility are obvious to most 
farmers and were noted by scientists and others in the early 
years of the conservation movement. A close comparison for 
rate of sediment removal versus silt content of a surface 
33 
and subsurface soil is shown in Figure 3. A study of Figure 
3 indicates that there has been more sediment removed from 
watersheds 2, 3, and 4 as compared to watershed 1, but the 
intensity of sediment removal is highest in watershed 2. 
This, as indicated before, was due to gully erosion which 
caused the highest sediment yield in the area. 
Data shown in Figure 3 also indicates disturbance of 
land, for fertilizer application in watersheds 3 and 4, 
caused a higher sediment yield compared to watershed 1 which 
was not disturbed. This is in spite of the fact they were 
densely covered with native grass before tillage in 1978. 
Study of Figures 4 and 5 indicates the same trend of 
sediment yield with regard to sand and clay content of soil 
in these watersheds. 
In laboratory tests of different soil samples from 
different soil types, it was concluded that a soil type 
becomes less erodible with a decrease in silt fraction, 
regardless of whether the corresponding increase in the sand 
fraction or the clay fraction. However, the percentages of 
silt, clay and sand must be considered in relation to 
existing levels of other physical and chemical properties. 
Different studies have shown that when this is done, 
erodibili ty is often so sensitive to small changes in 
particle size distribution that conventional textural 
classifications are much too broad to serve as a reliable 
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Figure 4. Percent Sand on Sediment Yield 
in 1978-81, Southern Plains 
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Figure 5. Percent Clay on Sediment Yield in 1978-81, Southern Plains 







The conclusion stated above has been reported by other 
researchers where their data was obtained are under 
laboratory conditions (Holeman, 1968). Their conclusions 
are not in agreement with results obtained here under 
natural conditions; most of which were out of our control. 
This might be the reason that sediment yield from watershed 
1 is low in spite of high silt content of the soil, and 
sediment yield is highest in watershed 2 in spite of a high 
silt content. 
A study of the data shown in Figure 6 indicates that 
the relation of soil pH to erodibility depends on silt 
content. For a high silt content, it appears that higher pH 
increases erodibility. This only applies for watersheds 3 
and 4 in which there was a direct relationship between pH 
and sediment yield (Figure 7). For watershed 1 this did not 
prove to be true because in spite of the high silt content, 
it had the lowest sediment yield. This confirmed the same 
trend as shown in Figure 5 for watershed 2. 
A review of the literature (Holeman, 1968) reveals that 
erodibility depends on soil structure and silt content and 
other researchers (Holeman, 1968) have concluded that for a 
high silt soil, increased pH is related to increased 
erodibility if the soil structure is fine granular. 
According to the Soil Survey report for Woodward County the 
structure of these soils is granular and possibly this fine 
granular structure might have been a factor in producing 
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Figure 6. Effect of Silt Content 
Southern Plains Exp. 
Woodward, Oklahoma 
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disturbance of the soil for the purpose of P application 
might have enhanced this process also. 
Overall, the soil organic matter content ranks next to 
particle size distribution as an indicator of erodibility. 
A study of the data shown in Figure 8 indicates that there 
is a strong inverse relation of erodibility between the 
soil organic matter content and the amount of runoff. This 
is true for watershed 3 and 4, but this inverse relation 
does not hold true for watershed 2 due to gully erosion. In 
spite of high soil organic matter content still higher 
amounts of runoff have occurred. The conclusions derived 
from the data shown in Figure 8 is confirmed by study of 
Figure 9. Here in Figure 9 the data shows that the same 
inverse relation holds true for watershed 1 compared to 
watersheds 3 and 4, but it is not true for watershed 4 
compared to watersheds 2 and 3. 
The gully erosion in watershed 2 might be one of the 
reasons for high sediment yield in spite of its higher 
organic matter content. The soil organic matter content of 
water shed 3 is higher than that of water shed 4, yet, there 
is a higher sediment yield in this watershed compared to 
watershed 4. The reason might be due to the presence of 
impervious layers in soil (no attempt was made to determine 
the presence of impermeable layers) • 
An analysis of the data shown in Figure 10 shows an 
important but very complex interrelation between soil 
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watersheds. For instance, watershed 1 with relatively high 
clay and soil organic matter content produced the lowest 
sediment yield. Watershed 4 in spite of its high clay 
content and low organic matter, showed a higher sediment 
yield, however, in watershed 3 with a lower clay content the 
sediment yield was essentially the same as that of watershed 
4. The reason for high sediment yield in watersheds 3 and 4 
might be attributed to high sand content in addition to 
cultural practices which caused the disturbance of land. 
Exchange cations undoubtedly have an important effect 
on physical properties of these soils, especially on their 
dispersivity. By study of the data shown in Figure 11 it is 
noted that the exchangeable Na content of the soils of 
watershed 4 is higher than that of watershed 1 and this may 
have caused a higher sediment yield in watershed 4 due to 
decrease in permeability caused by swelling Na clays which 
could increase runoff. A study of the data shown in Figure 
12 might confirm this conclusion. Comparison of sediment 
yield from watershed 1 to that of watershed 3 also leads to 
the same conclusion (Figure 11). 
Study of the data shown in. Figures 11 and 12 leads to 
the conclusion that there is negative correlation for 
sediment yield from watersheds 2 and 4. In spite of high 
runoff in watershed 4 there was less sediment yield compared 
to watershed 2. This is further evidence of the importance 
of gully erosion in sediment yield production. 
Data shown in Figures 13 and 14 indicate that 
I 
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Figure 13. Sediment 
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49 
exchangeable Ca in the soils of watershed 4 did not have 
significant effect in controlling water runoff. As 
indicated from the data shown in Figure 10 the effect of 
exchangeable Na was dominant over other cations and may have 
caused maximum runoff from this watershed. In watershed 1 
the effect of exchangeable Ca was dominant since little 
runoff and sediment yield was produced. Good vegetative 
cover was another factor in accounting for sedimentation and 
runoff. This is evident from the data shown in Figures 12, 
13, and 14. 
Climatological Data 
The two general climatological factors of importance in 
determining water runoff and soil erosion were temperature 
and precipitation. Other factors such as wind movement, 
humidity and insolation are of influence only as they affect 
runoff and soil erosion. 
The influence of temperature on runoff and erosion is 
exerted primarily through its effect on the evaporation of 
soil water and on freezing. The more rapid the removal of 
soil water by evaporation or by percolation or by plant 
transpiration, the lesser the opportunity for water 
penetration. Undoubtedly percolation and plant use of soil 
water are together much more important than evaporation, yet 
evaporation is responsible for considerable water removal 
during the warmer part of the year with a proportionate 
increase in absorption. 
50 
Unfortunately, the daily temperature has not been 
recorded for the Woodward Experiment Station since 1979. 
Therefore correlation between temperature and runoff was not 
possible. In a broad way the total precipitation is an 
important factor in determining the water runoff and soil 
erosion. However, the distribution of rainfall, together 
with the number and size of the torrential rains is probably 
of greater importance. Data shown in Table III shows the 
monthly precipitation and the average monthly precipitation 
















PRECIPITATION FOR EACH MONTH DURING 
THE FOUR YEARS OF EXPERIMENT 
1978 1979 1980 1981 
0.2 1.19 1.39 0.05 
1.34 0.2 0. 85 0.15 
0.3 4.84 2.42 2.37 
1.16 1.40 4.72 1.04 
7.59 6.43 6.99 3.54 
3.34 4.65 2.16 2.38 
2.75 6.07 0.28 2.07 
1.38 1.31 0.9 3.04 
3.40 0.05 0.4 1.48 
o.oo 4.73 1.64 2. 80 
0.71 0.5 0.45 4.16 
0.34 0.25 2.85 0.24 














Nitrogen and Phosphorus Losses in Surface 
Runoff From Woodward Watershed 
51 
The present study provides information on N and P 
losses in surface runoff from four watersheds at the USDA 
Southern Great Plains Field Station at Woodward, Oklahoma. 
This information will be related to conservation management 
practices, rates of P fertilizer application, and seaonal 
climate differences. Surf ace runoff and sediment yield from 
the watersheds· are shown in Table IV. Study of the data in 
this table indicates that in watersheds 1 and 2 maximum 
runoff occurred during the first year of nutrient 
measurements, but in watershed 4, maximum runoff occurred 
during the second year of nutrient measurements. The 
coefficients of variation (CV's) for annual runoff were 
greatest (195%) for the highly eroded watershed 2 and least 
(153%) for watershed 3 which has a tillage cultural practice 
(see Appendix C). The coefficients of variation (CV's) for 
sediment discharges were greatest for watershed 4 (274%) and 
least for watershed 2 · (220%) (see Appendix C). The average 
of three annual runoffs from different watersheds with 
different land uses (Table IV) varied from 4.25 cm for 
the tillage watershed 4 to 0.85 cm for the pasture or range 
grass watershed 1. 
Examination of the data in Figure 15 (runoff vs. sand) 
shows a complicated relation between runoff and percent 




















SURFACE RUNOFF AND SEDIMENT YIELD FROM 
WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA WATERSHEDS 
Year Surf ace Runoff Sediment Loss 
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Figure 15. Effect of Percent Sand 
Southern Plains (cm) 
Woodward, Oklahoma 







between sand content of soil and surface runoff. In surface 
soil, as percent sand increases, there is an increase in the 
amount of surf ace runoff, except in water shed 2 where 
in spite of low sand content there was higher surface runoff 
compared to watersheds 1 and 3 as shown in Figure 15. The 
reason could possibly be due to active gully erosion in this 
watershed. In watershed 1 the soil was kept in virgin range 
with high vegetative cover which resulted in the lowest 
runoff. Study of Figure 16 (runoff vs. sand, runoff vs. 
clay) leads to the same conclusion. That is, the 
conservation practices have completely changed the natural 
relationship that exists between soil texture and amount of 
surface runoff. 
The averages of three annual sediment yields varied 
from 1.589 metric ton/ha on the highly eroded watershed 2 to 
0 .07 8 metric ton/ha on the least eroded water shed 1 (Table 
IV). Solution and sediment N losses were also affected by 
conservation management practices (Table V). The average 
annual total N (soluble and sediment) losses were 0.2122 
kg/ha for watershed 1 with virgin soil, 1.4789 kg/ha for 
highly eroeded watershed 2, 1.8479 kg/ha for the cultivated 
watershed 3 and 1.1211 kg/ha for the cultivated watershed 4. 
Sediment N losses from these watersheds were 84.8%, 94%, 
93.6%, and 89% of the total N loss from watersheds 1, 2, 3, 
and 4, respectively, indicating that soluble N loss in 
surf ace runoff is a very small f ractjon of total N loss 
(soluble N and sediment N). 
Wl W2 W2 
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Figure 16. Effect of Silt and Clay 
of Soil on 
Runoff (cm) 
Southern Plains Exp. 























NITROGEN LOSS IN SURFACE RUNOFF FROM 
WOODWARD WATERSHED 
Soluble N kg/ha 
Sediment-N 
N02-N N03-N NH4-N kg/ha 
a.aa19 o.a1s a.021 0.34 
a.aa43 o.oso 0.026 2.44 
0.0035 0.032 0.021 0.46 
0.0036 0.042 0.037 0.75 
o.oaa8 o.aa8 o.a12 a.11 
a.ao28 0. 076 0.044 l.Sl 
o.aa42 0.073 0.136 4.76 
a.0077 0.078 0.102 2.a8 
a.ao10 o.a23 0.017 o.a9 
a.0015 a.040 a.a23 0.29 
a.ao1a a.a46 o.a4a a.al 
a.oa11 a.ass o.a38 a.16 
1978-198a Average 
1 a.aa12 a.a1s o.al6 a.18 
2 a.0029 a.ass o.a31 1.39 
3 a.ao29 a.asa o.a65 1.73 






















Tillage of watersheds 3 and 4 for fertilizer 
application probably is one of the causes of higher sediment 
N loss due to rill and sheet erosion compared to that of 
watershed 1 which is virgin range, covered with native 
grass. Gully erosion in watershed 2 caused 94% of the total 
N loss, in spite of the fact that it was not disturbed for 
fertilizer application, and fertilizer P was applied by 
broadcast only. 
The average 1978-80 N loss from watershed 2 (Table V) 
is almost seven times greater than that of watershed 1, 
indicating the efficiency of nutrient removal by gully 
erosion. However, from watershed 3 total N removal was 
9.6 times greater than that of watershed 1. On the other 
hand, sediment yield from watershed 2 was five times greater 
than that of watershed 3. This indicates that total 
N removal is not directly proportional to the total sediment 
removal. Examination of Figure 17 [sediment vs. total 
Kjeldahl nitrogen removal (TKNR)l, and Figure 18 (runoff vs. 
TKNR) confirms the finding mentioned above. The amount of 
runoff is not directly proportional to the amount of 
sediment as shown in Figure 18 (sediment vs. runoff). For 
example, from watershed 4 there was maximum runoff but the 
least sediment yield compared to those from watershed 2 and 
watershed 3. The coefficients of variation for sediment 
N were 233.77 for watershed 3, which is highest, and 146 for 
watershed 1, which is lowest among all four watersheds. The 
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Figure 17. 
Sed Runoff 
Effect of Sediment Yield (kg/ha) and Surfade 
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Removed (TKNR) in Southern Plai~s Exp. 




RUNOFF MEAN W4 
I ••••• 
10 + ...... 
I ••••• ••••• ••••• W2 
9 + ••••• 
I ••••• . ...... ••••• ••••• ••••• • •••• 
8 + ••••• W3 • •••• 
I ••••• • •••• • •••• ...... • •••• • •••• ••••• • •••• • •••• 
7 + ••••• • •••• • •••• 
I ••••• • •••• • •••• ••••• • •••• • •••• ••••• . ..... • •••• 
6 + ••••• ••••• • •••• 
I ••••• • •••• • •••• ••••• • •••• • •••• ••••• . ..... • •••• 
5 + ••••• • •••• ••••• 
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4 + ••••• • •••• • •••• 
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3 + ••••• ••••• • •••• 
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1 + ••••• ••••• ••••• • •••• 
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-------------------------------------------------236.50 1437.21 3111.12 4767.31 
SED 
Figure 18. Relation Between Sediment 
Yield (kg/ha) and 
Surf ace Runoff (cm) in 
Southern Plains Exp. 
Sta. USDA Woodward, 
Oklahoma 
60 
were almost equal. 
The data reported in Table VI represent the weighted 
concentrations of solution and sediment N in the 
transporting medium. These values shown in Table VI were 
obtained by dividing the solution and sediment N losses 
shown in Table V by the corresponding runoff and sediment 
yield as shown in Table IV. The annual loss per unit of 
transporting material of solution and sediment N is 
expressed as kilograms of N per hectare-centimeters of 
surface runoff, and kilograms of N per metric ton of 
sediment yield. 
The average annual sediment N losses per unit of 
sediment for watershed 1 and watershed 2 were 2.30 and 0.87 
kg N/metric ton of sediment, respectively. The magnitude of 
sediment N loss in watershed 1 was almost 2.6 times greater 
than that of watershed 2 and this was is in spite of the 
fact that the magnitude of sediment removal in watershed 2 
was 20 times greater than that of watershed 1. This might 
be due to the gully erosion problem as observed for 
watershed 2 in which there was no uniform sediment removal 
from over the total area. The average annual sediment 
N loss per unit of sediment (Table VI) in watershed 3 is 
almost 1.6 times greater than that of watershed 1, which 
indicates that disturbance of the surface soil due to 
cultural practices did increase the amount of sediment N 
losses. Similar.results were found from watershed 4 where 




















LOSS PER UNIT OF TRANSPORTING MATERIAL OF 
NUTRIENT EXPRESSED ON THE BASIS OF 
RUNOFF AND SEDIMENT YIELD 
Soluble Nutrients Sediment 
N02 N03 NH4 p TKN 
---------kg/ha-cm runoff--------- kg/mt 
1978 
0.0016 0.013 0.018 17.18 l.8S 
0.0011 0.013 0.007 11.65 0.80 
0.0016 O.OlS 0.009 10.03 S.9S 
0.0008 0.010 0.009 9.17 1.28 
1979 
0.0011 0.011 0.017 o.ooo 4.38 
0.0007 0.021 0.012 0.005 0.92 
0.0012 0.020 0.038 0.008 3. 81 
0.0009 0.010 0.013 0.002 2.83 
1980 
0.0014 0.032 0.024 17.88 3.29 
0.0011 0.030 0.017 14.09 2. 27 
0.0011 O.OS4 0.047 19.99 a.so 
0.0011 O.OS9 0.040 19.6S 7.94 
1978-1980 Average 
0.0013 0.016 0.019 11.68 2.30 
0.001 0.021 0.012 8.S8 0.87 
0.0013 0.029 0.031 10.00 3.72 






















the lower amount of erosion from watersheds 1, 3, and 4 may 
have resulted in organic matter accumulation, accounting for 
these small sediment nitrogen differences. The average 
annual solution N loss per unit of runoff (Table VI) were 
considered to be low in all watersheds. 
Differences in solution N loss per unit of runoff among 
the three years (Table VI) are not clearly understood but 
appear to be influenced by climatological differences. The 
seasonal distribution of precipitation and runoff 
characteristics varied among the three years. Snowmelt 
runoff data from these watersheds was not available to 
measure the effect of snowmelt runoff on soluble nitrogen 
concentrations. 
The influence of P fertilizer application on nutrient 
losses was evaluated by comparison of watershed 1 which did 
not receive P fertilizer and watershed 2 which received 
P fertilizer at a rate of 9 kg P/ha in March, 1980. 
Previous studies revealed that runoff and erosion 
characteristics differed for these two watersheds. 
Watershed 2 has had more runoff and more sediment yield, but 
watershed 1 had less runoff and less sediment yield. To 
evaluate the fertility treatment effect, the runoff and 
erosion differences for watershed 1 and watershed 2 must be 
considered. Weighted concentrations of solution P and 
sediment P in the transporting medium as reported in Table 
VI were derived by dividing solution and sediment P losses 



















PHOSPHORUS LOSS IN SURFACE RUNOFF FROM 
WOODWARD WATERSHEDS 
Soluble-P Sediment-TP 
Year kg/ha kg/ha 
1978 
19.76 87.49 







0.02 0. 43 
1980 
12.70 9.80 




























yield shown in Table IV. The annual loss per unit of 
runoff of solution and sediment P was expressed in kilograms 
of P per hectare-centimeter of surface runoff and kilograms 
of N per metric ton of sediment yield. 
The average annual sediment P loss per unit of sediment 
for the control watershed 1, and for the 9 kg P/ha P 
fertilizer application (watershed 2) were 279.14 and 243.26 
kg/metric ton of sediment, respectively as shown in Table 
VII. These data indicate that there has been little 
fertility treatment effect Cl2% decrease) on the amount of 
P carried by the unit weight of sediment; On the other 
hand, the average annual solution P loss was 11.68 kg/ha-cm 
runoff in watershed 1 and 8.8S in watershed 2 after P 
application, which was a 26% decrease in runoff P. The 
average annual sediment P loss per unit of sediment was 
higher on watersheds 3 and 4 than on watersheds 1 and 2. 
Sediment P loss per unit of sediment for watersheds 3 and 4 
were 822.44 and SSS.SO kg P/metric ton of sediment, 
respectively. Higher fertilizer rate application and 
cultural practices accounts for these sediment P differences 
of watersheds 3 and 4 compared to those of watersheds 1 and 
2. 
Study of Variability in Soil Data 
Research data show that long-time average soil losses 
may vary more than 30-fold due to basic soil differences. 
The following is a report of the Woodward, Oklahoma 
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watershed study and deals primarily with differences among 
soil variables. The variability in some common parameters 
is given in Tables VIII and IX. All parameters shown in 
these tables apply to surf ace soil and subsoil. 
The merits of various soil properties as indicators of 
erodibility were explored by simple linear regression 
techniques. Thus the effect of each soil parameter was 
studied with the level of other runoft parameters allowed to 
vary freely over their natural ranges. The correlation 
coefficients Cr 1 and r 2 > obtained in simple linear 
regression of sediment yield, surface runoff, total N, total 
P, and soluble P on various soil properties are shown in 
Table x. 
The correlation coefficient ~ is a pure number without 
units or dimensions because the units of the numerator and 
denominator are both the products of the units in which both 
soil and runoff variables are measured. Another useful 
property of ~ is that it always lies between -1 and +l. 
Positive values of~ indicate a tendency of both variables 
to increase together and when ~ is negative, large values of 
independent variables are associated with small values of 
dependent variables. When~= 1 the two variables keep in 
perfect step, any change in one variable is accompanied by a 
proportionate change in the other. However, it is not easy 
to make a visual evaluation if the absolute value of ~ is 
less than 0.5; even the direction of inclination of 




VARIABILITY IN SOME PROPERTIES OF SEDIMENT YIELD, 
RUNOFF, AND SURFACE SOIL OF 4 WATERSHEDS 
FROM WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA 
Range in Values 
Surface Soil 
Variable Unit Minimum Maximum Mean 
Sediment Yield kg/ha 236.50 4767.31 2388.03 
Runoff cm 2.55 10.21 7. 27 
Total N in Sediment kg/ha 0.54 11.03 4.87 
Soluble P in Runoff kg/ha 32.46 91. 78 63.44 
Total P in Sediment kg/ha 136.00 1607.38 731.60 
pH W 7.36 7.67 7.49 
pH K 6.62 7.35 6.99 
EC Mmhos/cm 408.84 599.33 525.45 
Exchangeable Ca meq/100 g 15.68 22.40 18.21 
Exchangeable Mg meq/100 g 1.13 1.66 1.49 
Exchangeable Ma meq/100 g 0.02 0.04 0.03 
Exchangeable K meq/100 g 0.34 0.48 0. 41 
CEC meq/100 g 12.16 13.47 12.71 
Total P in Soil ppm 130.00 153. 56 142. 09 
Soluble P in Soil ppm 2.72 5.07 3.63 
Percent OM 1.47 1.98 1.76 
Total N in Soil kg/ha 1344.00 1991.11 1635.38 
Soluble Ca meq/100 g 0.37 0.55 0.45 
Soluble Mg meq/100 g 0.09 0.64 0.35 
Soluble Na meq/100 g 0.0006 0.01 0.009 
Soluble K meq/100 g 0.02 0.07 0.04 
Total Ca meq/100 g 22. 91 64.63 44.72 
Total Mg meq/100 g 55.86 67.08 59.57 
Total Na meq/100 g 0. 57 0.86 0.66 
Total K meq/100 g 6.94 9.17 7.88 
Percent Sand 36.40 43.20 39.62 
Percent Silt 39.25 45.56 42.99 
Percent Clay 15.80 18.10 17.34 
TABLE IX 
VARIABILITY IN SOME PROPERTIES OF SEDIMENT YIELD, 
RUNOFF, AND SUBSURFACE SOIL OF 4 WATERSHEDS 
FROM WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA 
Range in Values 
Surface Soil 
Variable Unit Minimum Maximum 
67 
Mean 
Sediment Yield kg/ha 236.50 4767.31 2388.03 
Runoff cm 2.55 10.21 7. 27 
Total N in Sediment kg/ha 0.54 11.03 4.87 
Soluble P in Runoff kg/ha 32.46 91. 7 8 63.94 
Total P in Sediment kg/ha 136.00 1607.38 731.61 
pH W 7.40 7. 80 7.63 
pH K 6.91 7.55 7.16 
EC Mmhos/cm 370.00 434.29 415.37 
Exchangeable Ca meq/100 g 20.89 24.89 22.26 
Exchangeable Mg meq/100 g 0.45 2.01 1.55 
Exchangeable Ma meq/100 g 0.01 0.04 0.27 
Exchangeable K meq/100 g 0.28 0.37 0.33 
CEC meq/100 g 11.94 13.72 13.06 
·Total P in Soil ppm 133.78 145.71 138.71 
Soluble P in Soil ppm 0.91 1.60 1.40 
Percent OM 1.31 1.50 1.41 
Total N in Soil kg/ha 1254.40 1381.33 1314.93 
Soluble Ca meq/100 g 0.31 0.39 0.36 
Soluble Mg meq/100 g 0.06 0.62 0.29 
Soluble Na meq/100 g 0.01 0.01 0.01 
Soluble K meq/100 g 0.02 0.02 0.02 
Total Ca meq/100 g 45.21 40.36 68.69 
Total Mg meq/100 g 65.62 70.83 67.82 
Total Na meq/100 g 0.57 0.74 0.68 
Total K meq/100 g 6.90 8.86 7.86 
Percent Sand 35.60 43.63 38.93 
Percent Silt 40.75 44.60 42.09 
Percent Clay 16.80 21.36 19.33 
TABLE X 
COEFFICIENTS OF SIMPLE CORRELATIONS FOR SURFACE SOIL AND SUBSOIL OF 
4 WATERSHEDS FROM WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA 
_____________________ De:12end~nt Vgrigbl§ 
Independent Sediment Runoff Total Soluble P Total 
Soil Variable Yield sediment N RunQf..f__ Sediment P 
r1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 
pH W 0.01 0.52 0.44 0.78 0.80 0. 87 0. 81 0.98 0.67 0.79 
pH K -0.40 -0.04 -0.18 -.001 0.57 0.82 0.40 0.65 0.46 0.75 
EC 0.08 0.30 -0.77 -0.58 -0.15 -.24 -0.41 -0.03 0.01 0.40 
Exchangeable Ca -0.07 0.21 -0.18 0.29 0.76 0.95 0.54 0.86 0.72 0.88 
Exchangeable Mg -0.33 -0.53 -0.04 0.01 -0.92 -0.84 -0.74 -0.65 -0.93 -0.92 
Exchangeable Ma 0.38 -0.99 0.86 -0.59 0.73 -0.46 0.90 -0.57 0.62 -0.57 
Exchangeable K 0.16 0.13 -0.28 0.02 -0.72 -0.77 -0.69 -0.61 -0.57 -0.69 
CEC -0.26 -0.44 -0.67 -0.32 -0.84 -0.99 -0.92 -0.90 -0.72 -0.97 
Total P in Soil -0.54 0.28 -0.77 0.45 -0.15 0.95 -0.16 .o. 92 -0.14 0.86 
Soluble P in Soil -0.36 0.74 0.55 0.91 0.12 0.71 0.32 0.89 -0.06 0.68 
Percent OM 0. 27 -0.16 -0.56 -0.79 -0.34 0.34 -0.49 0.01 -0.14 0.40 
Total N in Soil -0.25 -0.85 -0.89 -0.06 -0.55 -0.44 -0.77 -0.39 -0.41 -0.65 
Soluble Ca -0.16 0.12 -0.78 -0.59 -0.66 -0.42 -0.82 -0.11 -0.51 -0.53 
Soluble Mg -0.08 -0.16 0.60 0.63 0.59 0.44 0.70 0.60 0.41 0.25 
Soluble Na -0.85 -0.68 -0.39 0.21 -0.84 -0.25 -0.80 -0.10 -0.92 -0.44 
Soluble K -0.50 4.72 -0.95 -0.11 -0.63 -0.03 -0.85 -0.03 -0.54 0.22 
Total Ca 0.74 0.54 0.12 -0.17 0.80 0.70 0.67 0.48 0.90 0.81 
Total Mg 0.25 -0.20 -0.26 -0.54 0.88 0.52 0.67 -0.17 0.89 0.29 
Total Na 0.77 0.05 0.14 -0.75 -0.11 -0.15 -0.05 -0.17 0.06 0.29 
Total K 0.81 0.70 0.04 -0.17 0.09 0.03 0.06 -0.06 0.28 0.22 
Percent Sand -0.11 -0.02 0.58 0.29 0. 57 0. 83 0.69 0.78 0.40 0.71 
;'Percent Silt 0.16 0.64 -0.65 -0.02 -0.39 -0.27 -0.57 -0.24 -0.21 -0.09 
.. Percent Clay -0.11 -0.46 -0.14 -0.51 -o. 91 -0.99 -0.78 -0.97 -0.84 -0.94 
°' OJ 
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bet ween -0 .3 and +0 .3. 
Only those variables with correlation coefficients of 
90 percent or more are shown in Table XI. The significant 
variables in Table XII include: 
1. Exchangeable Na of subsoil vs. sediment yield. 
2. Exchangeable Mg of surface soil vs. total P in 
sediment yield. 
3. Exchangeable Mg of surf ace soil vs. sediment 
yield. 
4. Cation exchange capacity of subsoil vs. total N of 
sediment yield. 
5. Cation exchange capacity of surface soil and 
subsoil vs. soluble P in runoff. 
6. Cation exchange capacity of subsoil vs. total P of 
sediment yield. 
7. Soluble Na of surface soil vs. total P of sediment 
yield. 
8. Soluble K of surface soil vs. runoff. 
9. Total Ca of surface soil vs. total P of sediment 
yield. 
10. pH of subsoil vs. soluble P of runoff. 
11. Exchangeable Ca of subsoil vs. total N of sediment 
yield. 
12. Total P of subsoil vs. total N of sediment yield. 
13. Soluble P of subsoil vs. runoff. 
13. Percent clay of surface soil and subsoil vs. total 
N of sediment yield. 
TABLE IX. 
COEFFICIENTS OF SIMPLE CORRELATIONS WITH RELATED OSL FOR SURFACE SOIL AND 
SUBSOIL OF 4 WATERSHEDS FROM WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA 
Dependent YaLi~ 
Independent Sediment Runof t TKNR Soluble P Total P 
Soil Variable Yi~ld 
r1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 r1 r2 
Exchangeable Mg -0.92 -0.94 
OSL 0.07 0.06 
Exchangeable Ma -0.99 0.90 
OSL 0.003 0.09 
CEC -0.99 -0.92 -0.90 -0.97 
OSL 0.005 0.07 0.09 0.03 
Soluble Na -0.92 
OSL 0.07 
Soluble K -0.95 
OSL 0.04 
Total Ca 0.90 
OSL 0.09 
pH W 0.98 
OSL 0.01 
Exchangeable Ca 0.95 
OSL 0.05 
Total P 0.95 0.92 
OSL 0.05 o.oa 
Soluble P 0.92 
OSL o.oa 
Percent Clay -0.91 -0.99 -0.97 -0.94 





F VALUES OBTAINED BY ONE-WAY CLASSIFICATION 
ANALYSIS FOR SURFACE SOIL AND SUBSOIL OF 
4 WATERSHEDS FROM WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA 
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Surf ace Soil Subsoil 
Soil Dependent 
Variable F Value PR > F F Value PR > F 
pH W 1.95 0.1134 10.64 0.0001 
pH K 6.95 0.0003 11.63 0.0001 
EC 4.76 0.0029 1.49 0.2272 
Exchangeable Ca 6.71 0.0004 3.21 0. 0778 
Exchangeable Mg 8.24 0.0001 19.92 0.0001 
Exchangeable Ma 2.33 0. 06 46 3.63 0.0110 
Exchangeable K 4.13 0.0059 4.22 0.0053 
CEC 3.13 0.0212 3.55 0.0121 
Total P in Soil 1.96 0.1120 6. 78 0.0004 
Soluble P in Soil 1.24 0.3327 1.74 0.1559 
Percent OM 2.64 0.0417 1.27 0.3167 
Total N in Soil 2.23 0.0750 0.44 0. 8793 
Soluble Ca 3.52 0.0126 3.44 0. 0140 
Soluble Mg 8.04 0.0001 31.76 0.0001 
Soluble Na 1.13 0.3922 1.02 0.4576 
Soluble K 1. 06 0. 4317 1.02 0.4531 
Total Ca 3.57 0.0118 3.14 0.0202 
Total Mg 3.09 0.0222 1. 57 0.2022 
Total Na 0.81 0.6034 1.80 0.1420 
Total K 4.38 0.0045 3.19 0.0196 
Percent Sand 3.75 0.0095 3.98 0.0071 
Percent Silt 2.99 0.0256 2. 90 0.0280 
Percent Clay 2.62 0.0430 5.34 0.0015 
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14. Percent clay of subsoil vs. soluble P of runoff 
and total P of sediment yield. 
The pH of a soil suspension decreased with increasing 
concentration of neutral salts. The increase in pH of the 
soil suspension upon dilution is thus a direct corollary of 
the observed decrease in pH of the suspension upon addition 
of neutral salts. The pH values in lN KCl solution are less 
influenced by changes in biological and meterological 
conditions and thus reflect a more intrinsic characteristic 
of the soil pH than the soil pH values measured in water. 
Study of the data in Figure 19 shows that soil type did 
not have a significant influence on pH of watershed soils. 
However, statistical analysis contradicts the observed 
conclusion indicating that there is significant difference 
among pH KCl means. This leads to a conclusion that we 
should not be totally dependent on statistical analysis for 
interpreting research data. 
subject must be considered. 
Sometimes practicality of the 
The concentrated superphosphate on these soils has a pH 
value between 1 and 2 (Burd, 1948) and although this 
solution does strongly acidify small volumes of soil around 
the particles on a temporary basis, the long-term effect 
does not appear to be significant in these soils because of 
the tendency of phosphate to react with hydrous oxides of 
aluminum and iron. This reaction releases hydroxyl ions 
that react with the hydrogen ions present initially. 
As the soil moisture content is reduced by evaporation 
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Figure 19. 
watersheds 
Relation Between Soil Slope and pH-KCl for 





the concentration of soluble salts in the soil solution 
rises. A comparison of electrical conductivity of surface 
soil and subsurface soil (Figure 20) indicates that the 
concentration of soluble salts in the surface soil is higher 
than that of the subsurface soil. This is in agreement with 
the conditions of the mineral soils of arid and semiarid 
regions with low rainfall and restricted drainage (Richard, 
1954) • 
These soils are not saline soils, since their 
electrical conductivities are less than 4 mmhos/cm and their 
pH is below 8.5. The pH of these soils probably indicates 
that there is a small amount of exchangeable Na present. 
Even upon hydrolysis the pH of the soil is not effected. 
This conclusion is confirmed by study of Figure 21 and 
Figure 22 indicating that a very small percentage of cation 
exchange capacity of these soils is occupied by Na ions. 
Study of the data in Figure 23 indicates that the value 
of exchangeable Ca of some of the soil samples is higher 
than their cation exchange capacity. This is due to the 
presence of free calcium carbonate in these samples. The 
presence of free calcium carbonate in these samples was 
determined by .the carbonate test with HCl. 
Particle size distribution of all watershed soils is 
shown in Table XIII. Some differences in particle size 
distribution were observed when all the soils were paired 
for slope, but due to erosion in the area absolute 
comparisons between particle size distribution of surface 
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Figure 23. 
Watersheds 
Relation Between Soil Slope and Exchangeable 



















PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS DATA ON 4 WATERSHEDS 
FROM WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA - PART I 
Soil Depth TKN I 
Slope inches kg/ha Me/100 %Sand %Silt %Clay 
WOD 0-9 2016 0.007 35.2 48.0 16.8 
WOD 9-13 1344 o.oo 43.2 38.0 18.8 
WOD 0-9 2016 0. 07 35.2 49.0 15.8 
WOD 9-13 1568 0.14 37.2 46.0 16.8 
WOD 0-9 2240 0.07 40.2 44.0 15.8 
WOD 9-13 1344 0.07 43.2 39.0 17.8 
woe 0-10 1344 0.37 35.2 47. 0 .17. 8 
woe 10-14 896 0.07 34 .2 44.0 21.8 
woe 0-10 2240 0. 07 35.2 47. 0 17.8 
woe 10-14 1568 0.22 33.2 43.0 23.B 
woe 0-10 1792 0. 07 31.2 49.0 19.8 
woe 10-14 1344 0.37 29.2 47.0 23.B 
















TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Sample Water- Soil Depth TKN I 
Number shed Slope inches kg/ha Me/100 %Sand %Silt %Clay Textural Class 
14 1 QWD 8-13 1344 0.97 33.2 42.0 24.8 Loamy 
15 1 QWD 0-8 1792 0.07 38.2 42.0 19.8 Loamy 
16 1 QWD 8-13 1344 0.22 43.2 36.0 20.8 Loamy 
17 1 QWD 0-8 2240 0.14 3.2 46.0 20.8 Loamy 
18 1 QWD 8-13 1344 0.37 33.2 43.0 23.8 Loamy 
19 2 WOD 0-8 1568 0.44 39.2 37.5 23.3 Loamy 
20 2 WOD 8-13 1568 0.22 37. 2 43.0 19.8 Loamy 
21 2 WOD 0-8 1792 0.07 39.2 45.0 15.8 Loamy 
22 2 WOD 8-13 896 0. 07 35.2 46.0 18.8 Loamy 
23 2 WOD 0-8 1792 0.07 31.2 51.0 17.8 Loamy 
24 2 WOD 8-13 1120 0.14 33.2 47.0 19.8 Loamy 
25 2 QWD 0-17 1792 0.29 39.2 44.0 16.8 Loamy 
26 2 QWD 7-14 1568 0.07 35.2 42.0 22.8 Loamy 
27 2 QWD 0-7 1568 0.22 33.2 50.0 16.8 Loamy 
(X) 
0 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Sample Water- Soil Depth TKN I 
Number shed Slope inches kg/ha Me/100 %Sand %Silt %Clay Textural Class 
28 2 QWD 7-14 1120 0. 07 37.2 45.0 17. 8 Loamy 
29 3 WOD 0-10 1344 0.14 33.2 50.0 16.8 Loamy 
30 3 WOD 10-16 1120 0.07 33.2 47. 0 19.8 Loamy 
31 3 WOD 0-10 1792 0.07 37.2 45.0 17.8 Loamy 
32 3 WOD 10-16 1354 o.oo 37.2 45.0 17 .8 Loamy 
33 3 WOD 0-10 1120 0.22 33.2 47.0 19.8 Loamy 
34 3 WOD 10-16 2016 0.59 39.2 45.0 15.8 Loamy 
35 3 QWD 0-7 1568 0.07 47.2 38.0 14.8 Loamy 
36 3 QWD 7-16 1120 6.52 43.2 40.0 16.8 Loamy 
37 3 QWD 0-7 1568 0.29 57.2 30.0 12.8 Sandy Loam 
·38 3 QWD 7-16 1120 0.07 56.2 29.0 14.8 Sandy Loam 
39 3 QWD 0-7 896 0.07 50.4 36.8 12.8 Loamy 
40 3 QWD 7-16 896 0.07 53.2 33.0 13.8 Sandy Loam 
41 3 QWD 0-7 2240 0.37 39.2 45.0 15.8 Loamy 
00 
........ 
TABLE XIII (Continued) 
Sample Water- Soil Depth TKN I 
Number shed Slope inches kg/ha Me/100 %Sand %Silt %Clay Textural Class 
42 3 QWD 7-16 1344 0.29 43.2 38.0 18.8 Loamy 
43 4 won 0-10 1344 0.14 45.2 37.0 17.8 Loamy 
44 4 won 10-16 896 0.07 43.2 37.0 19.8 Loamy 
45 4 won 0-10 1568 0.07 39.2 42.0 18.8 Loamy 
46 4 won 10-16 2016 0. 07 35.2 42.0 22.8 Loamy 
47 4 won 1-10 896 0.07 47.2 37.5 15.3 Loamy 
48 ··4 won 10-16 896 0.37 39.2 41.0 19.8 Loamy 
49 4 woe 0-10 1568 o.oo 34.2 43.0 17.8 Loamy 
50 4 woe 10-16 1792 0.37 37.2 44.0 18.8 Loamy 
51 4 woe 0-10 1344 0.07 45.2 38.0 16.8 Loamy 
52 4 woe 10-16 1568 0. 07 47.2 37 .5 15.3 Loamy 
53 4 woe 0-10 1344 0.07 43.2 38.0 18.8 Loamy 





and subsurface soil is not possible. However percent silt 
was a dominant fraction in all depths. 
In some of the soil samples it appears that the cation 
exchange capacity increases with the amount of clay and 
organic matter content (see Tables XIV-XVII). However, the 
correlation coefficient between organic matter and the 
cation exchange capacity was r = 0.77 for surface soil and 
r = -0.44 for subsoil. Correlation coefficients between 
organic matter and P, K, Ca and Mg were weak and below 60 
percent, except for K for which the correlation coefficient 
was 77 percent. This might be due to an erosion effect or 
moisture deficiency that hindered the complete decomposition 
of organic matter in these soils. 
Study of the data in Figures 24 and 25 showed that 
there is no significant difference between organic matter 
and total N of soil samples in these watersheds, however the 
trend of their magnitude in soil followed the same pattern. 
For example, the organic matter content of WOD soils 
decreased from watersheds 1 to 4 and the same trend was true 
for total N in the same soils. Almost the same trend was 
true for subsoil Nin WOD soils (see Figure 25). However, 
the organic matter and total N content of subsoil was less 
than that of surface soil, which is in agreement with the 
findings of other researchers. 
Study of the data in Figure 26 indicates that there 
were significant differences among total Ca content of soil 
samples of different watersheds. This was due to the 
TABLE XIV 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS DATA ON 4 WATERSHEDS 
FROM WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA - SOLUBLE CATIONS 
Soluble Cations 
Sample Water- Soil Depth m~gLlQQ g ~Qil 
Number shed Slope inches Ca Mg Na 
1 1 WOD 0-9 0.91 0.10 0.008 
2 1 WOD 9-13 0.44 0. 06 0.008 
3 1 WOD 0-9 0.58 0.08 0.004 
4 1 WOD 9-13 0.55 0.06 0.004 
5 1 WOD 0-9 0.46 0.09 0.004 
6 1 WOD 9-13 a.so . 0. 06 0.008 
7 1 woe 0-10 0.34 0.12 0.013 
8 1 woe 10-14 0.25 0.08 0.017 
9 1 woe 0-10 0.30 0.10 0.004 
10 1 woe 10...;.14 0.21 0.07 0.008 
11 1 woe 0-10 0.40 0.14 0.039 
12 1 woe 10-14 0.30 0.10 0.013 
13 1 QWD 0-8 0.71 0.07 0.004 
14 1 QWD 8-13 0.33 0.05 0.013 
15 1 QWD 0-8 0.58 0.06 0.008 
16 1 QWD 8-13 0.32 o.os o.ooa 
17 1 QWD 0-8 0.63 0.05 0.008 
18 1 QWD 8-13 0.47 o.os 0.013 
19 2 WOD 0-8 0.58 0.11 0.008 
20 2 WOD 8-13 0.31 0.04 0.004 

























TABLE XIV {Continued) 
Soluble Cations 
Sample Water- Soil Depth rn~gLlQQ g irnil 
Number shed Slope inches Ca Mg Na K 
22 2 WOD 8-13 0.38 o.os 0.008 0.017 
23 2 WOD 0-8 0.40 0.13 0.008 0.047 
24 2 won 8-13 0.30 0.10 0.013 0.032 
25 2 QWn 0-17 0.42 0.05 0.008 0.033 
26 2 QWD 7-14 0.34 0.03 0.008 0.020 
27 2 QWn 0-7 0.43 0.09 0.008 0.041 
28 2 QWD 7-14 0.44 0.08 0.008 0.023 
29 3 won 0-10 0.28 0.031 0.008 0.030 
30 3 won 10-16 0.35 0.052 0.013 0.015 
31 3 WOD 0-10 0.42 0.114 0.004 0.038 
32 3 WOD 10-16 0.41 0.052 0.008 0.025 
33 3 WOD 0-10 0.43 0.093 0.008 0.025 
34 3 WOD 10-16 0.56 0.060 0.004 0.030 
35 3 QWn 0-7 0.34 0.041 0.013 0.028 
36 3 QWD 7-16 0.47 0.041 0.017 0.020 
37 3 QWD 0-7 0.48 0.031 0.004 0.023 
38 3 QWD 7-16 0.34 0.031 0.008 0.015 
39 3 QWD 0-7 a.so 0.031 0.004 0.019 
40 3 QWD 7-16 0.37 0.020 0.008 0.012 
41 3 QWn 0-7 0.28 0.060 0.004 0.035 
42 3 QWD 7-16 0.35 0.050 0.008 0.020 
43 4 WOD 0-10 0.38 0.083 0.008 0.025 
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TABLE XIV (Continued) 
Soluble Cations 
Sample Water- Soil Depth m~gL]QQ g §iQ;i.l 
Number shed Slope inches Ca Mg Na K 
44 4 WOD 10-10 0.30 0.072 0.013 0.010 
45 4 WOD 0-10 0.28 0.062 0.013 0.017 
46 4 WOD 10-16 0.31 0.072 0.026 0.020 
47 4 WOD 1-10 0.14 0.052 0.008 0.016 
48 4 WOD 10-16 0.15 0.062 0.008 0.012 
49 4 WOD 0-10 0.53 0 .083 0.013 0.030 
50 4 woe 10-16 0.33 0.052 0.130 0.015 
51 4 woe 0-10 0.58 0.062 0.008 0.025 
52 4 woe 10-16 0.49 0.072 0.008 0.050 
53 4 woe 0-10 0.33 0.041 0.008 0.017 
54 4 woe 10-16 0.28 0.041 0.008 0.012 
TABLE XV 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS DATA ON 4 WATERSHEDS 
FROM WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA - TOTAL CATIONS 
Total Cations 
Sample Water- Soil Depth m~gLlQQ g !i!Qil 
Number shed Slope inches Ca Mg Na 
1 1 WOD 0-9 27.SO 83.33 0.86 
2 1 WOD 9-13 SS.00 9S. 83 0.86 
3 1 WOD 0-9 17.SO S8.33 0.43 
4 1 WOD 9-13 2S.OO 62.SO 0.86 
s 1 WOD 0-9 20.00 7S.OO 0.86 
6 1 WOD 9-13 60.00 83.33 0. 86 
7 1 woe 0-10 10.00 33.33 0.43 
8 1 woe 10-14 10.00 33.33 0.43 
9 1 woe 0-10 12.SO 33.33 0.43 
10 1 woe 10-14 lS.00 37.SO 0.86 
11 1 woe 0.10 12.SO 41.66 0.86 
12 1 woe 10-14 lS.00 4S. 83 0.86 
13 1 QWD 0-8 40.00 4S.83 0.43 
14 1 QWD 8-13 160.00 137. so 0.86 
lS 1 QWD 0-8 72.SO 87 .so 0.86 
16 1 QWD 8-13 117.SO S4.16 0.43 
17 1 QWD 0-8 62.SO 62.SO 0.43 
18 1 QWD 8-13 70.83 0.6S 6.41 
19 2 WOD 0-8 22.SO so.oo 0.86 
20 2· WOD 8-13 70.00 62.SO 0.86 

























TABLE XV (Continued) 
Total Cations 
Sample Water- Soil Depth ID~gl'.'.lQQ g SQil 
Number shed Slope inches Ca Mg Na K 
22 2 WOD 8-13 18.75 50.00 0.43 7.43 
23 2 WOD 0-8 12.50 54.16 0.86 10.00 
24 2 WOD 8-13 15.00 62.50 0.43 10.25 
25 2 QWD 0-7 215.00 75.00 0.86 8.20 
26 2 QWD 7-14 255.00 95.83 0.86 8.97 
27 2 QWD 0-7 12.50 54.16 0. 86 9.74 
28 2 QWD 7-14 15.00 58.33 0.86 9.74 
29 3 WOD 0-10 30.00 66.66 0. 43 8.46 
30 3 WOD 10-16 57.50 75.00 0.86 9.61 
31 3 WOD 0-10 12.50 64.58 0.43 8.46 
32 3 WOD 10-16 55.00 75.00 0.86 8.58 
33 3 WOD 0-10 25.00 79.16 0.86 9.23 
34 3 WOD 10-16 35.00 70.83 0.86 9.23 
35 3 QWD 0-7 100.00 66.66 0.43 6.41 
36 3 QWD 7-16 117.50 70.83 0.42 7.43 
37 3 QWD 0-7 127.50 66.66 0. 83 6.41 
38 3 QWD 7-16 117.50 66.66 0.83 6.15 
39 3 QWD 0-7 95.00 70.83 0.83 7.56 
40 3 QWD 7-16 120.00 79.16 0.83 6.53 
41 3 QWD 0-7 96.00 55.00 0. 43 8.20 
42 3 QWD 7-16 130.00 58.33 0.43 7.17 
43 4 WOD 0-10 15.00 56.25 0.86 7 .17 
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TABLE xv (Continued) 
Total Cations 
Sample Water- Soil Depth m~gLlQQ g &?Qil 
Number shed Slope inches Ca Mg Na K 
44 4 WOD 10-16 52.5 75.00 0.43 6.79 
45 4 WOD 0-10 20.0 58.33 0.43 7.05 
46 4 WOD 10-16 80.0 93.75 0.86 7.17 
47 4 WOD 1-10 10.0 37.50 0.43 6.66 
48 4 WOD 10-16 10.0 45.83 0.86 4.94 
49 4 woe 0-10 17 .o 56.25 0.86 8.46 
50 4 woe 10-16 52.5 70.83 0.43 6.66 
51 4 woe 0-10 22.5 54.16 0.43 6.15 
52 4 woe 10-16 16.25 45.83 0.43 6.15 
53 4 woe 0-10 52.5 66.66 0.43 6.15 
54 4 woe 10-16 60.0 62.50 0.43 6.15 
TABLE XVI 
PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS DATA ON 4 WATERSHEDS 
FROM WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA - EXCHANGEABLE CATIONS 
Exchangeable Cations 
Sample Water- Soil Depth m!irnLlQQ g ~Qil 
Number shed Slope inches Ca Mg Na 
1 1 WOD 0-9 19.75 1.25 o.oo 
2 1 WOD 9-13 25.50 1.25 0.04 
3 1 WOD 0-9 13.75 1.25 o.oo 
4 1 WOD 9-13 21.00 1.25 0.04 
5 1 WOD 0-9 16.00 1.25 0.04 
6· 1 WOD 9-13 25.25 1.25 0.04 
7 1 woe 0-10 9.75 2.50 o.oo 
8 1 woe 10-14 11.50 2.50 0.00 
9 1 woe 0-10 10.00 2.50 0.00 
10 1 woe 10-14 11.75 2.91 0.04 
11 1 woe 0-10 11.00 2.50 0.04 
12 1 woe 10-14 12.50 3.33 0.04 
13 1 QWD 0-8 26.50 1.25 0.04 
14 1 QWD 8-13 27.25 1.25 0.04 
15 1 QWD 0-8 26.50 0.83 0.04 
16 1 QWD 8-13 26.25 0. 83 0.04 
17 1 QWD 0-8 29.99 1.25 0.04 
18 1 QWD 8-13 27.00 1.25 0.04 
19 2 WOD 0-8 13.75 1.66 0.04 
20 2 WOD 8-13 25.00 1.25 0.04 

























TABLE XVI (Continued) 
Exchangeable Cations 
Sample Water- Soil Depth m~gLlQQ g 12Qil 
Number shed Slope inches Ca Mg Na K 
22 2 WOD 8-13 19.00 1.66 o.oo 0.41 
23 2 WOD 0-8 10.40 2.08 o.oo 0.61 
24 2 WOD 8-13 19.75 2.08 o.oo 0.51 
25 2 QWD 0-17 25.75 0. 83 0.04 0.35 
26 2 QWD 7-14 28.25 0.83 o.oo 0.25 
27 2 QWD 0-7 11.25 2.08 0.04 0.53 
28 2 QWD 7-14 13.75 1.66 o.oo 0.38 
29 3 WOD 0-10 22.25 1.25 0.04 0.41 
30 3 WOD 10-16 25.25 1.25 0.04 0.33 
31 3 WOD 0-10 12.00 2.08 0.04 0.48 
32 3 WOD 10-16 24.00 1.25 0.04 0.38 
33 3 WOD 0-10 22.75 2.08 0.04 0.43 
34 3 WOD 10-16 22.00 1.25 0.04 0.46 
35 3 QWD 0-7 25.75 0. 83 0.04 0.28 
36 3 QWD 7-16 24.25 0.83 0.04 0.24 
37 3 QWD 0-7 24.00 0. 41 0.04 0.20 
38 3 QWD 7-16 27.00 0.83 o.oo 0.17 
-39 3 QWD 0-7 22.75 0.41 0.04 0 .17 
40 3 QWD 7-16 24.75 0.41 o.oo 0.12 
41 3 QWD 0-7 27.25 0. 83 0.04 0.41 
42 3 QWD 7-16 27.00 0.83 o.oo 0.29 
43 4 WOD 0-10 13.25 1.66 0.04 0.41 
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TABLE XVI (Continued) 
Exchangeable Cations 
Sample Water- Soil Depth megLlQO g sQil 
Number shed Slope inches Ca Mg Na K 
44 4 WOD 10-10 27.00 2.50 0.04 0.30 
45 4 WOD 0-10 7.75 2.08 0.04 0. 41 
46 4 WOD 10-16 26.25 2.50 0.04 0.25 
47 4 WOD 1-10 14.75 2.08 0.04 0.37 
48 4 WOD 10-16 a.so 2.50 0.04 0.34 
49 4 woe 0-10 19.00 1.66 0.04 0.46 
50 4 woe 10-10 28.50 1.66 0.04 0.33 
51 4 woe 0-10 21.00 1.25 0.04 0.35 
52 4 woe 10-16 15.27 1.25 o.oo 0.51 
53 4 woe 0-10 24.87 1.25 0 .04 . 0.30 

















PHYSICAL AND CHEMICAL ANALYSIS DATA ON 4 WATERSHEDS 
FROM WOODWARD, OKLAHOMA - PART II 
Soil Depth EC TP CEC 
Slope inches pH-H2 0 pH-KCl umhos/cm ppm ME/100 
WOD 0-9 7.05 6.80 795 146 13. 37 
woo 9-13 7.60 7.20 538 148 11.43 
woo 0-9 7.60 7.20 660 284 12.13 
woo 9-13 7.50 7.10 515 142 14.07 
woo 0-9 7.30 7.10 690 154 11.87 
woo 9-13 7.60 7.20 500 154 11.10 
woe 0-10 7.30 6.90 460 118 13.45 
woe 10-14 7.10 6.80 330 92 13.85 
woe 0-10 7.50 6.90 400 116 13.54 
woe 10-14 7.05 6.80 285 106 16.01 
woe 0-10 7.30 7.00 524 120 14.77 
woe 10-14 7.00 6.70 400 114 16.45 















2.80 2.02 \0 w 
TABLE XVII (Continued) 
Sample Water- Soil Depth EC TP CEC Bray-1 
Number shed Slope inches pH-H20 pH-KCl umhos/cm ppm ME/100 ppm OM% 
14 1 QWD 8-13 7.50 7.20 360 160 12.75 o.oo 1.27 
15 1 QWD 0-8 7.60 7.30 590 152 13.89 4.80 1.65 
16 1 QWD 8-13 7.60 7.40 465 134 13. 37 o.oo 1.75 
17 1 QWD 0-8 7.40 6.95 610 152 14.95 2.20 1.60 
18 1 QWD 8-13 7.70 7.30 475 154 14.42 o.oo 1.30 
19 2 WOD 0-8 7.45 6.70 620 118 13.89 4.20 1.75 
20 2 WOD 8-13 7.70 7.30 340 142 12.84 0.20 1.17 
21 2 WOD 0-8 7.40 6.70 600 142 12.49 3.04 2.37 
22 2 WOD 8-13 7.85 6.70 383 132 13.89 1.60 1.22 
23 2 WOD 0-8 7.30 6.20 505 140 13.45 2.80 2.17 
24 2 WOD 8-13 7.60 6.80 560 124 14.16 3.80 1.45 
25 2 QWD 0-7 7. 7 0 6 .90 579 126 12.49 0 .oo 1.97 
26 2 QWD 7-14 7.75 7.05 370 134 11.70 o.oo 1.62 
27 2 QWD 0-7 7.00 6.60 505 124 13.10 3.20 1.65 
'-0 
~ 
TABLE XVII (Continued) 
Sample Water- Soil Depth EC TP CEC Bray-1 
Number shed Slope inches pH-H20 pH-KCl umhos/cm ppm ME/100 ppm OM% 
28 2 QWD 7-14 7.35 6.70 485 148 13.63 2.20 1.37 
29 3 won 0-10 7.80 7.41 520 156 13.54 5.20 1.37 
30 3 won 10-16 7.80 7.60 370 152 13.98 1.60 1.40 
31 3 won 0-10 7.70 7.40 480 156 13.72 5.20 1.90 
32 3 won 10-16 7.90 7.70 460 154 13.45 2.40 1.65 
33 3 won 0-10 7.70 7.40 450 138 13.69 3.40 1.45 
34 3 won 10-16 7.60 7.40 580 158 13.54 5.40 2.03 
35 3 QWD 0-7 7.50 7.05 590 146 10.99 3.80 1.57 
36 3 QWD 7-16 7.80 7.50 500 150 10.64 1.00 1. 47 
37 3 QWD 0-7 7.70 7.45 500 160 8. 79 5.60 1.68 
38 3 QWD 7-16 7.80 7.50 380 136 9.28 0.80 1.22 
39 3 QWD 0-7 7.80 7.45 465 158 10.02 1.60 1.37 
40 3 QWD 7-16 7.80 7.60 370 132 9.85 o.oo 1.20 
41 3 QWD 0-7 7.50 7.30 718 144 13.37 2.00 2.32 
\0 
U1 
TABLE XVII (Continued) 
Sample Water- Soil Depth EC TP CEC Bray-1 
Number shed Slope inches pH-H2 0 pH-KCl umhos/cm ppm ME/100 ppm OM% 
42 3 QWD 7-16 7.90 7.55 380 138 12.84 o.oo 1.55 
43 4 WOD 0-10 7.60 7.10 445 130 12.57 5.40 1.42 
44 4 WOD 10-10 7.70 7.10 360 136 13.63 0.80 1.45 
45 4 WOD 0-10 7.55 7.00 368 148 10.82 4.20 1.46 
46 4 WOD 10-16 7.80 7.25 400 152 13.98 o.oo 1.35 
47 4 WOD 0-10 7.40 6.80 180 106 13.19 5.80 1.32 
48 4 WOD 10-16 7.60 7.10 220 120 12.05 1.40 1.02 
49 4 woe 0-10 7.55 7.10 570 138 13.81 5.20 1.87 
50 4 woe 10-16 7.75 7.00 370 148 14.51 1.40 1.28 
51 4 woe 0-10 7.60 6.40 530 144 11.78 8.40 1.45 
52 4 woe 10-16 7.50 7.05 540 142 11.43 5.00 1.67 
53. 4 woe 0-10 7.80 7.10 360 136 12.62 1.40 1.27 
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Figure 24. 
ivatersheds 
Relation Between Soil Slope and Percent 
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presence of high levels of calcium carbonate in some of the 
soil samples. The same holds true for subsoil samples. The 
exchangeable cations in order of abundance are Ca, Mg, K and 
Na. Due to the presence of free calcium carbonate in these 
soils, the base saturation is high and in some cases base 
saturation is 160 percent. This is in agreement with 
the moderate pH and low Na content of these soils developed 
under low rainfall. 
The parent material might have modified the effect of 
precipitation. Evidence of clay translocation is 
illustrated by the distribution of clay between the surface 
and subsurface soil. Differences in cation exchange capacity 
values of surf ace and subsurface soils supports the 
contention that clay has been translocated. Particle size 
distribution in all four watersheds indicated lithological 
discontinuities in soils of both depths and the variation in 
sand content supports the presence of lithological 
discontinuities (Table XIII). 
Mineralogical Analysis 
X-ray diffraction patterns of coarse and fine clays 
obtained from three different soil types of watershed 1 are 
shown in Figures 27~32. Analysis of the coarse clay 
fraction of WOD surface soil (Figure 27) led to the 
conclusion that it contains randomly mixed layers of 
vermiculite and montmorillonite as shown by the 16.35 A Ca-
saturated, and ethylene glycol solvated peaks. The strong 
14.47 





Figure 27. X-ray Diffraction Pattern and 
d-Spaci~g in Angstroms for 
the WOO 0-9" Coarse Clay 
Fraction, Southern Plains 




















Figure 28. X-ray Diffraction Pattern and 
d-Spacing in Angstroms for 
the WOD 9-13" Coarse Clay 
Fraction, Southern Plains 













Figure 29. X-ray Diffraction Pattern and d-Spacing in Angstroms for 
the WOC 0-10" Coarse Clay 
Fraction, Southern Plains 










Figure 30. X-ray Diffraction Pattern 
and d-:Spacing in 
Angstroms for the WOC 
10-14" Coarse Clay 
Fraction, Southern 






















Figure 31. X-ray Diffraction Pattern and d-Spacing in Angstroms for 
the QWD 0-8" Coarse Clay 














Figure 32. X-ray Diffraction Pattern and 
d-Spacing in Angstroms for 
the QWD 8-13" Coarse Clay 
Fraction, Southern Plains 




asymetric basal reflections of the 14.47 A peak in the same 
soil also suggests the presence of this interstratif ied 
mineral. 
kaolinite. 
Other clay minerals present were illite and 
The Ca-saturated coarse clay (Figure 27) produced a 
very broad shoulder in which shoulder surface identification 
produced comparable results for electronic noise and actual 
detection of the clay mineral. The glycolated Ca-saturated 
sample produced less noise and identification of clay 
minerals was easier. Collapse of clay minerals with K-
saturation resulted in a marked reduction of the shoulder 
and helped in improving the identification procedure. The 
heated (550°) K-saturated samples showed a typical 10 A peak 
associated with micaceous clay minerals. The presence of a 
shoulder in this sample may be an indication of the presence 
of excess water in the sample, of poorly crystallized 
material such as organic matter, hydroxy aluminum polymers, 
iron oxides, or the presence of salts which may occupy the 
surface of crystalline minerals. A slight broadening of x-
ray diffraction peaks was noticed because the clay fractions 
were not pretreated to remove iron oxides, carbonates, 
soluble salts, and organic matter to minimize damage to the 
interlayer material. 
X-ray diffraction patterns of WOD surf ace soil in all 
watersheds indicate a uniform clay mineralogy (Table XVIII). 
Clay mineralogy of the coarse clay was dominated by hydrous 
mica (illite), vermiculite, montmorillonite, and kaolinite, 
TABLE XVIII 
X-RAY DIFFRACTION DATA FROM WOODWARD WATERSHED SOILS (001 SPACING) 
Depth Clay Ca-sat Ca-sat K-sat K-sat 
Sample Slope inch Fraction 25° c Gly 25° C 25° c 550° c Clay Mineral 
3 WOD 0-9 Coarse 10.04 s 10.04 s 10.16 B 10.04 s Illite 
16.66 w 18.39 14.02 w 14.24 w Vermiculite 
26.75 B 22.07 B 22.07 w 23.23 w Montmorillonite 
7.19 s 7.13 B 7.19 s Kaolinite 
14.72 s 14.72 w 14.02 w Chlorite 
Fine 22. 07 w 24.52 w 12.62 B 19.62 w Montmorillonite 
19.19 w 18.02 w 16.35 w 16.35 w Vermiculite 
14.24 w 18.39 B 15.23 w 13.80 w Chlorite 
4 WOD 9-13 Coarse 10.04 s 10.04 s 10.16 s 10.04 s Illite 
16.35 B 18.39 B 14.02 w 14.24 w Vermiculite 
19.19 B 22.07 B 22.07 w 23.23 w Montmorillonite 
7.13 s 7.13 B 7.19 s Kaolinite 
14.72 w 14.72 w 14.02 w Chlorite 
Fine 22. 07 w 24.52 w 12.62 B 19.62 w Montmorillonite 
19.19 w 18.02 w 16.35 w 16.35 w Vermiculite 
14.24 w 18.39 w 15.25 w 13.80 w Chlorite 
9 woe 0-10 Coarse 10.04 s 10.04 s 10.16 B 10.04 s Illite 
16.66 w 18.39 B 14.02 w 14.24 w Vermiculite 
26.75 B 22.07 B 22.07 w 23.23 w Montmorillonite 
7.19 s 7.13 B 7.19 s Kaolinite 
14.72 s 14.72 w 14.02 w Chlorite I-' 
0 
OJ 
TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
Depth Clay Ca-sat Ca-sat K-sat 
Sample Slope inch Fraction 25° c Gly 25° C 25° c 
Fine 21.53 w 25.22 w 12.62 B 
19.61 w 18.39 w 16.76 w 
14.24 w 18.02 B 15.49 w 
10 woe 10-14 Coarse 10.04 s 10.04 s 10.15 B 
16.35 w 18.39 B 14.24 w 
26.75 B 22.07 B 22.07 w 
7.13 s 7.13 B 7.19 s 
14.47 s 14.72 w 14.02 w 
Fine 21.02 w 24.52 12.62 
19.19 w 18.39 16.35 
14.71 w 18.02 15.23 
17 QWD 0-8 Coarse 10.04 s 10.04 s i0.16 B 
16.66 w 18.39 B 14.02 w 
26.75 B 22.07 B 22.07 w 
7.19 s 7.13 B 7.19 s 
14.72 s 14.72 w 14.02 w 
Fine 21. 53 w 25.22 w 12.62 B 
19.61 w 20.39 w 16.76 w 









































TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
Depth Clay Ca-sat Ca-sat K-sat K-sat 
Sample Slope inch Fraction 25° c Gly 25° C 25° c 550° c Clay Mineral 
18 QWD 8-13 Coarse 10.04 s 10.16 s 10.16 B 10.04 s Illite 
16.66 w 18.78 B 14.26 w 14.23 w Vermiculite 
26.75 B 22.63 B 22. 07 w 23.23 w Montmorillonite 
7.19 s 7.13 B 7.19 s Kaolinite 
14.72 s 14.72 w 14.02 w Chlorits 
Fine 22.07 w 24.52 12.62 B 19.62 w Montmorillonite 
19.19 w 18.02 18.76 w 16.35 w Vermiculite 
14.24 w 18.39 15.44 w 13.80 w Chlorite 
21 woo 0-8 Coarse 10.04 s 10.04 s 10.16 B 10.04 s Illite 
16.35 w 18.39 B 14.02 w 14.24 w Vermiculite 
25.96 B 22. 07 B 22. 07 w 23.23 w Montmorillonite 
7.19 s 7.13 B 7.19 s Kaolinite 
14.72S 14.72 w 14.02 w Chlorite 
Fine 23.23 w 25.96 w 12.44 B 19.12 Montmorillonite 
20. 06 w 18.01 w 16.35 w 16.35 Vermiculite 
14.47 w 18.39 B 15.76 w 13.80 Chlorite 
22 8-13 Coarse 10.27 s 10.16 s 10.04 B 10.04 Illite 
16.05 w 18.01 B 13.58 w 14.24 Vermiculite 
25.22 B 21. 53 B 22. 07 w 23. 23 Montmorillonite 
7.19 s 7.18 B 7.07 s Kaolinite 




TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
Depth Clay Ca-sat Ca-sat K-sat 
Sample Slope inch Fraction 25° c Gly 25° C 25° c 
Fine 21.53 w 25.22 w 12.62 
19.61 w 18.39 w 16.76 
14.24 w 18.02 B 15.22 
27 QWD 0-7 Coarse 10.04 s 10.04 s 10.16 B 
16 .66 w 18.39 B 14.02 w 
26.75 B 22.07 B 22.07 w 
7.19 s 7.13 B 7.19 s 
14.72 s 14.72 w 14.02 w 
Fine 21. 53 w 25.22 w 12.62 
19.61 w 18.39 w 16.76 
14.24 w 18.02 B 15.44 
28 7-14 Coarse 10.27 s 10.16 s 10.04 B 
16.05 w 18.01 B 13.58 w 
25.22 B 21.53 B 22.07 w 
7.19 s 7.18 B 7. 07 s 
14.72 s 14.72 w 14.02 w 
Fine 23. 23 w 25.96 w 12.44 B 
20.06 w 18.01 w 16.35 w 









































TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
Depth Clay Ca-sat Ca-sat K-sat K-sat 
Sample Slope inch Fraction 25° c Gly 25° C 25° c 550° c Clay Mineral 
31 woo 0-10 Coarse 10.04 s 10.04 s 10.16 10.04 Illite 
16.66 w 18.39 B 14.02 14.24 Vermiculite 
26.75 B 22. 07 B 22.07 23.23 Montmorillonite 
7.19 s 7.13 B 7.19 Kaolinite 
14.72 s 14.72 w 14.02 Chlorite 
Fine 22.07 w 24.52 w 12.62 B 19.62 w Montmorillonite 
19.19 w 18.02 w 16.35 w 16.35 w Vermiculite 
14.24 w 18.39 B 15.23 w 13.80 w Chlorite 
32 10-16 Coarse 10.04 s 10.04 s 10.16 s 10.04 s Illite 
16.35 B 18.39 B 14.02 w 14.24 w Vermiculite 
19.19 B 22. 07 B 22.07 w 23 .23 w Montmorillonite 
7.13 s 7.13 B 7.19 s Kaolinite 
14.72 w 14.72 w 14.02 w Chlorite 
Fine 22.07 w 24.52 w 12.62 B 19.62 w Montmorillonite 
19.19 w 18.02 w 16.35 w 16.35 w Vermiculite 
14.24 w 18.39 w 15.23 w 13.80 w Chlorite 
37 QWD 0-7 Coarse 10.04 s 10 .16 s 10.16 10.04 Illite 
16.66 w 20.06 B 14.71 14.24 Vermiculite 
26.75 B 21.02 B 21.53 23.23 Montmorillonite 
7.19 s 7.13 B 7.13 Kaolinite 




TABLE XVIII (Continued) 
Depth Clay Ca-sat Ca-sat K-sat 
Sample Slope inch Fraction 25° c Gly 25° C 25° c 
Fine 21. 53 w 24.52 w 12.62 B 
20.06 w 21.53 w 16.76 w 
13.58 w 18.02 B 15.49 w 
38 7-16 Coarse 10.04 s 10.04 s 10.16 B 
16.66 w 18.39 B 14.02 w 
26.75 B 22.07 B 22.07 w 
7.19 s 7.13 B 7.19 s 
14.72 s 14.72 w 14.02 w 
Fine 21. 53 w 25.22 w 12.62 B 
19.61 w 20.06 w 16.76 w 




























while only montmorillonite, vermiculite and clllorite 
dominated the mineralogy of fine fraction. The presence of 
chlorite mineral in the coarse and fine clay fractions of 
the WOD soil type is supported by the persistence of the 14 
A peak with K-saturation and 550° heat treatment. The 
absence of kaolinite in the fine clay fractions of the WOD 
soil type is supported by the persistence of the 7 .15 
Cchlorite) peak after 550° treatment. 
Selected x-ray diffraction patterns of coarse fractions 
of the WOD soil type showed excellent crystallization of 
clay minerals which was indicated by a 10 A first order, 5 A 
second order and 3 A third order spacing for hydrous mica 
Cillite}, but the fine clay fractions were shown to be 
less well crystallized with more diffuse first, and 
especially, second order spacings. With increasing soil 
depth, detection of chlorite was observed in the x-ray of 
the WOD fine clay fraction. The x-ray diffraction pattern 
of woe and QWD soil types of Woodward watersheds indicated 
the same pattern of clay mineralogy showing that all of them 
might have originated from the same parent material. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
The surface and subsurface soil samples were collected 
from four unit watersheds which are highly erosive and are 
located at the Southern Great Plains Agricultural Station, 
USDA, Woodward, Oklahoma. The runoff data were collected 
and analyzed by the USDA Water Quality Laboratory at Durant, 
Oklahoma. For this study their data is correlated with data 
obtained in the Oklahoma State University Soil Chemistry 
Laboratory. 
The sediment yield characteristics of these watersheds 
were studied. The average annual sediment yield from 
watershed 1 was 78.84 kg/ha compared to 1588.64 kg/ha from 
watershed 2. THis was a loss of 657 and 1220 kg/ha-inch of 
runoff, respectively. The more extensive gully system in 
watershed 2 was probably the primary cause for the observed 
differences. 
Watershed 3 was in native grass but cropped with wheat 
beginning in September, 1978. Fertilizer P was broadcast at 
the rate of 20 kg/ha in September each year and the 
watershed was disked to incorporate the P. Average annual 
sediment yield from watershed 3 was six times greater than 
that of watershed 1 and this can be attributed to 
115 
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disturbance of the land by tillage and the application of P 
fertilizer. 
Sediment yield from watershed 2 was about four times 
greater than that of watershed 3. A study of runoff data 
from watershed 4 indicates the same trend as that of 
watershed 3. 
The conclusions and recommendations for this study are: 
1. Cultural practices were not an important factor in 
erosion control. 
2. Development of sediment yield prediction models 
for the Woodward, Oklahoma area needs more 
sediment yield data from various land uses, soil 
types, and areas of different rainfall 
characteristics. 
3. To determine the magnitude of gully erosion an 
additional gauging site must be established to 
make it possible to separate the amount of 
sediment produced in nongullied portions of the 
watershed. 
4. Daily temperature should be recorded for the 
Woodward, Oklahoma watershed for careful 
correlation between temperature and runoff. 
The coefficients of variation for annual runoff were 
greatest (195%) for highly eroded watershed 2 and were least 
(153%) for watershed 3. The coefficients of variation for 
sediment discharge were greatest for watershed 4 (274%) and 
least for watershed 3 (220%). Generally as percent sand 
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increased there was an increase in the surf ace runoff except 
in watershed 2. 
Soluble N loss in surf ace runoff was a very small 
fraction of total N loss (soluble N and sediment N). This 
is in agreement with findings of Purwell et al. Cl97 5) who 
reported that the amount of nutrients transported by 
sediments were much higher than that transported by water 
runoff. There was a little fertility treatment effect (12% 
decrease) on the amount of P carried by unit weight of 
sediments, however, there was a 26% decrease in runoff P in 
watershed 2. Higher fertilizer rate application and 
cultural practice accounted for sediment P differences of 
watersheds 3 and 4 as compared to those of watersheds 1 and 
2. 
There were high correlation coefficients (above 90%) 
between the following variables: 
1. Exchangeable Na of subsoil vs. sediment yield. 
2. Exchangeable Mg of surface soil vs. total P in 
sediment yield. 
3. Exchangeable Mg of surf ace soil vs. sediment 
yield. 
4. Cation exchange capacity of subsoil vs. total N of 
sediment yield. 
5. Cation exchange capacity of surface soil and 
subsoil vs. soluble P in runoff. 
6. Cation exchange capacity of subsoil vs. total P of 
118 
sediment yield. 
7. Soluble Na of surface soil vs. total P of sediment 
yield. 
8. Soluble K of surface soil vs. runoff. 
9. Total Ca of surface soil vs. total P of sediment 
yield. 
10. pH of subsoil vs. soluble P of runoff. 
11. Exchangeable Ca of subsoil vs. total N of sediment 
yield. 
12. Total P of subsoil vs. total N of sediment yield. 
13. Soluble P of subsoil vs. runoff. 
14. Percent clay of surface soil and subsoil vs. total 
N of sediment yield. 
15. Percent clay of subsoil vs. soluble P of runoff 
and total P of sediment yield. 
The addition of P fertilizer to these soils did not 
have any effect on pH, although it might have acidified the 
small volume of soil around the particles on a temporary 
basis. The electrical conductivity of surface soil was 
higher than that of subsoil which is in agreement with the 
conditions of mineral soils in arid regions. Only a small 
percentage of cation exchange capacity was occupied with 
exchangeable Na. 
As far as particle size distribution was concerned, 
percent silt was a dominant fraction in both surface and 
subsurface soils. The exchangeable cations in order of 
abundance were Ca, Mg, K, and Na. There was evidence of 
119 
clay translocation in these soils. X-ray diffraction of 
these soils substantiates the dominance of illite, 
vermiculite, montmorilonite, and kaolinite in the coarse 
clay C0.2-2 uM) and the dominance of montmorilonite, 
vermiculite, and chlorite in fine clay C<0.2 uM). 
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TYPICAL SOIL PROFILE OF THE 
QUINLAN SERIES 
The Quinlan series (Typic Ustochrept, loamy, mixed, 
thermic, shallow) is made up of somewhat excessively 
drained, shallow loamy soils that are forming in weakly 
consolidated calcareous red beds under a cover of grasses. 
The soils have mainly steep, convex slopes. These soils are 
members of the Regosol great soil group. They are used 
primarily as a rangeland. 
Quinlan-Woodward loam, 5 to 12 percent slope (QWD) 
consists of reddish, shallow and moderately deep, steep 
loamy soils that occur in an irregular pattern. 




0 to 9 inches, red (2.5YR 4/6) loam, dark red 
(2.5YR 3/6) when moist; weak, medium, 
granular structure; slightly hard when dry, 
friable when moist; many roots and pores; 
calcareous; gradual lower boundary. 7 to 10 
inches thick. 
9 to 13 inches, a mixture of loam and 
weathered sandstone; similar in color to the 
A1 horizon; calcareous; gradual lower 
boundary. 4 to 6 inches thick. 
13 to 65 inches, weakly consolidated, open-
grained, highly weathered sandstone that is 
red (2.5YR 5/6) at a depth of 60 inches; 
bedded structure; calcareous; seams of 
calcium carbonate are at various angles in 
cracks caused by dry weather; when moistened 
to capacity, the sandstone is friable, but 
when dry, it is hard; massive 
(structureless); many roots at a depth of 20 
inches but few at 45 inches. 
When dry, the A1 and C horizons are red and 
reddish brown, hues SYR and 2.SYR. 
TYPICAL SOIL PROFILE OF THE WOODWARD 
SOIL SERIES 
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The Woodward soil series (Typic Ustochrepts, coarse-
sil ty, mixed, thermic)is made up of well-drained, moderately 
deep, reddish soils of the uplands. The soils have formed 
in weakly consolidated red-bed sediments under native 
grasses. They have convex slopes that are nearly level to 
strongly sloping. 
The Woodward soils are Regosols that integrate to 
reddish chestnut soils. Woodward loam, 3 to 5 percent 
slope (WOC) is a moderately sloping soil. It has about 10 
inches of reddish brown loam over a subsoil of granular loam 
that takes water well. Woodward loam, 5 to 8 percent slope 
(WOC) is a strongly sloping soil that has about 10 inches of 
reddish brown loam over a subsoil of granular loam that 
takes water well. 
The typical soil profile of Woodward soils is described 
as follows: 
0 to 4 inches, reddish brown (SYR 4/ 4) loam, 
dark reddish brown (SYR 3/4) when moist; 
structure has been mostly destroyed by 
tillage7 slightly hard when dry, friable when 
moist; neutral. 
4 to 10 inches, reddish brown CSYR 4/4) loam, 
AC 
dark reddish brown C5YR 3/ 4) when moist; 
moderate, medium, granular structure; 
slightly hard when dry, friable when moist; 
slightly calcareous; pH 7.0; many roots and 
pores and castings of earthworms; gradual 
lower boundary. 
10 to 20 inches, reddish brown C5YR 5/ 4) 
loam, reddish brown C5YR 4/4) when moist; 
moderate, medium, granular structure; 
slightly hard when dry, friable when moist; 
many roots, pores, and castings of 
earthworms; this horizon has about 5 percent 
more clay than the horizon above; calcareous; 
pH 7 .5; gradual lower boundary. 8 to 12 
inches thick. 
20 to 26 inches, transitional layer of loam 
that grades to weathered sandstone below. 
26 to 50 inches, red C 2 .5YR 4/ 6) , highly 
weathered, loosely cemented, open-grained 
sandstone; at a depth of 45 inches material 
is red C2.5YR 5/8); massive (structureless); 
accumulations of calcium carbonate along 
bedding planes; very hard when dry, friable 
when moist; few roots; calcareous; pH a.o. 
Total thickness of the A1 horizons ranges 
from 7 to 12 inches. These horizons are thinner 
at the crest of a slope and thicker at the bottom. 
Soil on colluvial foot slopes has a deeper profile 
than the soil just described. In some places the 






OBS WATERSHED DATE SEDIMENT RUNOFF TK.t'l'R SOLP TOTP 
1 1 5- 6-78 0.2 0.00 o.oo 0.00 0.28 
2 1 5-25-78 0.1 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.33 
3 1 5-26-78 0.7 0.01 0.01 0.12 2.76 
4 1 5-26-78 2.9 0.04 0.03 0.44 7.88 
5 1 5-27-78 117 .o 0.52 0.16 1.04 44. 72 
6 1 6- 4-78 2.7 0.05 0.03 1.00 5.85 
7 1 6- 5-78 0.4 0.01 0.00 0.09 9.94 
8 1 6-17-78 0.1 0.00 0.00 0.02 0.26 
9 1 7-18-78 56.9 0.49 0.11 16.66 38.71 
10 1 8- 2-78 0.9 0.01 0.00 0.20 1.47 
11 1 9-19~78 1.1 0.01 0.00 0.18 1.29 
12 1 9-20-78 0.3 0.01 
13 1 3-18-79 5.6 0.05 0.03 0.00 0.00 
14 1 3-21-79 10.1 0.12 0.04 0.00 0.00 
15 1 5- 9-79 9.7 0.48 0.04 0.00 0.01 
16 1 7-23-79 0.3 0.03 0.00 0.00 0.00 
17 1 7-24-79 0.2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
18 1 5-27-80 27.3 0.71 0.09 12.70 22.50 
19 2 2-23-78 0.8 0.04 0.01 0.68 2.32 
20 2 2-24-78 2.3 0.04 0.00 0.60 1.56 
21 2 4- 9-:-78 0.2 o.oo 0.00 0.01 0.90 
22 2 4-10-78 0.1 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.83 
23 2 5- 6-78 14.3 0.01 0.02 0.08 0.00 
24 2 5-25-78 35.0 0.03 0.11 0.21 24.66 
25 2 5-26-78 248.9 0.38 0.25 3.42 90.44 
26 2 5-27-78 1728.0 1.28 1.17 6.40 322.56 
27 2 6- 4-78 219.5 0.29 0.16 3.19 53.07 
28 2 6- 5-78 32.8 0.12 0.05 1.08 0.01 
29 2 6-17-78 1.1 0.00 0.00 0.01 0.41 
30 2 7-18-78 711.2 1.32 0.61 23.76 178.20 
31 2 8- 2-78 9.4 0.03 0.02 0.54 5.91 
32 2 9-19-78 31.8 0.14 0.04 2.94 13.86 
33 2 9-20-78 1. 7 0.08 0.00 0.88 2.96 
34 2 2- 7-79 2.7 0.11 0.02 0.00 0.00 
35 2 2-10-79 0.8 0.04 0.00 0.00 0.00 
36 2 3-18-79 223.7 0.30 0.22 0.00 0.08 
37 2 3-21-79 321. 7 0.44 0.21 0.00 0.19 
38 2 3-22-79 2.0 0.02 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
39 2 5- 2-79 1.2 0.01 o.oo o.oo 0.00 
40 2 5- 9-79 947.8 1.80 0.80 0.01 0.36 
41 2 6- 9-79 0.4 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
42 2 6-21-79 5.7 0.04 0.02 0.00 o.oo 
43 2 7-23-79 31.0 0.24 0.06 0.00 0.02 
44 2 7-24-79 9.4 0.08 0.03 0.00 0.00 
45 2 10-29-79 55.0 0.50 0.15 0.01 0.05 
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46 2 4-24-80 0.1 0.02 0.01 0.87 3.89 
47 2 5- 7-80 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.60 
48 2 5-15-80 0.2 0.02 0.00 0.44 0.89 
49 2 5-27-80 127.0 1.28 0.23 17.15 78. 72 
50 2 5-30-81 0.4 0.01 0.04 1.16 2.70 
51 2 6-29-81 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.14 0.41 
52 2 7- 3-81 o.o 0.00 0.00 0.06 0.22 
53 2 7-29-81 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.03 0.12 
54 2 8- 6-81 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.43· 
55 2 8-16-81 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.12 0.71 
56 2 8-28-81 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.09 
57 2 10-16-81 0.6 0.01 0.00 0 .. 31 1.06 
58 3 5-26-78 0.3 0.01 0.00 0.04 1. 47 
59 3 5-26-78 5.2 0.10 0.02 0.70 6.80 
60 3 5-27-78 41.2 1.23 0.29 4.92 54.12 
61 3 6- 4-78 7.0 0.08 0.02 0.96 7.68 
62 3 6- 5-78 4.9 0.10 0.02 0.90 6.80 
63 3 6-17-78 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.15 
64 3 7-18-78 16.1 0. 54 0.10 12.42 32.94 
65 3 8- 2-78 0.7 0.01 0.00 0.15 0.98 
66 3 9-19-78 1.5 0.04 0.01 0.68 3.24 
67 3 9-20-78 0.2 0.04 0.00 0.80 1.36 
68 3 3-18-79 10.0 0.12 0.04 0.00 0.01 
69 3 3-21-79 28.8 0.24 0.10 0.00 0.01 
70 3 3-22-79 0.6 0.03 0.00 0.00 o.oo 
71 3 5- 9-79 24.4 1.01 0.14 0.01 0.03 
72 3 7-23-79 0.8 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.00 
73 3 10-29-79 1232.0 2.07 4.47 0.02 0.84 
74 3 4-24-80 0.2 0.01 0.01 1.38 3.54 
75 3 5- 7-80 0.1 0.00 o.oo 0.23 0.40 
76 3 5-27-80 199.0 0.83 15.18 38.01 
77 3 8-16-81 715.0 0.23 3.50 821. 00 
78 3 8-28-81 499.0 0.25 1.10 7.31 265.00 
79 3 10-31-81 160.0 0.25 0.40 21.03 131.00 
80 3 11- 1-81 164.0 0.41 0.80 25.05 232.00 
81 4 5- 6-78 3.6 0.03 0.01 0.24 4.32 
82 4 5-26-78 2.8 0.02 0.01 0.20 3.24 
83 4 5-26-78 21.6 0.36 0.09 3.24 22.32 
84 4 5-27-78 473.5 1. 77 0.23 8.85 56.64 
85 4 6- 4-78 19.3 0.27 0.10 2.70 24.03 
86 4 6- 5-78 12.0 0.25 0.05 2.00 14.50 
87 4 7-18-78 31.2 1.02 0.21 14.28 49.98 
88 4 8- 2-78 3.6 0.04 0.01 0.68 3.68 
89 4 9-19-78 5.9 0.17 0.03 2.89 10.03 
90 4 9-20-78 0.8 0.14 0.01 2.24 3.22 
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91 4 3-18-79 34.8 0.53 0.16 0.00 0.04 
92 4 3-21-79 34.8 0.46 0.15 0.00 0.03 
93 4 3-22-79 1.8 0.09 0.01 0.00 0.00 
94 4 5- 9-79 49.0 2.12 0.24 0.01 0.06 
95 4 6- 9-79 0.2 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
96 4 6-21-79 0.3 0.01 0.00 0.00 0.00 
97 4 7-23-79 0.8 0.07 0.01 0.00 0.00 
98 4 7-24-79 0.7 0.03 o.oo 0.00 0.00 
99 4 10-29-79 611. 0 1.44 1.51 0.01 0.30 
100 4 4-24-80 1.8 0.03 0.03 2.55 5.68 
101 4 4-25-80 0.2 0.00 0.00 0.49 0.77 
102 4 5-15-80 0.4 0.06 0.00 2.60 3.08 
103 4 5-20-80 0.0 0.00 0.00 0.13 0.36 
104 4 5-27-80 18.0 0.84 0.13 12.51 36.54 
105 4 8-28-81 44.9 0.12 0.50 2.25 109.00 
106 4 10-16-81 37.2 0.08 0.00 1.96 6.00 
107 4 10-31-81 1. 7 0.02 0.00 0.56 2.00 
108 4 11- 1-81 25.3 0.23 0.20 6.90 39.00 
APPENDIX C 
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5 T A T I 5 T ·1 C A L ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
WSK>•I 
VARIABLE N MEAN STANDARD MINIMUM MAXIMUM STD ERROR SUM VARIANCE c.v. 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEAN 
SED 19 13. 13888889 29. sir,359 15 o. 10000000 I 17. 00000000 &.s~1ons1 236. 50000000 87t.21545752 224 .649 
RUNOFF II 0. t4 t66G67 o. 23080704 0.00000000 0.71000000 0.05H2060 2 .55000000 0.05330882 162.979 
TKNR 17 0.03176471 0.04653430 0.00000000 o. 16000000 0.011'8623 0.54000000 0.00216544 l4G. 4'97 
SOLP t7 I .9094 I t76 4 ,86850012 0.00000000 16 .6~000000 t' t8076'172 32. 4GOOOOOO 23. 70229338 254. 074 
TOTP t7 8 .00000000 13.97187040 0.00000000 44. 72000000 3.38~67632 136. 00000000 195.21316250 t74 .648 
- - - - --- ------·-- - - -··- - --- - - - - -- - - -·-- • - -- - - - - - - --·-·-- - -- - -- - WSH0•2 - --- - - ---- - - - - - - • - - -- - - --- - - -- - - -- -- - - --- - - - -- - - -·-·- --- - - - -- -
SEO 39 122.23871795 328. 26872511 0 t728. 0000000 52. 565064~0 4767'3100000 107760. 35589 268 547 
RUNOFF 39 0.22.20~05t 0.4356~991 0 I .8000000 0.0697566 I 8 .6900000 0. 18·971 195. 507 
TKNR 39 o. 10846154 o. 24073941 0 I. 1700000 0.03854916 4 .2300000 0.05796 221. 958 
SOLP 37 I. 73648649 4. 78459055 0 23.1600000 o. 78658184 64. 2500000 22.09231 275. 533 
TOTP 39 2(1.21102564 60.24972211 0 322. 5600000 9. 64167677 788.2300000 3630.02901 298 103 
--------·---·---- --- ... ----- - -- - -- .................. --- --- - ------- -------- - WSHD•3 
srn 23 135. 26608696 297. 914015649 0.06000000 1232 .0000000 &2. 1248 1716 311I.1200000 08768. 'JJG8S2 220. 262 
RmJOFF "23 0.33173913 0.50976512 O.OOQOGOOO 2.0700000 0. 10629337 7 .6300000 0. 2~~B'i0 l~J .66-1 
TKNR 22 0.501J6J64 1. 17184549 o.cooooooo 4.4700000 0.2•963830 It .OJOOL'OO I. 373222 233. 732 
SOlP 22 4.17181819 7 .414G2801 0.00000000 25.0500000 1. 5801104 tl 9, 7800000 s• .s1c120 171. 731 
TOTP 23 69. 88608696 179.463•2136 0.00000000 12 t. 0000000 37.42071015 1607. 3800000 32207. 1 I %07 25G. 794 
- - --~-- ····-··-· - - ···---- - - - - - - - - -·-- - - - --- - - • -- -- -· - - - - --- -- - llSH0•4 - - --- -- ·-- -- -- - - - ---- - - -- - - - - - - - ----- - - --- - - - - - - ---- - --- - - - - - -
5£0 21 51. 32892857 140. 76197957 0.05000000 • I 1 . 00000000 26.6015137 I 1431' 2100000 19913.934891 274. 235 
RUNOFF 2& o.36464286 0.56521043 0.00000000 2. 12000000 0.10681473 10.2100000 0.319463 155 .004 
TKNR 21 0.13178571 0.29353596 0.00000000 1.51000000 0.05547308 3.6900000 0.086163 222' 737 
SOLP 2& 2.40311429 3. 76678176 0.00000000 14. 28000000 o. 7 I 185484 61.2900000 14. 100645 156' 739 
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S T A T I S T J C A L ANALYSIS $\'STEM 
WSlll•I OIP•I 
VHU9LI N MEAN SUNOAAO MUlllllUM MAXI- STD lAAOA SUN VARIANCE c.v. 
DEVIATION . VALUE VALUE OF MEAN 
PHV 7.36000000 0.250:>9801 1.0000000 7.1000000 o. I 122°4972 36 .8000000 0.063000 3.410 
PHI( t.52000000 o. 2588'358 •.2000000 1.9000000 0. I 15758]7 33. 1000000 0.067000 3.910 
EC 161 .10000000 !13.8n57652 liOS. 0000000 120.0000000 24 .07779060 2809. 0:>00000 21911. 700000 9.583 
EXCA 1$ . 68000000 6.22691738 10.4000000 H.7500000 2. 784762 ti 78.4000000 38. 774500 39. 112 
EX"Q I • 5800'.>000 0.54203H7 0.1300000 2.osooooo 0. 242G72G2 7 .9C(i0(>{)0 o. 294-150 34.344 
UNA 0.03200000 o.ol7noes4 0.00000'.JO 0.0400000 o.oonooooo o. 1600000 O.OOOJ'O 55.902 
IXIC 0.48000000 Q.,Q9&.aR8~8 o. 350<'000 0.6100000 O.OH0-15•13 2.4000000 0.009700 20.5111 
CEC 13.08·10·'.)()()0 0.11022947 12.4900000 13.1900000 o. 27290291 65. 42()('()00 o. 372300 4.664 
'" 
130.00000000 10. 488098•1 I 11. 0000000 14 2 . 0000000 4~690·11516 650. 0000000 I 10.000000 l.('61 
AP 2.12000000 t.60370562 0.0000000 4.2000000 0.11721684 13.60CIJOOO 2 .572000 51 9U 
ON 1.98100000 o. 29583779 1.6500000 2.3700000 0.13230261 9.9100000 0.087520 14.926 
1Ktf 1102. 40000000 122 .619R52H 1561. 0000000 1192. 0000000 14.86157024 1512. 0000000 15052 . 100000 7.201 
sea 0.49000000 0.10198033 0.4000000 0.&2oo0oo 0.04561)102 2.4500000 0. 0 IO·l•.JO 20.1112 
SND 0.09800000 0.03033150 0.0500000 0.1300000 O.OIJ!iG•G6 O ... ~COClOO 0 000920 30.!l5t 
SllA I 0.00120000 0.00178Q95 0.0040000 0.0080000 0. ('0080~00 o. OJ6r,01JO 0.000003 24.U5 
SM • 0.03820000 0. 005761!14 0.0330000 O.OHOOOO 0.00251682 o. 1910000 0.000033 15 o~• TCI Ii 51. OOC'COCOO 1111. 08033-191 12. 5000000 . a 1s. 0000000 31.79321550 2 00 . 0000000 7917. 50C0')0 158.893 
1MG I 117. •.~G(l{){'()() 11. 9·19-15627 !10. OOOO(l()() 75.0000000 •. 4495321. 287 . 4 000000 98.991680 17 305 
TNA I 0.16000000 0.000•.JCOOO O.BGOOOOO 0.8600000 o.cocooooo 4 .3000000 0 000/JOO 0.000 
11( I • ·t. 11-GOOOOO 0. 73649847 1.2000000 t0.0000000 0. 32937213 45. 8800000 o. !142·130 l.02i 
SANO I 31.40000000 3.19871174 31.2000000 at.2001JOOO I. 7•35'3951 I B 2 . 0000/JOO 15.200000 10. 1 II 
SILf I 45. 50000000 11.40832691 31 . llOOOO(I() 11.0000000 2.41867732 221. 5000000 29.251)')00 11 886 
CLAY I 11.10000000 2. 9916550& 15.1000000 23. 3000000 I. 33790882 90. 50(11J000 8.950000 16. 521 
............ •••••••••-••••••··-- ............ - .. ------ - - - ...... --- .... - .......... - ...... ·... WStG•I DEP•2 -------- - - - - - - ------- - -·- -- - - - -·-··--·· ••••••• ••••••••• - - - -
PHii '.62000000 o. 19235384 1. 30000000 J.1000000 0.08601315 38. IOOOIJOO 0.037000 2.524 
PHIC 1.91000000 o. 26016810 6 . 70COC'OOO T.3000000 0. lt6Gt90• 3•. 5500000 0,0G81JOO 3. 714 
EC 42 7 • •0000000 92 .05J2·1':l46 ,. 0. 00000000 160.0000000 41. rn1.1~1qe 2131 .OGO('OOQ 11413. 800000 ". 538 
EXCA 2t. 15000000 5. 62521111 13.15000000 21.2500000 2.51570010 10$ 7500000 31.643750 ~G. 591 
OMG t .4!1GOOOOO o. •1405(,96 0 .11 JC)(lOO()() 2.0000:>00 0. 212C0-172 1 . .iflonono o. 224730 31. 688 
EXNl o.ooocoooo 0.0178ij854 0.00000000 0.0400000 0. 0000(·000 0.0-WUOOO 0.000320 223 61)7 
EXK 0.37000000 o. 10074721 0. 2GOOOOOO 0.11100000 0.0450~':J52 1.8'jl)0()00 O.OIOt!iO 21.219 
CEC 13. 2~.JOOOOO t 0.9940029 11 . 700000<Y.I 14. 1600000 o ... 4•5s 1.as 66.2'00000 o. 90~ 130 7.506 ,,. 136 . 00000000 •. 21361850 124 .OCJOQOQOO 141.0000000 4. l47298l1 6110. 0000000 86.000000 I 819 
" 
1.56000000 1.55820409 0.00000000 3.11000000 0.69GH5006 1.8000000 2 .418000 99.885 
OM 1.36600000 o. 111119051 I . 17 ()OO(l()t) 1.6200000 0.08103086 1.8300000 0.032830 13.264 
TICN 1254. •0000000 300. 52753611 196. 00000000 11151 . 0000000 134. 4(\00()000 1212 . 0000000 90316. 800000 23.951 
SCA 0.35400~ 0.05127128 0.30000000 o.4•00000 0.02561250 I .1700000 0.003200 16. 178 
SMG 0. OGO<Y.>OOO 0.02915416 0. OJl'OOOOO 0.1000000 0.013030-10 0.3000000 0.000850 41 591 
SNA 0.00820000 0.00319374 0.00.100000 0.0130<>00 0.001-12829 0.04 IOOOO 0.00(1010 39. 948 
SK 0.02140000 0.00665582 0.01500000 0.0320000 0.002!17651 o. 1070000 0.0000•• 31.102 
TCA 14 . 7 5000000 103.42720870 15. 00000000 255 . 0000000 46. 25405]88 373. 7500000 10697. 187500 138.364 
114G 65. 83200000 11.52866709 50 .00000000 15.11300000 l .8J90~R:13 329. IGOOOOO 301.25• 170 26 626 
TNA 0.68800000 0.23552010 0.43000000 0.1600000 o. 1053280& 3.HOOOOO o.oss.a10 34 233 
TK I .e&.tOOCOO I. 18620403 7 :43000000 10. 2500000 o. 530•0657 44.3200000 I. 401080 13. 382 
SANO 35. 60000000 1.67332005 33. 20000000 37.2000000 0. 748331411 171.0000000 2.100000 4.100 
SIU ... ,0000000 2 .073~·· 14 42. 00000000 •T.0000000 0.92)36185 2 2 3 . 0000000 4.300000 4 649 




STATISTICAL AtfALYSI$ SVSTEll 
llSICl•:I OEP•I 
'VAlllAIL. N MEAN STAND ARO MINI MUN MAXI- SlO ERROR SUM VAAIANC[ C.V. 
DEVIATION VALUE VALUE OF MEIN 
Pltll 7 7.17142957 0.12535663 7.SOOOOOOO 7.1000000 O.OH3ftOJ5 S3. 70<>000 0.01571 1.634 
- ' 
7.35000000 o. 14142136 7.05000000 1.•500000 0.05345225 SI .450000 0 02000 1.924 
EC 7 131.157142811 114 .02551909 450.00000000 711. 0000000 3S.538l2145 3 723 . 000000 1840.80952 tl.519 
EXCA 7 U.39285714 4.92835515 I 2 . ooooOooo 27.2500000 1.86274339 156. 750000 24.28869 22.009 
tXMG 7 I. 12714286 0.71135351 0.41000000 2.0800000 o. 2680~635 1.890000 O.SOG02 63. 111 
EXNA ., 0.04000000 0.00000000 0.04000000 o.0•00000 · 0.00000000 0.280000 0.00000 0.000 
. EXIC 7 0.3•000000 o. 12220,02 O. 1100QOOO 0.4800000 0.0<Gl8A02 2.3110000 0.01493 35.9·12 
CEC 
' 
11. 160<>0000 2. 21767145 8. 19000000 14 .6900000 o. 838,0102 n.120000 4.91807 1a.231 
TP 7 tll. t·t:1fi~lt4 1.39500985 I 35. 00000000 150. 0000000 ·3.17301548 1058 . 000000 70.0619 S.554 
"" 
7. 3.60~71429 l.50CH761t 1 . 600<.>0000 1.6000000 o. 56712666 25.800000 2.25143 40. 71 I 
OM 7 l.6G571429 0. 3·1490855 1 . 3 700<>000 2 .3200000 0.13036318 1 I .660000 0.11896 20. 706 
lKN 7 ll04 . 00!)00000 442.63453699. 196.00000000 2240. 0000000 167.30012951 10528. 000000 1115925. 3nJJ 29 430 
SCA 7 0.39000000 0.09013712 0.20000000 0.5000000 0.03 .. ~!l~Gl 2. 731JCJ00 0.0002] 23. 266 
SMQ 
' 
0.57245714 o. 33757539 0.31000000 1. 1400000 0. t21'59tSO 4.010000 0. I 1396 58.928 
SN& 1 0.00642457 0.00345722 0.00400000 0.0130000 0.00130611 0.0·15000 0.00001 53.179 
SIC 7 0.02ft285ft 0.00661618 0.01900000 0.0380000 0 00252336 o. 190000 0.00004 23.603 
TC& 7 59.42857143 4S.526941Jl 12. soooocoo 127 .5000000 t7. :Z015GGJ6 486.000000 2072. 702J8 6S.!iJ4 
t'4G 7 11.07857143 7. 21912374 5S. 00000000 · 18. 1600000 2. 72657230 469.550000 52.11575 10. 762 
TN• 
' 
0.60571429 0.219Jft225 o. 43000000 O.e&OO:JOO 0.00291870 4. 240000 0.048 IJ 36.219 
TK 1 1.81!57143 1.0797751 I 5.41000000 9.2300000 0.40011663 54. 730000 t .16591 13.810 
S&r.O 7 42.37142857 11.41660135 32.20000000 97 .2000000 3. sr.q 1..ao11 296 .600000 88.672l8 22.224 
SILT 1 41.685714211 •. 09224060 30.00000000 90.0000000 2. 6·1281053 291.800000 .. ., .89 t-13 15.774 
CLAY ., 15.10000000 2. 54198490 12.10000000 11.1000000 0.517590007 110.600000 6.66667 16.342 
- .. ----··--·-·--------··· -- - .. -- -------- --- - .. - -..... - --- -- ----- Ws•o•a 0£P•2 ----•~----- --- - .............. - - --- - -- --·-------~- - - ............................ 
,..,,, 7 1.•0000000 0.10000000 7.60000000 7.9000000 0.03779645 114 .6000000. 0 01000 t.282 
PHii 7 1.S!jOOOOQO 0.0957U7 I 7 . 40QOO(l(l() 7. 7000000 0.03618734 52 .R!iOOOOO 0 .00917 I .268 
EC 1 434. 28571429 92 .02786903 370.00COOOOO 110.ocooooo 31.00367059 3040. 0000000 8728.511'3 Ill. 868 
EXC& 7 H .89285114 t. 76101973 22. 00000000 27 .0000000 0.6G51502H9 174. 2500000 3.10119 1.014 
E•MQ 7 0.9500COOO 0.317·19015 0.41000000 1 .2500000 O. IWOOOOO & . 65()1){)00 O. IOORO 33 420 
[1N& 7 0.0:1205714 0. 02 I 3LICJ90 0.()(,000000 o.0•00000 0.00008122 0. IGOOOOO 0.000•6 93.541 
011 1 0.2842057 I o. 1184-1227 0.12000000 o. 4600000 0.0447G697 I .9~0'1000 0.01403 41 .663 
CEC 7 I I. 9•Cv0000 t. 9~5SG41 t II 28000<!00 13.0800000 o. 73913398 83.5000000 3. 82423 16.370 
tP 7 t•s., u2.o!i1t to. t6061490 132 . 00000000 151.0000000 3. 84035146 1020. OClOOOOO 103. 23810 5.973 
AP 7 t.60000000 1.87971629 0.00000000 S.4000000 o. 710-16598 I I . 200<)000 3. 53333 117. 482 
OM 
' 
1.50142857 o. 28127262 1. 20000000 2.0200000 o. 10631106 10. 5100000 0.07911 18. 734 
lK"I 7 lH0.00000000 3511. 19910913 995. 00000000 20 II . 0000000 1311. 764501911 1960. 0000000 129024 .00000 21.062 
Sc& 
' 
o. 39285714 0.07718253 • o. 3•1000000 0.5600000 0.02917225 2. 7500000 0.00~96 19.646 
SMG 1 0.43114281 0. 1398•6H 0.20000000 0.5000000 0.05285114 3.0600000 0.01956 31. 991 
SNA 1 o.00~42957 0.00423"103 0.00·100000 0.0170000 0.00160144 0.0660000 0.00002 44.938 
SIC 7 0.01951143 O.OOG2!U37 0.0.,00000 0.0300000 0.00237~05 o. 1370000 0.00004 32. 161 
TC& 
' 
llO. 35714286 39.40781890 35. 00000000 130. 0000000 14 .19475550 632. 5000000 1552.97619 43.613 
lMO 
' 
70. 83000000 l.804H892 H.33000000 79.1600000 2.57185129 495.1100000 46.30093 9.607 
tNA 7 o. 72857143 0.20440390 0.43000000 0.1600000 0.07725"14 I 5.1000000 0.0·1178 28.055 
fl( 7 7.81428511 I. 34146508 5.15000000 •. 5100000 0.50702614 54. 7000000 1.79953 17. 167 
SAND 7. 43.52157143 a.36375400 3 3 . 20000000 111.2000000 3. 16120187 305.4000000 69.95238 19.170 
SIU 7 41 . 00000000 4. 9328828ti 33.00000000. 41.0000000 1.16445441 211.~ 24.33333 12.031 
CLAY 
' 









MUlt SUNOAllO MINIMIJI! llHI- SJO IAAOA SUM VAAUNCI c.v. 
OEVIAJION VALUf VAL!lf: OF MUN 
'"" • 
7.1"5&6617 0.136'2601 7.40000000 7.1000000 0.05511134 45.4000000 O.OllG&J 1.1()4; 
Pit( • 7.00000000 O.UU9tlt 1.10000000 '· '000000 0.05163911 42.0000000 0.01&000 '.101 IC' • 40l.l33333'3 140.21116005 110.00000000 110.0000000 ll. 265106 24 :145:1 . 0000000 111515. IH6G7 34.310 uca I 11.11000000 1.10431151 y.75000000 a•.1100000 a.49203191 100.5300000 31.:ifiUOO 3&.400 
IXlll • 1 •• '333333 0.31119631 t.25000000 l.OIOOOOO o. 15154024 1.11800000 o. 13118' 22. 31fi IJNI" • 0.04000000 0.00000000 0.04000000 0.0400000 0.00000000 0.2400000 0.000000 0.000 IJll • 0. 38333333 0.05513141 0.30000000 0.4600000 o.02n5•n 2. 3000000 0.003101 14 540 i1c: • 12.46500000 1.0$301594 10.11000000 13.1100000 0.42992054 14.f9000o0 1.101990 1.441 1P 133. GG666GG7 14.03S41fi52 lo&. 00000000 141.0000000 l.0913~826 102. 000<>000 223.06G'G1 II. 114 
AP l.Ofifi6fiti61 a. 21111114. 1.4000(1000 1.4000000 0.93041110 30.4000000 Ii. 194661 44.914 
011 I. 46833333 • 0.20115025 I . 2'l000000 1.1100000 0.00522193 1.1100000 0.043511 14 .211 , .... 
'344. 00000000 245.3191051& 19& .00000000 
"" .0000000 
tOO. US!t-1539 1064 .0000000 50211 . 200000 II 251 
SCA 0.31333333 o. 1'261511 0.14000000 0.51'l0000 0.06641620 2.2400000 0.02G·IGf 0.571 
SllG 0.&3133333 0.1'1~0124 0.410000')() 0.1300000 0.06839210 3.130000G 0.021051 25 HO 
SNA 0.009G'6G1 0.00251191 0.001100000 0.0130000· 0.00!05409 0.0580000 o.oc.ooor 2li 110 
SIC 0.021iGGl1 0.005le504 O.OliOOOOO 0.0300000 0. 002J6 113 0.1300000 o.OOOOJJ 2,' 100 
1CI U.lli6GGU ltl.11159·1&1 10. 00000000 IJ.IOOOOOO 1.11113315 I 31 . 5000000 221 .541661 65.!161 
11111 H.15133333 10.036911141 n.110000000 H.HOOOOO •. 09151930 335.1500000 100.1409:11 11 .!169 
1N4. 0.11133J333 0.22205105 0.43000000 0.1600000 0.090651!16 3.4400000 0.049301 31.730 
111 1.1•000000 0.1504&499 •. 15000000 l.41i00000 0.35120331i 41.'400000 0.140·100 12.399 
SAND 43. 20000000 :I. 34Gli40 II 31. 2<'000000 47. 20Qtl000 1.36626010 259. 2000000 11.200000 7.141 
SIL1 :it. 25000000 :l.56411G21 31. 00000000 43.0000000 l.0~682051 2J5. 5000000 &.515000 i.533 
c1-ar • tf.HOOOOOO ·l.332a912f 
tl.30000Co0Q 11.•oooood 0 .114 39<•5'3 105. 3000000 6115000 7 .591 
. . 
••••••••~••••••-· -••••-··------··-··--- .. • -·--"' ..................... - WSl0•4 OlP•2 - --··-- • - • -- - - - --·--- --- -- - - - - ------ - ---- -- . ------·-- - - - - -
PIN 7.70000000 0.1414213& 7.10000000 , •• 000000 0.05113503 46.2000000 o.02oeo 1.131 
•HM ·• 1. 10000000 0.0836'600 1.00000000 J.2500ll00 0.03 .. SG~O 42 . 6000:JOO Q,00700 I. 111 
IC 310.00000000 103. 913041·15 120.00000000 140.0000000 42. 4,G 10687 ;1220. (l(J(OOOOO 10100.00000 21 .on 
l•CA U.OHGGGU 1.21961411 1.5()(.lt)('()()() 21.IOOOOOO 3 35564JGf 132 .5WOOOO Gl .56f01 :u 215 
..... J.011'61i&l 0.5554~i11 I. 250!>0000 2.11000000 0.22610061 12 .0100000 O.JOllSll 21.514 
ONA 0.03333333 0.01632993 0.00000000 0.0400000 0 .0CGG6C.61 O 2ClO<X'OO O.OQQ:r.1 41.990 
IJIC 0.331133333 0 089158!14 0.25000000 0.1100000 0.03G6J393 2 . OJOOllOO 0.001106 25.530 
CIC 13. 32 ISG651 1.2nuon I I . 4 JOCIO'JOO t4 .1100000 0.52130812 19. 9:100000 I. 6'000 •. sos 
1P t:t•. 33333333 11.21001145 120. 00000000 IU. 0000000 4.510150H 136. 0000000 125 .BC•Gr.1 1.052 
.... I. 533J3J33 t. 11838811 o.ooocoooo I . OO<'<lllCO 0.12602-118 9. 20ll0Qfl0 3. l(;f07 115 982 
ON I .3 ll66r.&7 0.23659311 1.02000000 l.&J•JOOOO O.O!fli!.8!>05 l .llo.JOO() o.c,:;r.oo II.OJI 
lKlt 1311 . 3UJ3333 411.H263G69 IH. ooooooro 1011.0000000 t9'.4213<;010 1281.0<Y.IClOOO 2all131.l'6Gli., 34. 55~ 
SC• 0. 3 IOCOOOO o. 10899541 0.15000000 ~.4900000 0.04H9119 I • IUiOOOOO o.011ea 35. IGO 
$Mil 0.11133333 o. 1296190!1 0.41000000 0.1200000 0.05294121 3.7100000 e.01Ga2 20.912 
SN4 0.01266611 0.006!11615 0.00100000 0.02G0000° 0.0028"800 0.0160000 O,OOt,10!1 55.015 
SK 0.01116611 0.01510244 0.01000000 o.o!iOCIOOO 0.006~ 1049 0.1090000 0.00025 Iii 435 
1CA 4S. 20133333 21.814203111 10. 00000000 10.0000000 10 .111SJJ021i 211 . 2500000 722. 16042 H4i7 
lMG H.&2333332 11.43609461 n.13000000 13.7600000 '.52650413 3U.1400000 3lS. lll!l~'I 21.014 
TNA 0.111333333 0.2220:;105 0.43000000 0.1500000 0.09065196 3.4'00000 0.04931 31. 130 
Jll l.19'G&6'7 0.160JG42fi fi.15000000 l.4'00000 o. 3!i 12-1224 41. 3800000 0.1JOU ta.4Jli 
S•ND ... 31.1666'4'61 4.50115141 3!1. 20000000 41.200COOO 1.13111311 23~. 2000000 20".2GGGJ tl.292 
llLT ... 40.711000000 3.lllJ15U3 37 . 00000000 44.0000000 I. ti 145391 244 . 5000000 1.31500 "1.102 




OBS WSHD DEP PHii PH< EC EXCA EXMG EXNA 
I I 1 7 .36667 7 .02778 599.333 18 .0278 1.62000 o·.0222222 
2 I 2 7 .40000 7 .07778 429. 778 20.8889 I. 75778 0.0444444 
3 2 1 7 .36000 6.62000 561.800 IS.6800 1.58000 0.0320000 
4 2 2 7 ,62000 6.91000 •21. 400 21. 1500 I .49600 0.0080000 
5 3 1 7 .67143 7. J5000 53 t. 857 22. J929 1.12714 0.0400000 
6 3 2 7 .80000 7 .55000 434. 286 24.8929 0.95000 0.0228571 
7 4 I 7. 56667 7.00000 408. 833 16. 7700 1.66333 0.0400000 
8 4 2 7. 70090 7. 10000 370.000 22 .0867 2 .01167 0.0333333 
OBS TKN SCA SMG SNA SK TCA lMG 
I 1991. 11 o.545556 0.090000 0.0102222. 0.0752222 JO. 5556 57. 8678 
2 1344.00 o. 374444 • 0.064U4 0.0102222 0.0195556 64. •444 68. 9789 
3 1702.40 0.490000 0.098000 0.0072000 0.0382000 56 .0000 57. 4960 
4 1254.40 0.354000 0.060000 0.0082000 0.0214000 74. 7500 65.8320 
5 1504.00 0.390000 o. 572857 0.0064286 0.0282857 69.4286 67 .0786 
s 1280.00 o. 392857 0.437143 0.0094286 0.0195714 90. 3571 70.8300 
7 1344 .00 0.313333 0.6383J3 0.0096667 0.0216667 22.9167 55 .8583 
I 1381.33 0.310000 0.618333 0.0126667 0.0181667 45. 2083 65. 6233 
SYSTEM 
EXK CEC TP 
0.U6667 13.4722 153.556 
o. 342222 13. 7167 133.778 
0.480000 13 .0840 IJ0.000 
o. 370000 13. 2440 !JG .000 
0. 340000 12. 1600 15 t. 143 
o. 284286 II .9400 145.714 
o. 383333 12. 4650 133.667 
o. 338333 13.3217 139.333 
TNA lK SAtlO 
o. 62" 11' 7. 50667 36.5333 
o. 74 t, tt 7.64556 3G. 6444 
0.BGOOOO 9. 17600 36. 4000 
0.688000 B.86400 35. 6000 
0.605714 7 .81657 42.3714 
0. 728571 7.81429 43. 6286 
o. 573333 6.94000 43. 2000 
























































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM .J!l3 ..... 
OE,•I 
N MUN STO 0£Y SUM MINIMUM MUIMUM 
4 17. 34027771 I .05189790 61.36111111 19.10000000 18. 10000000 
CORRELATION CO£FFICIENTS ,. PROll > IAI UNDER .HO:RHO•O I .... 
SEO RUlllOFF TKNR SOLP TOTP PHii PHK EC EXCA EXMO EXNA EXK CEC 
1.00000 0.55877 0.51068 o.59187 0.62210 0.01574 -0.40137 0.08799 -0.07068 -o. 33335 0.38380 0. 16760 -0.26029 
0.0000 o. 44 t2 0.'893 0.4081 0.3779 0.9843 0.5986 0.11120 o. 9293 0.666& 0.6162 o. 8324 0. 7397 
0.155877 I .00000 o.415'7 0.69661 o. 34642 i>.44949 -o. 19309 -o. nss8 -o. 18621 -o'.04302 0.86260 -0.28341 -0.67490 
0.4412 0.0000 • o. 5844 0.3033 0.6538 0.5505 0.81611 0.2240 0.8138 0.9570 o. 1374 0. 7166 0.325.1 
0.151068 0.41557 I .00000 0.94172 0.97929 0.80744 o. 57592 -o. 15198 o. 76596 -0.92659 o. 73447 -0.12524 -0.84547 
0.4893 0.5844 0.0000 0.0583 0.0201 o. 1926 0.424 I 0.8480 0. 2340 0.0734 0.2655 o. 2748 o. 1545 
0. 59187 .0.69667 0.94172 1.00000 0. 89567 0.815t0 0.40124 •0.41943 0. 54226 -o. 74625 0.90378 -0.69146 -0.92435 
0.4081 0.3033 0.0583 0.0000 o. 1043 O. 1849 0.5988 o. 5806 0.4577 0. 2537 0.0962 o. 3065 0.0756 
0.62210 o. 34642 0.97929 0.89567 1 .00000 0.67216 o. 46629 0.01848 0. 72488 -0.93329 0.62212 -0.57997 -o. 728t:t 
0.3779 .0.6536 0.0207 o. 1043 0.0000 0. 3271 0.5337 0.9015 o. 2751 0.0667 o. 3173 0.4200 0.2719 
0.01574 0.4•949 0.80744 0.81510 0.67216 1.00000 0. 79469 -0.56809 0. 73635 -0.69848 0.83792 -0.97986 -0.95685 
0.9843 o. 5505 o. 1926 o. 19•9 0.3278 0.0000 o. 2053 0.43MI 0. 26JG 0.3015 o. 1621 0.0201 0.0432 
-0.40137 -o. 19309 0.57592 0. 40124 0.46629 0. 79469 I .00000 •O. 12874 0.91740 -o. 70529 0.33459 -0.88987 -0.58969 
0.5986 0.8169 0.4241 o. 5988 0. 5337 0.2053 0.0000 0.8713 o. 0826 0.WH 0.6654 0.1101 0.4103 
0.09799 -0.17598 -o. 1'198 -0.41943 0.01840 ·O. 5CB09 ·0. 12874 1.00000 o. '2255 -o. t51;58 -0. 76749 o. sog-22 0.64716 
0.9120 o. 2240 0.8480 o. sou<; 0.9815 0.4319 0.8713 0.0000 0.8775 o. 8434 0.2325 0.4908 0.3528 
-0.07068 -o. 18621 o. 76596 0.54226 0. 72•99 o. 736~5 0.91740 0.12255 1.00000 -0.91666 0.31745 ·0.79015 -0.57974 
0.9293 0.9138 o. 2340 0.•577 0.2751 o. 2636 0.0826 o. 8715 0.0000 0.0831 0. 6025 0. 2099 0.4203 
-0.33335 -0.04302 -0.92659 -0.74625 -0.93329 -0.69948 -0.70529 -0.15658 -0.91686 1.00000 -0.44801 0.67636 0.64785 
0.6666 0.9570 0.0734 0.2537 0.0667 0.3015 0.2941 0.8434 0.0831 0.0000 o. 55 t2 o. 3236 0.3521 
0.38380 0.86260 0. 73447 o. 90378 o. 62272 0.83792 0. 33458 -0. 76749 0.31745 -0.44881 I. 00000 -o. 72125 -o. 955 10 
0.6162 o. 1374 o. 2655 0.0962 o. 3773 o. 1621 0.6654 o. 2325 o. 6825 0.5512 0.0000 o. 2788 0.0449 
o. 16760 -0.28341 ·0. 7252' -0.69146 -0.57997 -0.97986 ·0.98987 0.50922 -0. 79015 0.67636 -0. 72125 I .00000 0,88026 
0.8324 o. 7166 0.2749 0.3085 0.4200 0.0201 0.1101 0.4908 o. 2099 o. 3236 o. 2788 0.0000 0. 1197 
-0.26029 -0.67490 ·0.84547 -0.92435 -0.72813 -0.95685 ·0.58969 0.64716 -0.57974 0.64785 -0.95510 0.88026 1.00000 
0. 7397 0.3251 0. 15•5 0.0756 0.2719 0.0432 0.4103 0.3528 0.4203 0.3521 0.0449 0. 1197 0.0000 
-o. 54740 -o. 71767 0.14995 -o. 16104 0. 14082 0. 20892 0. 75279 o.48833 0.74186 -0.48465,-0.35283 -0.36998 0.06 I It 
0.452& o. 2223 0.9500 0.8390 0.8592 0. 79 It 0.2472 0.5117 0.2581 0.5153 0.6472 0.6300 0.9389 
•0.3'220 0.55234 o. 12&30 0.32315 -0.06883 0.54850 0.37•91 -0.114703 0.06247 0.09112 0.61135 -0.&5078 -0.&3270 




VAAIAllLE N MEAN STD DEV 
SEO 4 1388. 03500000 11175. 27363825 
AUNOFf 4 7.27000000 3.32004011 
Tl<NR 4 4 .81250000 4 .41514139 
SOLP 4 13. 94500000 24 .34046351 
TOTP 4 731.60150000 '42.0416154 
PHW 4 7. 49119048 0.1!373088 
PHI< 4 6.99944444 0.29810296 
EC 4 1125. 45595238 92. 50361209 
EXCA 4 II. 21165873 2.94413339 
E~MQ 4 1.49761905 0.24'93t7•U 
EXNA 4 0.03355556 0.00844444 
(XI< 4 0.41250000 0.06279744 
CEC 4 12. 7953055i o. 59281125 
TP 4 142.09126984 II. 97961915 
AP 4 3.62920635 1.03892380 
ON 4 1. 75901190 0.23723359 
TKN 4 H35. 377777l8 278.80657130 
SCA 4 0. 44972222 0.08207382 
SMCl 4 0.349797U 0. 2~659470 
SNA 4 0.00837937 0.00184840 
SK 4 0.04084365 0.02390491 
TCA 4 44. 12519841 21. 708431134 
TMO 4 '· !19. 5 75 17063 11.07786181 
TNA 4 0.66503968 0.13148993 
TK 4 7 ,88030952 O.IH039593 
S"-NO 4 311.62619048 3.116435611 



























































































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
OEP•I 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS I PROB > IRI UNDER HO:RHO•O I N • 4 
lKNA SOLP lOTP PHW PHIC EC £XCA EXMG EXNA (XI( CEC 
Oii 0.27949 -0.56347 -0.34MS -0.49471 -0. 14668 -0.80482 -0.53116 0.90773 -0.26973 0.13769 -0.77304 0.80089 0.77894 
o. 7205 0.4365 . 0.6590 0.5053 0.8533 o. 1952 0.4688 0.0923 .o. 7303 0.8621 0.2270 o. 1991 0.2211 
TKN -0.25642 -0.89589 -0.55468 -0.77663 -0.41871 -0.76807 -0.24643 0.89637 -0.14795 0.23710 -0.~7129 0.66067 0.~8110 
. 0.74311 0.1041 0.4453 0.2234 0.5813 0.23111 0.7536 0.1036 0.8520 0.7629 0.0287 0.3393 o. 1129 
SCA -0.16627 -o.auo -0.66083 -0.82142 -0.51440 -0.89151 -0.45612 o.uo31 -0.35753 o.39932 -0.97438 0.81112 o.95691 
0.8337 0.2156 0.3392 0.1786 0.4856 o. 1084 0.5439 o. 1597 0.6425 0.6007 0.0256 o. 1803 0.0431 
SMQ -0.08712 0.609<10 0.59031 o.70538 0.41747 0.93112 0.62660 -0.82504 0.45881 -0.39381 0.88278 -0.90307 -0.92056 
0.9129 0.3916 0.4096 0.2946 0.5825 0.0689 0.3734 0.1150 0.5412 0.6062 0.1112 0.0969 0.0794 
SNA -0.858H -0.39601 -0.84765 -0.80295 -0.92806 -0.38618 -0.11014 -0.15155 -0.45116 0.76992 -0,49816 0.25054 0.52358 
0.1417 0.6040 0.1521 0.1971 0.0719 0.6138 0.8893 0.8485 0.548B 0.2301 0 5018 0.7495 0.4764 
SIC -0 .. 50169.-0.95307 -0.63755 -0.85755 -0.54611 -Q.69343 -0.11371 0.77742 -0.11599 0.30560 -0.97430 0.54756 0.86610 
0.4983 0.0469 0.3625 0.1425 0.4538 0.306i 0.88i3 0.2226 0.8840 0.6944 0.0257 0.4524 0.1339 
Tea o.74520 o. 12796 o.eo690 0.61131 o.9o955 o.J0881 0.20399 o.3&•22 o.567•o -o.83583 0.29•04 -o.2us9 -o.3a.o6 
0.2541 0.9120 0.1931 o.3296 0.0905 o.6912 o.7s&o o.6158 0.4326 0.16•2 0.10&0 o.7853 o.&159 
TMQ 0.25531 -0.06169 0.88201 0.67l01 0.89118 0.664911 0. 74035 0.22262 0.94336 -0.99421 0.36526 -0.66,02 -0.58637 
0.1441 0.9383 0.1180 0.3270 0.1088 0.3350 0.259i 0.7774 0.0566 0.0058 0.63'7 0.3370 0.4136 
TNA o. 77308 o. 14753 -o. 11011 -0.05369 0.06366 -0.62203 -o.81532 0.43495 -0.51778 o. 11160 -o. nna 0.15226 o. •o•i4 
0.2269 0.8525 0.8899 0.9463 0.9363 0.3780 0.1847 0.5650 0.4822 0.8224 0.7r.G2 0.2471 0.5958 
Tit 0.11859 0.04688 0.09404 0.06956 0.28185 -0.49692 -0.61959 0.!1785!1 -0.25630 -0.08835 -0.21597 •0.61710 0.31397 
0.1814 0.9531 0.9060 0.9304 0.7181 0.5031 0.3804 0.4214. 0.7•37 0.9116 0.7840 0.3829 0.6860 
SANO -0.11206 0.58942 0.57991 0.69050 0.40494 0.93073 0.63980 -0.82137 0.•6539 -0.39007 0.87034 •0.90783 -0.91295 
0.8879 0.4106 0.4201 0.3099 0.5951 0.0693 0.3602 0.1786 0.5346 0.6099 0. 1297 0.0922 0.0871 
SILT O. 16752 -0.65101 -0.39961 -0.57168 -0.21328 -0.81934 -0.48420 0.92767 -0.25271 o. 16644 -0.83767 o. 79246 0.82453 
0.8325 0.3490 0.6004 0.4283 0.7867 O.IB07 0.5158 0.0723 0.7473 0.8336 0.1623 0.2075 0.1755 
CLAY -0.11765-o.14827 -0.91093 -0.78001 -0.8•664 -0.89160 -0.86136 0.13622 -0.94404 0.93780 -0.60890 0.88983 0.90985 
o.ae23 o.8517 0.0891 0.2200 o. 1s34 o. 1094 o.1386 o.863& 0.0560 0.0622 o.3911 0.1102 o. 1902 
TP AP OM TKN SCA SMQ. SNA SK TCA TMG TllA Tit SANO 
SEO •0.!14740 -0.36220 0.27948 -0.25642 -0.16627 -0.08712 •0.85827 -0.50169 0.14520 0.25531 0.77308 0.81859 -0.11206 
0.452& 0.6378 0.7205 0.743i 0.8337 0.111211 0.1417 0.4983 0.2548 0.7447 0.2269 0.1814 0.8S79 
llUHOFf •0.17767 0.115234 -0.56347 -0.89589 -0.78440 0;60840 -0.39601 •0.85307 0.12796 -0.06169 0.14753 0.04688 0.58942 
0.2223 0.4477 o.4:J65 o. 10•1 0.21511 o.391• o.,o4o o.0469 0.11120 o.113a3 o.8525 o.&531 o.•106 
TKNll o.1411911 0.12930 -o.34095 -0.115•61 -0.116083 o.11so31 -0.147111 -o.&3755 o.80690 o.aa201 -0.11011 o.o9•04 o.57991 





STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•I 
COllllELAT ION CDEFrlCIENTS I r11oa > '"' UNDER HO,RflO•O I N •• 
OM TKN SCA SMG SNA SK TCA lMG TN• TK SAUD 
SOLP •0.1610• 0.32315 ·0.•901 ·0.77663 ·0.82142 0.70538 ·0.80295 ·0.05755 0.67137 Q.67J01 -O.OC.:169 0.06956 0.6500.0 
0.8390 0.6769 0.5053 0.2234 0.1786 0.29<6 0.1911 o 1<2s 0.3286 0.3270 o.o .. ;J 0.9304 o.Jn»S 
JOT.. O. U082 ·0.06883 ·O. U668 ·0.'181t -0.5U40 0.41747 ·0.92806 ·0.54617 0.90955 0.89118 0.0GJGG 0.28185 0.40494 
o.8592 o.9312 o.8533 o.5813 o.•856 o.5825 0.0119 o.4538 o.o9o5 0.1088 o.9J•3 0.1191 o.5951 
- 0.20892 0.64860 ·0.80482 ·0.76807 ·0.89156 0.93112 ·0.38618 -0.69343 0.30881 0.66496 ·0.62203 ·0.49692 0.93073 
o.7911 o.3514 o.1952 o.2319 o. to84 o.0689 o.6138 o.3066 o.6912 o.33so 0.3100 o.5011 o.0693 
PHK 0.75279 0.31491 ·0.53116 -0.24643 ·0.45612 0.62660 ·0.11074 •0.11371 0.20399 0.74035 -0.81532 ·0.61959 0.63980 
0.2472 o.6251 0.'688 o.7536 o.5439 o.3734 0.8893 o.8863 o.7960 0.2596 o.1on o.380• o.~r.02 
EC 0.•88J3 ·0.94703 0.90773 0.89637 0.84031 -0.82504 •0.15155 0.77742 0.38422 0.22262 0.4J•~5 0.57855 -0.82137 
0.5117 0.0530 0.0923 0.1036 0.1597 0.1750 0.8485 0.2226 0.6158 0.7774 0.56~0 0.421• 0.1786 
EXCA 0.7418& 0.06247 ·0.26973 -O.IH95 -0.'35753 0.•5881 ·0.45116 ·0.11599 0.56740 0.94336 ·0.51778 ·0.25630 0.46539 
0.2581 0.9375 0.7303 0.8520 0.6425 0.5•12 O.MBS 0.18•0 o.•326 0.0566 o.•022 0.7437 0.53•6 
UMG •0.48465 0.091 u o. 13789 o. 23110 o. 39932 -o. 3938 t o. 76992 o. 30560 ·O. 83583 -o. 99421 o. 17760 -0.08835 -o. 39007 
0.5153 0.9089 0.8621 0.7629 0.6007 0.6062 0.2301 0.69.. 0.1642 0.0058 0.8224 0.9116 0.6099 
EX"A -0.35283 0.67135 ·0.77304 ·0.97129 -0.97438 0.88278 ·0.49816 ·0.97430 0.29404 0.36526 -0.23378 -0.21597 0.870J4 
0.6472 0.3287 0.2270 0.0287 0.0256 o. 1172 0.5018 0.0257 0. 7060 0.6347 0. 7662 0. 7840 0. 1297 
UK ·0.36998 ·0.65071 0.80089 0.66067 0.81172 -0.90307 0.25054 0.54756 ·0.21468 -0.66302 0.75>.26 0.61710 -0.90783 
0.6300 0.3492 0.1991 0.3393 0.1883 0.0969 0.7•95 0."524 0.7853 0.3370 0.2H7 0.3829 0.0922 
C£C 0.06111 -0.63270 0.7789• 0.88710 0.95691 -0.92f'56 0.52351 0.86610 ·0.38406 ·0.58637 o.•0-124 0.31397 ·0.912.95 
'" 
0.9389 0.3673 0.2211 0.1129 O.O•JI 0.0794 0.47U 0. t339 0.6159 0.4136 0.5'158 0.6860 0.0871 
1.00000 ·0.19575 0.08841 0."524• 0.24227 ·0.03242 o. 10363 0.55171 0.13915 0.57425 -0.55555 -0.34530 -0.01297 
0.0000 0.80•2 0.9116 q.5476 0. 7577 0.9676 0.1964 0.4•83 0."8609 0.4259 0.4444 0.6547 0.9870 
... •0.19575 1.00000 -0.97375 ·0.80005 -0.80469 0.87430 0.30114 ·0.61707 ·0.47174 -o. 12827 ·0.69969 -0.10569 0.117858 
0.8042 0.0000 0.0263 0.2000 O. 1953 0.1257 0.6989 0.3829 0.5283 0.8717 0.3003 0.1943 0.1214 
OM 0.08841 ·0.97375 1.00000 0.85255 0.893•1 ·0.96005 •0,12048 0.68717 0.27622 ·0.09910 0.73299 0.77806 ·0.96JJ2 
0.9116 0.0263 0.0000 0.1475 0.1066 0.0399 0.8795 0.3129 0.7238 0.9009 0.2670 0.2219 0.0367 
TKN 0.45244 ·0.80005 0.115255 1.00000 0.97446 ·0.19759 0.29606 0.96416 -0.06476 ·0.15292 0.29055 0.3362• ·0.88695 
0.541& 0.2000 0,1475 0.0000 0.0255 0.1024 0.7039 0.0352 0.9352 0.8471 0.7094 0.6638 0.1130 
SCA 0.24227 -o.eo•6B 0.89J41 0.97448 1.00000 ·0.96404 0.32360 0.91796. -o. 13343 -0.32918 o.•3833 0.42999 -0.95683 
o.7577 0.1953 0.1066 o.02ss · 0.0000 0.0360 o.&764 0.0820 o.8666 o.6709 o.5617 o.5100 0.002 
SMG ·0.03242 0.87430 •0.96005 ·0.'9759 ·0.96404 1.00000 ·0.14928 ·0.780•4 0.00311 0.34712 ·0.66131 ·0.639•4 0.89966 
0.11671 0.1257 0.03911 0.1024 0.03&0 0.0000 0.8507 0.2196 0.9969 0.6529 o. 3387 0.3606 0.0003 
SHA 0. 103'3 0.30114 •0.12041 0.2960& 0.32360 ·0.14921 t .00000 0.90004 ·0.116093 ·0. 7 U43 -0.4295i ·0.50584 -0. 13040 




















S T A T I S T "I C A L ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•t 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS I PROB > IRI UM>ER UO:RHO•O I N • 4 
TP AP 0114 TllN SCA SNG SNA Sii TCA TMO TNA TK S•llO 
0.55111 -0.61707 0.68717 0.96476 0.91796 -0.78044 0.50004 1.00000 -0.26268 -0. 20911 0.05070 0.07A40 •0. 76415 
0. 4483 0.3829 0.3128 0.0352 0.0820 0.2196 0.5000 0.0000 o. 7373 o. 7909 0.949:.1 0.9216 0. 2359 
0.13915 -0.47'74 0.27.622 -0.06476 -o. 13343 0.00311 -0.96093 -0.26268 .1.00000 o. 80790 0.3917S 0.61641 ·0.0tt20 
0.8609 0. 5283 o. 7238 0.9352 0.8666 0.9969 0.0391 o. 7373 0.0000 O. 192 I 0.6082 0.3836 0.9888 
0.57425 -o. 12827 ·0.09910 -o. 15292 -0.32919 0.34712 -0.71443 -0.20911 0.80790 1.00000 ·(), 21699 0.05858 0.34582 
0.4258 0.8717 0.9009 0.8471 0.6708 0.6529 o. 2856 0. 7909 o. 1921 0.0000 o. 7830 0.94 ... 0.6542 
-0.55555 -0.69969 0.73299 0.29055 0.43833 -0.66131 •0.42956 0.05070 0.39179 -0.21699 I .00000 o. 95007 -o. 68055 
0.4444 o. 3003 o. 2670 0. 7094 0. 5617 (). 3387 0.5704 0.9493 0.6082 0. 7830 0.0000 0.0419 0.3195 
-0.34530 -0.80569 o. 77806 o. 33624 0.42999 -0.63944 -0.60584 0.07840 0.61641 0.05858 0.95807 1.00000 -0.65796 
0.5547 0.1943 0.2219 0.6638 o. 5700 0.3606 o. 3942 0.8216 0.3836 0.9414 0.0419 0.0000 0.3420 
·().01297 0.87858 •0.96332 -0.98695 -0.95683 0.89966 ·0. 13040 ·O. 76415 -o.Ott20 0.34582 ·0.68055 -0.65796 1.00000 
0.9870 0.1214 0.0367 o. 1130 0.0432 0.0003 0.9696 0.2359 0.9888 0.6542 (), J 195 (),3420 0.0000 
. 
0. 16920 -0.95984 0.119327 O.ll0732 o. 93!113 ·0.1171115 •0.029341 o. 76663 0.20545 -o. t 1667 o. 6947 t o. 70020 ·0.97213 
O.BJOB 0.0402 0.00&7 0.0927 • 0.06411 0.0212 0.8706 0.2334 o. 71146 0.6133 0.3453 o. 2999 0.0279 
-o. 4854 t -o. 24710 0.45957 0.44922 0.62261 -0.66521 O.liHli 0.43662 •0.11523 -0.112929 0.47039. 0.24081 -0.66549 
0.!1146 o. 7529 o.11404 0.!15()11 0.3773 0.3347 0.4111 0.&134 0.3141 0.0707 0.5296 o. 75D2 0.334!1 
SILT CLAY 
0. 16752 -o. I 1765 
0.8325 0.11823 





0.4283 o. 2200 
•0.21328 -0.94664 
(). 7867 o. 1534 
•0.81934 •0.89160 
0.1807 o. t084 
-0.U420 ·0.96136 
O.IH51 o. 138& 























·O. 2527 I ·O. 9••04 
o. 703 0.0560 




0. 79246 0. 88983 
0.207li o. 1102 
0.82•5J 0.80985 
o. 1755 0. 1902 
O. 16920 -0. 4854 I 
0.8308 0.5146 
-0.95984 -0.24110 
0.0402 o. 7529 
0.99327 o. "957 
0.0067 o.54o4 
o. 90732 o. 44922 
0.0927 0.5508 
0.93513 o. 62268 
0.06•9 o. 3173 
-0.97185 -0.66526 
0.0282 0. 3341 
-0.02936 0.58816 
0.9706 0.•111 
o. 76663 0.43662 
o. 2334 o. 5634 
0.20545 -0.61523 
0. 7946 0 .3848 




0. 70020 0.24081 
0.29H 0. 7&92 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•I 





SAND -0.97213 -0.665•9 
0.0279 0.33•5 
SILT ·1.oooco O.Hl9• 
0.0000 0.5281 
CLAY O.Hl94 t.OOOCO 
0.5281 0.0000 
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•t 





VAAIAlll N MUN SfD DEV 
5£0 • 2318 .03500000 11178. 2736382!1 
RUND,, .. 7 .27000000 3.3200401& 
TKNA • • .87250000 4.4157'739 
SOLi' .. 13.94500000 24. 34046357 
TOTI' 4 73 t . 607 50000 •42. 484161!14 
PHV 4 7.13000000 o. 17009801 
PHK 4 1. 159C4444 0.27383648 
EC 4 41!1. 36587302 30. 37842458 
EXCA 4 22. 254603 t7 '.83247650 
EXMQ 4 1.553861" 0.45429949 
EXNA • 0.02715873 0.01551862 
EXIC .. 0.33371032 0.03584019 
ClC • . 13 .05558333 0.17197982 
TP .. 138. 70G3492 I I. 19998159 
AP .. 1. 40111111 0.32781358 
OM .. 1. 41421825 0.09034615 
TKN • 1314. 93333333 H.13333333 
SCA .. o. 35782540 0.03561511 
SMQ .. 0.294980t6 0.27816507 
SNA • 0.01012937 0.00188504 
SK • O.Ot967l•t 0.00132611 
TCA • 18.6899801& 1•.934994811 
TMQ .. •7 .81605551 :I. 52854040 
TNA .. 0.68275397 0.07631759 
'IC • T.855126GI 0.803719119 
SANO • H.1134821193 3.11784Hll 

















































































0.02 .. 0000 
110.35714286 
10. 13000000 

























STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•2 
N MEAN STD DEV SUM MINU1UM MAXIMUM 
• Ill. 33412222 I .89098128 11. 33188889 16.80000000 2 I . 355!1!1556 
COAAEUTION COEFFICIENTS / PROll > IRI UNDER HO:AHO•O / N • 4 
SED RUNOFF TKNA SDLP TOTP PllW PHK EC 'uca EXMG EXNA OK CEC 
1.00000 .0.55877 0.51061 0.59187 D.&2210 0.52299 -0.04857 0.30227 0.21884 -0.53712 -0.9972'1 0.13128 -0.44434 
0.0000 0.4412 0.4893 0.4011 0.3179 0.4170 0.9514 0.6977 0. 7812 0.4623 0.0027 0.8687 0.5557 
0.55871 1.00000 0.41557 0.69667 0.34642 0. 78999 -0.00107 -0.58664 o. 29223 0.0'854 ·0. 59r,43 0.02004 -0.321!11 
0.4412 0.0000 0.5U4 0.3033 0.6536 0.2100 0.9989 0.4134 o. 1018 0.9815 o.'4o36 0.9800 0.6185 
o.s1068 0.41557 1.00000 0.94112 0.97929 0.87289 0.82403 0.24842 0.95036 -0.84841 -0.46877 -o. 77929 -0.99437 
0.093 0.5844 0.0000 0.0583 Q.0207 0.1271 0.1760 o. 7516 0.0496 0.1516 0.5312 0.2207 0.0056 
0. 59187 0.69667 0.94172 I.DODOO 0.89567 0.98259 0.65851 -0.03390 0.86344 -0.65459 -0.51286 -0.61794 -0.90328 
0.4081 0.3033 0.0583 0.0000 0.1043 0.0174 0.3415 0.9661 0.1366 0.3454 0. 4271 0.3021 0.0967 
0.62210 0.34642 0.97929 0.89567 I .00000 o. 79831 o. 75136 0.40896 0.88277 -0.92248 -0.57594 -0.69277 -0.97428 
0.3779 0.6$36 0.0207 0.1043 0.0000 0.2017 0.2416 0.5910 0.1172 0.0715 0,424 I o. 3072 0.0257 
0.522911 o. 78999 0.87289 0.98259 o. 79931 1.00000 o. 59763 -o. 21896 o.81479 -o,5o4•o -0.51561 -0.56860 -o.&2490 
0.4770 0.2100 0.1271 0.0174 0.2017 0.0000 0.4024 o. 7810 0.1852 0.4956 0.4M4 0.4314 0.1151 
•0.04857 -0.00107 0.82403 0.65051 0. 75136 0.59763 1.00000 0.23670 O. 9482 I -0. 71079 0.10356 -0.99600 -0.87"0 
0.9514 0.9989 o. 1760 0.3415 0.2486 0.4024 0.0000 o. 7633 0.0518 o. 2892 0.8964 0.0040 o. "88 
0 •. 30227 -o. 50664 o. 24842 ·0.03390 0.40896 -o. 21896 0.23670 1.00000 0.14705 ·0.72341 -0.24248 -0.17924 ·0.30393 
0.6977 0.4134 o. 7516 0.9661 0.5910 o. 7810 o. 7633 0.0000 0.8529 0. 2766 o. 7575 0.8208 0.6961 
0.21884 o. 29223 o. 95036 0.86344 0.88277 0.81479 0.94821 0.14705 1.00000 ·0.75460 -0.17383 -0.92820 -0.96582 
o. 7812 o. 7078 0.0496 o. 1366 0.1172 0.1852 0.0518 0.8529 0.0000 o. 2454 o. 8262 0.0718 0.0342 
·0.53772 0.01854 -0.84841 ·0.65459 -0.92248 -0.50440 ·0.71079 -0.72341 -0.75460 1.00000 0.47554 0.64688 0.87382 
0.4623 0.9815 o. 1516 0.3454 0.0775 0.4956 0.2892 0.2766 o. 2454 0.0000 0.5245 0.3.531 o. 1262 
·0.99727 ·0.59643 ·0.46877 ·0.57286 -0.57594 ·0.51561 0.10356 -0.24248 ·0.17383 0.47554 I .00000 -0.18398 0. 39675 
0.0027 0.4036 0.5312 0.4271 0.4241 0.4844 0.8964 o. 7575 0.8262 0.5245 0.0000 0.8160 0.6033 
o. 13128 0.02004 ·O. 77929 ·0.61794 ·0.69277 -0.56860 ·0.89600 ·0.17824 ·0.92020 0.64688 -o. 18398 i.00000 0.82926 
0.8687 0.9800 0.2207 0.3821 o. 3072 0.4314 0.0040 0.8208 . 0.0718 0.3531 0.1160 0.0000 o. 1707 
•0.44434 ·0.32151 ·0.89437 -0.80328 ·0.97428 -0.82490 ·0.87120 -0.30393 ·0.96582 0.87382 0. 39675 0.82926 1.00000 
0.5557 0.6785 0.0056 0.0967 0.0257 0.1751 0.12811 0.6961 0.0342 o. 1262 0.6033 o. 1707 0.0000 
0.28012 0.4592& 0.95088 0.82574 0.86887 0.90290 0.88423 0.00115 0.98312 ·0.67633 -0.24626 -0.86501 -0.94822 
0.7189 0.5407 0.0491 0.0743 0.1311 0.0871 0.1151 0.119811 0.01611 0.3237 o. 7537 0.1350 0.0511 
o. 746241 0.111144 0.71131 0.18827 0.61133 0.112167 o.2&0H -0.24120 0.552711 ·0.37755 •O. 75701 -0.21629 ·0.63315 





STATISTIC"l ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
D£P•2 
CORAELATION COHFICIENTS I PROB > IRI UNOEA HO:AllO•O I N •• 
TKNR SOLP 101P PHI> PflK EC EXCA UMG EMNA EXK CEC 
OM ·0.16971 -0.70964 0.3•581 0.01040 0.•0366 -0.1"076 0.63317 0.80621 0.0039 ·0.68106 0.2"110 -0.61691 ·0.•3800 
. 0.8303 0.2904 0.6542 0.9996 0.5961 0.8592 0.3668 0.1938 0.5696 O 3189 0 7589 a.JOJO 0.5620 
TKN •0.85579 •0.06997 ·0.•9429 -0.39668 -0.65771 ·0.24846 -0.10186 •0.75175 -0.23826 0.76894 0.82117 0.01347 0.47870 
0.14•2 0.9300 0.5057 0.6033 0.3•23 0.7515 0.8981 0.2•82 •0.7617 0.2311 o. 1708 0.9865 0.5213 
SCA 0.12288 -0.59727 0.42967 0.11178 0.53421 ·0.0647' O.HI02 0.93226 0 ... 873 -0.81250 ·0.05152 -0.50919 ·0.50363 
0.8771 0.•027 0.5703 0.8982 0.4658 0 9353 0 ... 90 0.0677 0.5813 0. 1875 0.9485 0.4908 0.4964 
SllG ·0.16199 0.63255 o ... '85 0.60059 0.25982 0.71827 0.49667 ·0.71362 o .. 58412 0.07573 O.UGS5 -0.53452 -0.•1703 
0.8380 0.3675 0.5552 0.399• 0.H02 0.2817 0.5033 0.286• 0.4159 0.9243 0.8534 0.•655 0.5830 
'NA -0.68983 0.2U61 -0.25942·0.10557 •0.44940 0.05865 0.0317• -o·.8H57 -0.02611 0.66768 0.65236-0.11278 0.26452 
0.3102 0.785• 0.7'06 0.89•4 0.5506 0.9414 0.9683 0.1254 0.9739 0.3323 0.347'6 0.8872 0.7355 
SK 0.12159 -0.1.1042 0.03160 -0.03761 o.22930 -0.16694 -o.J•on5 o.101so -o.2•1n -0.41616 -o. 11239 o ... 690 -o.01w• 
.0.272' 0.8896 0.968• 0.962• 0.1101 0.8331 0.6591 0.2925 0.7563 0.5638 0.2876 0.5811 0.9911 
TCA 0.5482• ·0.17281 0.70039 0.'7HO 0.81531 0.30588 0.55886 0.86167 0.578•3 -0.97070 -0 .. 6516 -OA6906 -0.73165 
0.'518 0.8212 0.2996 0.5226 0.18'7 0.69.. o.••11 0.1383 0.4216 0.0293 0.5148 0.5109 0.268• 
TMG -0.10133 ·0.54269 o.s1910 0.21301 o.52796 0.00523 0.82191 o.e•u• o.&419• -0.11130 o.2&051 -o.81363 -0.60637 
0.8027 0.4573 0.4809 0.1069 0.4720 0.9138 0.1780 0.3511 0.3581 0.2827 0.1315 0.1864 0.3936 
TNA 0.05320 ·O. 75339 . 0. 153•8 -0. 16609 0.28877 -0. 34236 O. 29201 0.967'5 O. 12802 •0.63553 0.00999 -O. 25365 -0. 22984 
0.9468 0.2466 0.8465 0.8339 0.7112 0.6576 0.7080 0.0326 0.8720 0.3645 0.9900 O.H64 0.7702 
TK 0.69306 -0.16923 0.0258• -0.06361 0.22582 -0.19973 ·0.31780 0.14688 -0.23720 -0.43310 -0.67440 0.39"77 -0.01381 
0.3069 0.8308 0.9H2 0.936' 0.7142 0.8003 0.6822 0.2531 o.7628 0.5669 0.3256 0.6052 0.9RG2 
SANO •0.02325 0.29151 0.83181 0.775'7 0.71304 0.77095 0.9•098 ·0.08010 0.95724 •0.54390 0.05856 -0.9•653 -0.85106 
0.9768 0.7085 o. 1682 ,0.2245 0.2870 0.2291 0.0590 0.9193. 0-.0•20 0.4561 0.9.... 0.0535 o. 1489 
SILT 0.63148 -0.01957 -0.21236 -0.24296 •0.090G7 ·0.31568 ·0.66132 0.'3068 -0.5•78' ·0.0495• •0.64066 O. 72928 0.31229 
0.3625 o.98o• 0.121& 0.1510 o.so93 o.6843 o.3327 o.5693 o.•522 o.9505 o.3503 0.2101 0.6011 
C:LAY -o.•5667 •0.51221 •0.98678 -0.9695• -0.9365' -0.92952 -0.82006 -0.08958 ·0.95899 0.75199 o.•2279 0.78'91 0.97370 
0.5433 0.4878 0.0132 0.0305 0.0635 0.0705 0.1799 0.9104 0.0 .. 0 0.2•80 0.5772 0.2151 0.0263 
TP AP ON TKN SCA SMG SNA SK TCA TllG TNA 11( SANO 
SED 0.28012 0.74626 •0.16971 -0.85579 0.12288 ·0.16199 -0.'8983 0.7275Q 0.54824 ·0.19733 0.05320 0.69306 -0.02325 
A UNO ff 
0.1199 o.2s31 o.8303 o.u42· o.e111 o.8380 0.3102 0.2124 o.45·18 0.8021 o.s-68 o.3069 o.e16a 
0.•5926 O.llllU -0.7096• ·0.06997 •0.59727 0.63255 0.2U6t •0.tt0•2 -0.17281 •0.!1'269 -0.75339 -0.16923 0.29151 
o.&•01 0.011& o.2so4 o.e3oo o.•021 o.3675 o.785• o.aesli 0.8212 o.•573 o.24G6 o.e3o8 o.1oes 
TKHA o.asoaa 0.111311 o.3'581 -O.•H211 o.42967 o .... •e5 ·o.:asu2 o.o:iu;o 0.100311 0.1111110 o.1s3•a o.025u o.83101 





STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•2 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS I PROB > IRI UNDER ltO:RltO•O I N • 4 
ON TKN SCA SMQ SNA SK TCA nm TNA TK SANO 
SDLP' 0.92574 0.89627 0.01040 ·0.39668 0.11178 0.60059 ·0.10557 ·0.03761 0.47740 0.21307 -0.16609 -0.06361 0.71547 
o.0743 0.1031 o.9896 o.6033 o.8082 o.3994 o.8944 o.9624 o.52i6 o.7869 o 0139 o.9364 0.2245 
TOTI' 0.86887 0.68133 0.40386 ·0.65771 0.53421 0.25982 -0.44940 0.22930 Q.81531 0.52796 0.28877 0.22582 0.71304 
O.tJtl 0.3187 0.5961 0.3423 0.4658 0.7402 0.5506 0.7707 0.1847 0.4720 0.7tt2 0.7742 0.2870 
PHii' 0.90290 0.92167 ·O. 14076 ·D.24046 -0.06474 0,71827 0.05865 -0. 16694 0.30588 0.08623 ·0.34236 -o. 19973 0.17095 
0.0971 0.0783 0.8592 0.7515 0.9353 0.2811 0.9414 0.8331 0.6941 0.9138 0.6576 0.8003 0.220! 
l'HIC 0.88423 0.26067 0.63317 ·0.10186 0.55102 0.496&7 0.03174 ·0.3·1085 0.55R86 0.82197 0.29201 -0.31780 0.9·1098 
0.1158 o.7393 o.3GG8 o.8981 o.4490 o.so33 o.9683 o.6591 o.4411 o.niio 0.1000 o.G822 o.0590 
EC 0.00115 -0.24720 0.80621 -0.75175 0.93226 ·0.71362 ·0.87457 0.70750 0.86167 0.64924 0.96745 0.7'1688 ·0.08070 
0.9988 o.7528 o. 1938 o.2482 0.0677 0.2864 o. 1254 0.2925 o. 1383 o.3518 ~.0326 0.2531 o.9193 
EXCA 0.98312 0.55279 0.43039 ·0.23826 0.41873 0.58412 ·0.02611 -0.24173 0.57843 0.64194 0.12802 -0.23720 0.95124 
0.0169 0.4472 0.5696 0.7617 0.5813 0.4159 0.9739 0.7583 0.4216 0.3581 0.8720 0.7628 0 0428 
. 
EXMG ·0.67633 -0.37755 ·0.68106 0.76894 -0.81250 0.07573 0.66768 -0.41616 ·0.97070 -0.71730 -0.63553 -0.43310 -0.54390 
0.3237 0.6224 o.3189 o.23tt .o. 1875 o.9243 o.3323 o.5838 0.0293 o.2e21 0:3645 o.5669 o.4561 
UCHA -0.24626 -0.7570t 0.24tt0 0.82tl1 -0.05tS2 0.146~5 0.652J6 -0.71239 -0.485t6 0.26851 o.ooggg -0.674-40 0.05856 
0.7537 0.2'30 0.7589 0.1788 0.9485 0.8534 0.3476 0.2876 0.5148 0.7315 0.9900 0.3256 0.941' 
EXK -0.86501 -0.21629 ·0.61697 0.01347 -0.50919.-0.53452 -0.11278 0.41890 -0.48906 -0.~1363 -0.25365 0.39477 -0.94653 
0.1350 0.7837 0.3830 0.9865 0.4908 0.4655 0.8872 0.58tt 0.5109 0.1864 0.7464 0.6052 0.0535 
CEC ·0.94822 ·0.63315 -0.43800 0.47870 -0.50363 ·0.41703 0.26452 -0.01294 -0.73165 -0.60637 '0.22984 -0.01381 •0.85106 
0.0518 0.3668 0.5620 0.5213 0.4964 0.5830 0.7355 0.9871 0.2684 0.3936 0.7702 0.9862 0. 1489 
Tl' t.00000 0.67692 0.25834 ·0.20tl6 0.25911 0.68323 0.04909 •0,27801 O.f7952 0.49145 ·0.0<140 -0.28.f74 0.95310 
0.0000 0.3231 0.7417 0.7906 0.7409 0.3168 0.9509 0.7220 0.5205 0.5006 0.9586 0.7153 0.0·169 
AP 0.67692 t.00000 -0.39415 -0.38532 -0.23147 0.53495 -0.08412 0.08632 0.22811 -0.23144 -0.44084 0.03812 0.46352 
o.3231 0.0000 o.6059 o.6147 o.7685 o.•651 o.9159 0.9131 0.1119 o.7686 o.5592 o.9619 o.5J65 
ON 0.25834 -0.39415 t.00000 -0.32302 0.95311 -0.31877 ·0.43527 O. 15269 0.72789 0.95908 0.90191 0.20874 0.33552 
o. 7417 0.6059 0.0000 0.6770 0.0469 0.6812 0.5647 0.8473 0. 2721 0.0409 0.0981 0. 7913 0.6645 
TKN -o. 20136 -o. 38532 -o. 32302 1.00000 -o. 59324 0.49423 0.9504 I -0.'88392 -0.84982 -o. 21993 -o. 56203 -o. 88146 0.05262 
0.7986 0.6147 0.6770 0.0000 0.4068 0.5058 0.0<96 0.1161 0.1502 0.7801 0.4380 O.tt85 0.9474 
SCA 0.25911 ·0.23147 0.85311 -0.59324. 1.00000 -0.45045 ·0.68008 0.42293 0.88394 0.87860 0.95421 0.47030 0.24462 
0.7409 0.7685 0.04611 0.4068 0.0000 0,5495 0.3199 0.5771 0.1161 0.1214 0.0458 0.5297 0.75~4 
SMG O.fi8323 o. 53495 -0.31877 o.49423 -0.45045 1.00000 o. 7312s -0.10312 -0.31309 -0.03997 -o.Go 118 -0.81901 o. 75365 
0.316a 0.4551 0.6812 0.5058 0.5495 0.0000 0.26H 0.2063 0.6869 0.9610 0.3182 0.1809 0.2464 
SN.A 0.04908 -0.0 .. 12 -0.43527 0.115041 -o.uooa 0.131211 1.00000 -0.114593 -o.a1101 -o.2&154 -0.12191 -o.11s113 o.2saaa 




















STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•2 
CORRELATION COEFFICIENTS I PROB > IRI UNOER HO:RHO•O I N • 4 
TP AP OM TKN SCA SMG SNA SK TCA TMG TNA Tl< SANO 
-o. 27801 0.08G32 0. 15269 -0. 88392 0.42293 -o. 79372 -0.94593 t.00000 0.58589 -0.05629 0.53432 0.99801 -0.51210 
o. 7220 0.9137 0.8413 o. 1161 0.5171 0.2063 0.0541 0.0000 0.4141 0.9437 0.4657 0.0020 O.o4R79 
0.47952 0.22811 0. 72789 -0. 849A2 0.8A394 -0.31309 -0.81108 o. 58589 1.00000 0.69505 o. 77 tt• o. 60833 0.33731 
0.5205 o. 7719 0.2721 o. 1502 o. I 161 0.6869 o. 1889 o.4141. 0.0000 0. 3050 0. 22A9 o. 39 t7 0.6626 
0.49145 -0.23144 0.95908 -0.21993 0.87860 -0.03897 -0.26154 -0.05629 0.69505 I .00000 o. 75153 -0.00562 0.58507 
o. 5086 o. 7688 0.0409 0. 7801 o. 1214 0.9610 o. 7385 o. 9437 o. 3050 0.0000 0. 24R5 0.99H 0.4149 
-0.04140 -0.44084 0.90191 -0.56203 0.95421 -0.68178 ·O.T2791 o. 53432 o. 77114 o. 75153 1.00000 0.58490 -0.04591 
o. 9586 o. 5592 0.0981 0.4380 0. 0458 0.3192 0.2721 0.4657 0.2289 o. 2485 0.0000 0.4151 0.9541 
-o. 28474 0.03812 0.20874 -0.88146 0,47030 -0.81907 -0.95713 0.99801 0.60833 -0.00562 0. 58490 1.00000 -0.50H9 
o. 7153 0.9619 o. 7913 o. t 105 o. 5297 o. 1809 0.0429 0.0020 o. 39 t7 0.9944 0.4151 0.0000 0.4925 
0.95310 0.46352 0.33552 0.05262 o. 24462 o. 75365 0.26889 -0.51210 o. 33737 0.58507 -0:04591 -0.50749 1.00000 
0.0469 0.5J65 0.6645 0.9474 o. 7554 0.2·•54 o. 74 It 0.4879 0.6626 0.4149 0.9541 0.4925 0.0000 
·O. 5•010 0.02828 -0.17691 -0.66938 0.07873° -0. 78631 -o. 75229 0.9204 0.23448 -0.40686 o. 25935 0.91003 -o. 76064 
0.4599 o. 9717 0.1231 0.3306 0.11213 0.2137 0.2471 0.0753 o. 7555 0.11931 0. 7006 0.0900 0.2394 
-0.98144 •0.7603• -0.23419 0.37099 -0.29358 -0.118151 o. 11124 0.0997!1 -0.117553 -0.44055 -0.00250 o. I I I 19 -0.878511 
0.0186 o. 2397 o. 7558 o.•2110 o. 7064 0.4114 0.1811 O.I002 0.42411 0.11595 0.1197!1 0.8811 o. 1214 
SILT CLAY 
0.63749 -0.45G67 





-o. 2•296 -o. 96954 

































-0.0495• 0. 75199 
0.9505 o. 2480 
-o .64966 0. 42279 
o. 350~ 0. 5172 





. 0.4599 O.OI06 
0.02828 -o. 76034 
0.9111 0.2397 
-0.17691 -o. 23419 
0.8231 o. 7658 
-0.66938 0:37099. 
0. 3306 0.6290 
0.07873 -o. 29358 
0.9213 0. 706• 
-o. 78631 -0.58 165 
0.2137 o.•1e• 
-0. 75229 o. 11124 
0.2H7 0. 8888 










STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
OEP•2 
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STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSllll 
DEi'• I 
GENERAL lJN£1R MODELS PROCEDURE 
LfAST SOUARCS MEANS 
STYPS lfSfO PHW PROO > IT! HO: LSMEIN(I l•LSM£AN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J ( l '--· 2 3 4 s 6 
owo 
... -1- 7 .43333333 I 0.6357 0.2011 O.Ul5 0.2123 o.•ooo 
CWD a 7 .35000000 2 0.6357 0. I 109 0.9243 0. I 187 o. 7758 
OWD 3 1.62500000 3 0.20IB 0. tt09 0 0910 0.9547 0.0375 
woe I T.366G6667 4 0.6715 0.9243 0.0910 0.101~ 0.6715 
woe 4 7,633JJJJ3 i.'5'<0:-:iTfJ; 0.1187 0.9541 0.1018 O.OU9 
woo--.- 7. 30000000 ' 0~11000 o. 1758 ~:~~~ 0.6115 0.0449 woo 2 1. 36666667 7 0.6715 0 9243 1.0000 0:1018 0.6715 
woo 
' 
7. 73333333 8 0.0682 n~~~ 0.4636 0.02~1 0.5261 0.0118 woo .. 7 .50000000 • 0.6715 0.3999 o.•0oo 0.4000 l>.2123 
SHPS WSHD l'HK PROB> IT! HO: LSMEIN(r)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAll l/J ' 2 3 4 5 6 
owu I 7. I 16~6G67 1 0.0333 o. 1586 0.2140 0.5655 0.5655 
owo 2 i. 75000000 2 0.0333 0.0015 0.2643 0.0919 0.0919 
OWD a 7 .31250000 3 0 .. 1586 0.0015 O.OI07 0.0504 0.0504 
woe I i .93333333 .. 0.2140 o. 2643 O.OI07 0.4913 0.4913 
woe .. 7 .033]]333 II o. 5655 0.0919 0.0504 0.4913 t.0000 
woo t 7 .03331333 6 o. 5655 0.0919 0.0504 0.4913 1.0000 
woo 2 8. 533JJJ33 1 0.0007 0.1901 0.0001 0.0116 0.0025 0.0025 
woo 3 7 .40000000 8 0.0619 0.0001 0.5193 0.0042 0.0190 0.0190 
VOD 4 6 .966fi66G7 9 0.3058 0.1901 o.01s2 0. 8175 0.6451 0.6451 
STYPS WSHD EC PROB> ITI HO: LSMEIN(ll•LSME•N(J) 
LSMEIN l/J I 2 3 .. 5 6 
OWD t 620.000000 t 0.3351 o. 4425 O.OJ88 0.0746 o. 1942 
owo II 542 .000000 2 0.3351 0. 7294 0.3291 0.4913 0.0414 
o~o 3 568.250000 3 0 ... 25 o. 7294 . o. 1276 0.2316 0.0369 
woe t 463 .000000 .. 0.0388 o.3291 o. 1216 0.1408. 0.0022 
woe .. 486. 666667 5 0.0746 o. 4913 0.2316 0.7408 0.0045 
WOO I 715.000000 i o. 1942 0.0414 0.0389 0.0022 0.0045 
woo :a 575.000000 1 0.5310 0.6802 0,9195 o. 1293 0.2259 0.0623 
woo 3 483 .333333 8 0.0682 0.4660 0.2138 0.1762 0.9628 0.0041 
woo .. 331 .000000 9 0.0007 0.0153 0.0020 0.0713 0.0403 0.0001 
STYPS WSHD EXCA PROB> !Tl HO: LSMEAN(l)•LSMUN(J) 
lSMEIN l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 
owo I 27. 3333333 1 0.0251 0.4386 0.0001 0.0944 0.0036 
owo 2 18.5000000 2 0.0251 0.0768 0.0349 0.3990 0. 5869 
owo 3 24.9375000 3 j).4386 0.0768 0.0001 0.2876 0.0121 
woe I t0.2500000 4 0.0001 0.0349 0.0001 0.0025 0.0691 
woe .. 21 .6233333 II 0.0944 0.3990 0.287i 0.0025 0.1305 
liOD t li.5000000 8 0.0036 0.5869 0.0121 0.0691 o. 1305 
WDD a 13.8000000 7 0.000\I 0.2100 0.0017 0.2867 0.02i3 0.4148 
liOO a 19.0000000 • 0.0190 0.89111 O.Oill3 0.0145 0.4271 0.44115 
1 e 
0.6715 0.0682 




o.~115 0 .(H 18 
0.0291 
«t0~91 
0.4000 o. 107 
1 ~ 
0.0001 0.0619 










0.6802 o. 4660 
0.9195 0. 2138 






















































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP• I 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
LEAST SQUARES MEANS 
STYPS WSICJ Exe• PROB > ITI HO: LSMEAN(l )•LSMEANIJI 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 
woo 
' 
tt .ii 166667 9 0.0002 0.0853 0.0004 o. 6125 0.0077 o. 1734 
STY PS WSICJ fXMG PROB> ITI HO: lSMUN(l)•lSMEAN(.i) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 !I 6 
DWO t 1.11000000 I 0.2841 0.0772 0.0001 o. 3353 0.6225 
QWD 2 t. 45500000 2 0.2841 0.0114 0.0036 0.8W3 0.5201 
owo 3 0.62000000 3 0.0°'.'72 0.0114 0.0001 0.0089 0.0269 
woe I 2 . 500<'0000 4 0.0001 0.0036 0.0001 0.0009 0.0003 
woe 4 I. 3066f.6'i7 5 0.3353 o. 8293 0.0089 0.0009 0.6307 
WOO I 1.25000000 5 0.6225 o. 5201 0.0269 0.0003 0.6307 
WOO 2 I. 66333333 7 0.0632 0.513' 0.0009 0 •. 0019 o. 3353 0. 1564 
1100 3 1. BOJJ'J:JJJ • 0.0232 o. 2796 0.0003 0.0226 0.1533 0.0632 woo 4 1.94000000 II 0.0082 0.1380 0.0001 0.0604 0.0632 0.0238 
STY PS WSHO fXNA PROB > ITI ttO: LSMEAN( ll•LSllEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 
owo I 0.04000000 I 1.0000 1.0000 0.0248 1.0000 0.0248 
QWO 2 0. 0·1000000 2 1.0000 1.0000 0.04111. 1.0000 0.0419 
QWO 3 0.04000000 3 1.0000 1.0000 0.0174 1.0000 0.0114 
woe t 0.0IJJJJ33 4 0.0248 0.0419 0.0174 0.0248 1.0000 
woe 4 0.04000000 ti 1.0000 1.0000 t.0000 0.020 0.0248 
woo t 0.013JJJ33 6 0.0248 0.0419 0.0114 1.0000 0.0248 
WOO ·2 0.02006667 7 o. 2365 o. 2878 0.2069 0. 2365 o. 2365 0.2365 
1100 3 0.04000000 ., 1.0000 t.0000 1.0000 0.0248 1.0000 0.0248 
WOD 
' 
0.04000000 II 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 o. 0248 1.0000 0.0248 
STYPS WSICJ EXK PROB > ltl HO: LSNEAN(l)•LSllEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 
owo t o. 41333333 t 0.6923 0.0155 0.0467 0.4144 0.6583 
owo 2 0.44000000 2 0.6923 0.0123 o. 1489 0.3051 0.4317 
OWD 3 0.26500000 3 0.0155 0.0123 0.0001 0.0746 0.0417 
woe I 0.54000000 4 0.0467 0.1489 0.0001 0.0103 0.0187 
woe 4 0.37000000 5 0.4744 0.3051 0.07411 0.0103 0. 78111 
1100 t 0.38666667 • 0,.6583 0.4317 0.0417 0.0187 o.1a1g woo 2 0.60666667 7 0.1330 0.3280 0.0004 O.HIO 0.0333 0.0581 
woo 3 0.44000000 • 0.65113 t.0000 0.0055 0.1090 0.2532 o. 3804 woo 
' 
0.311•&•557 • 0. 7811 0.11217 o.oaeo 0.02H 0.5583 0.8610 
7 8 II 
0.5675 0.0419 
7 8 II 
0.063~ 0.0232 0.0082 
0.5134 o. 2796 0.1390 
0.0009 0.0003 0.0001 
0.0078 o.o,,6 0.0604 
o. 3353 o. 1533 0.0632 
o. 1564 0.0632 0.0238 
0.6225 0.3353 
0.6225 0.6307 
0. 3353 0.6307 
1 8 9 
o. 2365 1.0000 1.0000 
o. 2678 . 1.0000. 1.0000 
O.W69 1.0000 1.0000 
0.2365 0.0248 0.0248 
o. 2365 t.0000 I. C'OOO 
0.2365 0.0248 0.0248 
0.23GS 0. 2365 
o. 2365 1.0000 
0.2365 I .0000 
7 8 9 
0.1330 0.6583 0.1819 
0.3280 1.0000 0. 5217 
0.0004 o.ooas 0.0290 
0.5810 0. tO~O 0.0265 
0.0333 0.2532 0.6583 
0.0581 0.3804 0.8680 






STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•I 
GENERAL LINEAR MOOELS PROCEDURE 
LEAST SQUARES MEANS 
SIYPS 115111 CEC PROB > ITI HO: lSMEAN( I l•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 s a 
owo t 14.0400000 I o. 2349 0.0012 0.8961 o. 1675 0.0976 
OWD 2 12. 7950000 2 0. 2349 o.osn 0.2814 0. 9547 o. 7423 
owo 3 10. 7925000 3 0.0012 0.0517 Q.0017 0.0341 0.0652 
llOC t 13.9200000 4 0.8961 0. 2814 0.0017 o.W80 0. 1237 
1110C 4 12. 7366667 5 0. 1675 0.9547 0.0341 0.2080 0. 7609 
1100 t 12. 4566667 i 0.0976 0.7423 0.0652 0.1237 0.7609 
1100 2 13. 2766667 1 0.4106 0.6402 0.0089 0.4068 0.5506 o. 3774 
1100 3 13. 9833333 • 0.9508 0.2561 0.0014 0.9450 o. tA58 o. 1093 11100 4 12. 1933333 II 0.0565 0.5600 0.1157 0.0728 0.5562 0.1141 
SIYPS llSlll TP PROS • I ti H01 LSMEAN( ll•LSMUN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 II 6 
· OWO t 148.000000 I 0.37411 0.8521 o. 2011 • o. 7060 0.0537 
OWO :I 125 .000000 2 0.3749 0.2750 0. 7850 o. 5717 0.0130 
OWD 3 152 .000000 3. 0.8521 o. 2750 0.1253 o. 5561 0.0588 
woe I I 18 .000000 4 0. 2011 o. 7850 0.1253 0. 3579 0.0033 
woe 4 139. 333333 !I o. 7060 Q. 5777 0.5567 o. 3579 0.0249 
woo I t94. 666667 
' 
0.0537 0.0130 o.osao 0.0033 0.0249 
woo 2 133. 333333 1 0.5247 o. 745~ 0.3891 0.5063 o. 7937 0.0143 
woo 3 150.000000 8 0.9305 0.3358 0.9257 0.1740 0.6428 0.0637 
WOO .. 128 000000 9 0.3880 0.9068 0.2713 0.6635 0.6223 0.0086 
STYPS 1115111 AP PROB > IT I ~IQ' LS'4EAN( ll•LSMEAN( J) 
LSMEAN 1/J I 2 3 4 5 6 
OWO t 3. 2666GG61 I O. 2A ti o. 9895 0.!1913 o. 2127 o. 9609 
owo 2 t .60000000 2 0.2811 0.2614 o. 5416 0.0360 o. 2629 
OWD 3 3.25COOOOO 3 o. 9095 o. 2614 0.5750 0. 1801 0.9478 
woe t 2. 53333333 4 0.5913 0.5416 0.5750 0.0825 o. 5584 
woe 4 5.00000000 5 0.2127 0.0360 o. 1801 0.0825 0.2300 
woo t 3. 33333333 6 0. 9609 O. 2G29 0.9478 o. 5584 0.2300 
woo 2 3 .46666667 1 0.8831 0. 2293 o. 8648 0.4955 0.2680 0.9219 
woo 3 4. 26666667 • 0.4656 0.0923 0.4284 0.2127 0.5913 0.4955 1100 4 !I. 13333333 II 0.1810 0.0300 0.1507 0.0685 0.9219 o. 1964 
STYPS llSHD 0'4 PROO > ftj HO: lSMEAN(l)•lSMEAN(J) 
l5MEAN l/J I 2 3 4 s 6 
OWO I I. 75666667 I 0.8281 0.9160 0.6826 0.3231 0.0812 
owo 2 1.81000000 2 0.8281 o. 7478 0.8813 0.2737 o. 1693 
OWO 3 I. 73500000 3 0,9160. o. 7478 0.5882 0.3405 0.0519 
woe t 1,84666667 .. 0.6826 0.8813 0.5882 0.1694 0.1694 
woe .. 1.53666667 s 0.3231 o. 2737 0.3405 o. 1694 0.0103 
'1100 t 2. 15666667 • 0.0812 0.1693 0.0!1111 0.1694 0.0103 WOD I 2 .09666667 7 o. 133& 0.21111 0.0910 0.2634 0.0186 0.78411 
llOO 3 1.117333333 • 0.4083 0.3413 0.4352 0.2230 0.9574 0.0148 
1 8 
0.4106 0.9508 
0.6402 0. 2~GI 
0.0089 0.0014 
0.4868 0.9450 
0. 5586 f 0. tBS8 






0. 7455 0:3358 
0.3891 o. 9257 
0.5063 o. 1740 
0. 7937 0.6428 
O.OU3 0 0637 
0.4705 
0.4705 
0.8162 o. 3434 
7 8 
0.8831 o. 4656 
0.2293 0.0923 
0.8648 0.4284 





0.2300 o. 5264 
1 8 
o. 1338 0.4083 
0.2518 o. 3413 
0.0910 o. 4352 
o. 2634 0.2230 
0.0186 0.6674 










































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS ,SY STEii 
DEP•1 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
LUST SQUARES MUNS 
STY PS VSHO OM PROB > ITI HO: LSMEAN( l)•lSf.IEAN(.1) 
LSMEAN 1/.1 I 2 3 4 s Ii 
1100 • t .40000000 9 D. t 168 o. 1076 o. 11!1!1 0.0539 0.!13!19 0.0026 
STVPS VSHO TKN PROB > ITf HO: lSMEAN( tl•LSMEAN(.J) 
l.SMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 s 6 
OWD I 2090. 66667 I 0.1973 0.0567 0.2907 0.0248 1.0000 
owo 2 1680.00000 2 o. 1973 0. 7048 0.7193 o. 4054 0.1973 
owo 3 1568 .00000 3 0.0567 0. 7048 0.3942 0.5678 0.0567 
woe I 1792.00000 4 0.2907 0.1193 0.3942 0.1904 o. 2907 
woe • 1418.66667 !I 0.0248 0.4054 0.567.8 0.1904 0.0248 voo I 2090. 66~67 ·6 1.0000 o. 1973 0.0567 0.2907 0.0248 
1100 a 17 17. 33333 1 o. 1904 o. 9045 0.5678 0.7886 o. 2907 o. 1904 
'woo 3 14 18. 66667 I 0.0248 0.4054 o. 5678 0. 1904 1.0000 0.0241 
1100 4 1269. 33333 9 0.0079 0.1913 0.2597 0.0729 0.!1929 0.0071 
STVPS VSHO SCA PROB> fTf HO: lS'1EAN(l)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN 1/.J I 2 3 4 s 6 
owo I 0.64000000 1 0.0668 0.0180 0.0081 0.1219 0.9203 
owo 2 o. •2500000 2 0.0668 0.8137 o. 4863 0.6238 0.0561 
owo 3 o. •0000000 3 0.0180 0.8137 0.5701 0.3970 0.01•3 
llOC I 0.346G6667 • 0.0081 o.•063 0.5701 0. 1929 0.0065 woe 4 o.•8000000 5 o. 1219 0.6238 o. 3970 o. 1929 o. 1017 
woo I 0.65000000 • o. 9203 0.0561 0.0143 0.0065 0.1011 woo 2 o. 53333333 1 o. 2935 0.3386 o. 1653 0.01•4 0.5951 o. 2520 
woo 3 0. 376GGG67 a 0.0156 0.6662 o.eo11· o.1u1 0.3083 0.0125 
1100 4 0.26666667 9 0.0013 o. 1679 0.1653 0.4276 O.OUI 0.0011 
STVPS WSHD I SMQ PROB> ITI HO: lSMEAN(l)•LSM£AN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 I 6 
owo I 0.06000000 I 0.9516 0.0197 0.6843 0.0012 0.8306 
QWO 2 0.01000000 2 0.9516 0.0•18 0. 7616 0.0033 0.9033 
owo 3 o. •0750000 3 0.0197 0.0•11 0.0484 o. 1350 0.0311 
voe I o. 12000000 4 0.6843 0. 7616 0.004 0.0029 0.8386 
voe 4 0.62000000 !I 0.0012 0.0033 o. 1350 0.0029 0.0018 
1100 I 0.09000000 • 0.1386 0.9033 0.0311 0.1386 o.001a 1100 2 0. I 1666667 7 0. 7009 0.1110 0.0•62 0.8819 0.0021 0.8363 





o. 9045 0.4054 
0.5678 0.5678 







·o. 2935 0.015G 
o. 3386 o. 6662 
0.1653 0.8031 






















































































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•I 
GrNERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
LEAST SQUARES ME~NS 
SNA PROB> ITI HO: LSMEANO)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
O.OC666667 I o. 82~8 0.9356 o.o•o4 0.5877 0.8090 1.0000 
0.00800000 2 0.8288 o. 7649 0.0962 o. 7870 0.6660 0.8288 
0, 00625000 3 o. 9J56 0. 7649 0.0251 0.5101 0.8589 0.9356 
0.01RGC,667 4 0.0•04 0.0962 0.02SI o .. 1150 0.0246 o.o•o• 
0.00966667 5 o. 5877 o. 7870 0.5101 0.1150 0.4356 o. 5877 
0.0053J333 6 0.8090 0.6GGO o. 8589 0.0246 0.4356 o.8Q•O 
0.00666667 1 1.0000 o. 8288 0.9356 0.0404 0.5877 0.8090 
O.OOGGG667 8 I.DODO o. 8288 o. 9356 0.0404 o. 5877 0.8090 I.DODO 
0.00966667 II 0.5877 o. 7870 0.5101 o. 1150 I.DODO 0.4356 0.5877 
SK PROO > ITI HO: LSMEAN(l)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN 1/.J I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0.03100000 I 0.9309 0.9346 o. 9742 0.9100 0.0463 o. 8972 
O.OJ700000 2 0.9309 0.8700 o. 9539 0.8511 0.0844 o. 9769 
0.025.25000 3 o. 9346 0.8700 0.9072 0.9690 0.0291 o. 8258 
0.0330C000 4 0.974:Z 0.9539 0.9072 0.8844 0.0493 o. 9228 
0.02400000 5 0.9100 o. 8~11 0.9690 0.8844 0.0368 0. 8087 
O. 16166GG7 a 0.0'163 0.0844 0.0291 0.0493 0.0368 0.0597 
0.03900000 7 0.8972 0.9769 0.8258 o. 9228 0.8087 0.0597 
0.03100000 a 1.0000 0.9309 o. 9346 o. 9742 0.9100 0.0463 0.8972 
0.01933333 D o. 8506 o. 1987 0.9049 0.8254 0.9399 0.0315 o. 7510 
TCA PROB > ITI HO: LSM£AN( l)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 1 
58. 333333 • 0. 1053 0.1058 0. 1257 0.3566 0.2232 o. 1771 113. 750000 2 0.1053 o. 7706 0.0056 0.0200 0.0110 0.0093 
to• .62sooo 3 0.1058 0.1706 0.0031 0.0142 0.0069 0.00 .. 9 
11.666~67 4 o. 1257 0.0056 0.0031 0.5179 o. 7348 0. 8432 
30. 833333 5 o. 3566 0.0200 0.0142 o. 5179 o. 7561 0.6519 
21.666667 6 0.2232 0.0110 0.0069 o. 7348 o. 7561 0. 8076 
11 .500000 7 0.1171 0.0083 0.0049 0.8432 0.6519 0.8076 
22. 500000 8 0. 2335 0.0116 0.0073 o. 7137 o. 7776 0. 9774 0.8653 
15.000000 9 o. 1533 0.0071 0.0040 0.9100 0. 6926 0.8212 0.9324 
T"G PROB > ITI HO: LSMEAN( l)•LSMEAll(J) 
LSMEAN l/J' I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
65. 2766667 
' 
0.9•56 o. 9543 0.0045 0.4960 o. 4503 0.1816 
64 .5800000 2 0.9456 0.9829 0.0111 0.5875 0.4574 0.2559 
64. 7875000 3 0.9543 0.9829 0.0031 0.5022 o. 3889 0.1706 
36. 1066667 4 0.0045 0.0111 0.0031 0.0202 0.0008. 0.0005 
119.0233333 II 0.4960 0.11875 0.5022 0.0202 0.1597 0.4962 
72.2200000 a 0.4503 0.45'/4 0.3889 o.oooa 0.1597 0.0444 
112. 7733333 '1 o. 1ata 0.2559 0.1708 0.0805 0.4G62 0.0444 











































































·S T A T I S T I C A L ANALYSIS S ·Y S T E M 
DEP•I 
GENERAL LINEAR MOOELS PROCEDUQE 
LUST SQUARES MEANS 
STVPS VSHD TMO PROB > jrj HO: LSMEAN(l l•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 ' !I 6 
llOD 
' 
112 .6933333 II 0.1790 0.2528 0.16711 0.0818 o.•1109 0.0436 
STVPS VSHD TNA PROB > ITI HO: LSP-IEAN(l)•LSMEAN(JI 
LSMEAN 1/J I 2 3 ' !I 6 
0110 I 0.!17333333 I o. 1771 0.7438 1.0000 1.0000 0.442!1 
owo 2 0.86000000 2 0.1771 0.2503 o. 1771 0 •. 1771 o.•91• 
owo 3 0.63000000 3 o. 7438 o. 2503 o. 7438 o. 7•38 0.6179 
woe I 0.57333333 4 1.0000 o. 1771 o. 7438 t .0000 0.4425 
woe 4 0.57333333 !I. 1.0000 0.1771 0. 7•38 1.0000 0.442!1 
1100 I o. 71666667 6 0.4425 0.4914 0.6179 0.4425 0.4425 
II Ob 2 . 0.86000000 7 0.1337 t .oooo 0.1947 0.1337 0.1337 0.4425 
1100 3 o. 57333333 a 1.0000 0.1771 o. 7438 1.0000 1.0000 0.4425 
1100 • o. 57333333 9 1.0000 0.1771 0.7431 1.0000 1.0000 o ... 2s 
STVPS VSHD. TK PROB > ITI HO: LSM£AN(l)•LSMEAN(JI 
LSMEAN l/J t 2 3 4 !I 6 
owo t 5.91666667 I 0.0112 0. 711!1 0.033• 0.9960 o. 4398 
owo 2 a. 91000000 2 0.0112 0.0164 o.•534 0.0113 0.0482 
QWO 3 7 ... 500000 3 o. 7115 0.016' 0.0514 o. 7156 0.6•48 
woe I 8.41333333 4 Q.0334 0.4534 0.0514 0.0337 0.1475 
llOe • 6 .92000000 5 0.9960 0.0113 o. 7156 0.0337 0. 4427 1100 I 7 .43000000 6 0.4399 0.0492 0.6HI 0.1475 o.4•21 
woo 2 II. 3 I 333333 7 0.0017 0.6422 0.0022 0.1829 0.0017 0.0096 
woo 3 8. 7t6666S7 9 0.0126 o. 7313 0.0186 0.6462 0.0129 0.0632 
1100 • 5.96000000 II 0.9476 0.0127 o. 7643 0 .0382 0.9516 o. 4788 
STVPS VSHD SANO PROB> ITI HO: LSMEAN(l)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 !I 6 
QWO I 38 .8666667 I 0.5410 0.0149 o. 2079 o. 3507 0.6076 
QWO 2 36.2000000 2 0.5410 0.0072 0.5922 0.1561 0.8779 
QWO 3 48. 5000000 3 0.0149 0.0072 0.0001 o. 1129 0.0045 
woe I 33. 8666667 4 0.2079 0 .. 5922 0.0007 0.0361 0.4433 
woe 4 42. 5333333 
' 
o. 3507 0. 1561 o. 11211 0.0361 0.1560 
WOO I 36. 8666667 6 0.6076 o. 8779 0.0045 0.4433 0.1560 
WOO 2 36 .5333333 1 o. 5497 0.9308 0.0036 0.49•8 0.1344 0.9316 
woo 3 34 .2000000 8 o. 2385 0.6458 0.0009 0.9316 0.0430 0.4948 






o. 1947 o. 7438 
0.1337 1.0000 
















0. 5497 0. 2385 







































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•I 
GENERAL LINEAR llODELS PROCEDURE 
LEAST SQUARES MEANS 
STYPS llSHll Sil T PROB > IT I HO: LSMEAN( l)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J 1 " 3 .. 5 6 1 8 9 
QWD I •2.0000000 1 Q.2075 0.1721 0.1149 0.503• 0.1610 o.•743 0.1364 o. 3668 
OWD 2 47 .0000000 2 0. 2075 0.0169 0.8636 ·0.0112 1.0000 0.5216 0.9315 0.0467 
QWD 3 37. 4500000 3 0.1721 0.0169 0.0050 0.4973 0.0079 0.0408 0.0063 0.6706 
woe I 47 .6666667 4 0.1149 0.8636 0.0050 0,03" 0.8477 0. 3668 0.8234 0.0188 
woe .. 39. 6666667 5 0.5038 0.0712 0.4973 0.0311 0.0459 o. 1747 0.0378 0.8103 
WOD I 47 .0000000 6 o. 1610 1.0000 0.0079 0.8477 0.0459 0,4743 o. 9234 0.0281 
WOD 2 44 .5000000 1 0.4743 o·.s216 0.0408 o. 3668 o. 1747 0.4743 o. 4183 o. 1149 
woo 3 47. 3333333 I 0.1364 0.9315 0.0063 0.9234 0.0378 0.9234 0.4183 0.0230 
woo 4 38.8333333 9 0.3668 0.0467 o. 6706 0.0188 0.8103 0.028' 0.1149 0.0230 
STYPS llSHll CLAY PROB > ITI HO: LSMEAN( l)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN 1/J I 2 3 4 5 6 1 B 9 
owo I 19. 1333333 1 o. 1856 0.0021 0.6654 0.3908 0.0634 0.9137 0.5179 o. 2423 
owo 2 16.8000000 2 0.1856 0.1045 0.3386 0.5626 0.6988 0. 2175 0.4418 o. 7714 
QWO 3 14.0500000 3 0.0021 0.1045 0.0060 0.0165 0.1592 0.0028 0.0100 0.0342 
woe 1 18. 4666667 4 0.6654 0. 3386 0.0060 0.6654 0.1413 o. 7454 o. 8285 0.4516 
woe .. 17 .8000000 5 0.3908 o. 5626 0.0165 0.6654 0.2862 0.4516 0. 8285 o. 7454 
woo I 16. 1333333 6 0.0634 0.6988 0.1592 0.1413 0.2862 0.0781 o. 2037 0.4516 
woo 2 18. 9666667 7 0.9137 o. 2175 0.0028 o. 7454 0.4516 0.0781 0.5894 0.2862 
woo 3 18. 1333333 8 0.5179 0.4418 0.0100 0.8285 0.8265 o. 2037 0. 5894 0.5894 
llOD .. 17 .3000000 9 o. 2423 0.7714 0.0342 0.4516 o. 7454 0.4516 o. 2862 0.5894 




STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SY STEN 
DEP•2 
GENERAL I. INEAQ MODELS PROCEDURE 
LEAST SQUARES MEANS 
SIYPS WSHO f'llW PROB > ITI It(), LSMEAN( I )•LSM£AN(J) 
LSMfAN 1/J 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
owo t 7 .6000()('00 1 o. 3~75 0·.0316 0.0001 0.3453 o. 7504 o. 3453 
owo 2 7 .50000000 2 o_ 3915 0.0082 0.0008 o. 1001 o. 5705 0.1001 
owo 3 7 .82500000 3 0.0316 0.0082 0.0001 0.2117 0.0154 0. 2117 
woe I 7 .03333333 4 0.0001 0.0008 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
woe • ., . 70000000 5 o. 3453 0.1001 0.2117 0.0001 0.2127 I .0000 woo I 7. 56666667 6 o. ·150• 0.!1705 0.0154 0.0001 o. 2127 0.2127 
WOO 2 7. 70000000 1 o. 3•SJ o. 1001 0.2117 0.0001 1.0000 o. 2121 
WOO 3 7. 76t166667 I o. 1237 0.0329 o. 5532 0.0001 0.5264 0.0684' 0.!>264 
woo • 7, 70000000 8 o. 3453 0.1001 0.2111 0.0001 1.0000 o. 2127 1.0000 
STY PS WSHO PllK PROB > IT I HO: LSME AN( I) •LSMEAN( JI 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 s 6 
OWO t 7. 30000000 I O.OOH 0.0450 0.0003 0.0480 o. 2726 0.0060 
OWD 2 8.87500000 2 0.0047 0.0001 0.4216 0.2006 0.0400 0.6632 
OWO 3 7 .53750000 3 0.0450 0.0001 0.0001 0.0003 0.0034 0.0001 
woe I 41. 7666GGG7 4 0.0003 0.4216 0.0001 0.0272 0.0032 . 0.17'2 
woe • 7 .05000000 5 0.0480 o. 2006 0.0003 0.0272 0.3352 o. 3351 
woo I 1. 16GG6G6l & 0.2726 o.6400 0.0034 0.0032 0.3352 0.0631 
woo 2 •. 93313333 7 0.0060 0.6632 0.0001 o. 1742 0.3352 0.0631 
woo 3 7. 5666G~67 a 0.0362 o.ooot 0.7943 0.0001 0.0004 o.oon 0.0001 
woo • ., . 15000000 9 o. 2 rn2 0.0513 0.0025 0.000 0.4012 0.8891 0.0825 
STYPS WSHD EC PROB > IT I HQ, LSMEAN(I l•LS .. EA'I( JI 
LSMEAN 1/J I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
OWO I 433. 333'33 I 0. 9399 0.6906 0.1811 o. 7729 o. 2327 0.9309 
owo 2 421.500000 2 0.9399 o. 7856 o. 2580 0.8548 O. 2529 0.9983 
OWO 3 •01. 500000 3 0.6906 o. 7856 0.2931 o.e282 0.1017 0. 7597 
woe 
' 
338. 3JJJJ3 4 0.1811 0.25ij0 0.2931 0.2865 0.0171 0.2088 
woe • 413. 333JJJ 5 o. 7729 0.8549 o. 9282 o. 2865 o. 1439. 0.8398 WOO I 517 .666667 6 o. 2321 o. 2529 0.1017 Q.0171 o. 1439 0.2024 
woo 2 427. 333333 1 0.0309 0.9983 o. 7597 o. 2088 0.8398 0. 2024 
woo 3 470 000000 8 0.5978 o. 5846 0.3408 0.0697 0.4174 0.4940 0.5399 
woo • 326.666667 9 0.1356 0.2031 0.2218 0.8662 o. 2205 0.0119 0.1577 
STVPS llSHO EXCA PROB > IT I HO: LSMEAN(l )•LSMEAN( J) 
LSMEAN • l/tJ ' 2 3 4 II 6 1 
OWO I 26. 8333333 I 0.2301 o. 7859 0.0023 0.4500 o.~963 0.200• 
QWO 2 21.0000000 2 0.2301 0.3004 0.0690 0.5881 o. 5423 Q.9581 
owo 3 25.1500000 3 o. 7859 0.3004 0.0024 0.5893 0.6464 0.2671 
woe I ".9166667 4 0.0023 0.0690 0.0024 0.012• 0.0105 0.0393 
woe 4 23.5900000 Ii 0.4500 0.5B81 0.5893 0.0124 0.11389 o. 58'3 
woo I 23.0166667 ' 0.4963 0.5423 0.6464 0.0105 0.9388 0.5335 
1'00 2 21.2500000 1 • 0:2004 Q.9581 0.2i71 0.0393 0.5843 0.11335 









































































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•2 
GENERAL LINEAR MODUS PROCEDURE 
UASJ SQUARES MUNS 
STYPS WSHD EXCA PROB ,; ITI HO: LSMEAN(l )•LSMEAN(J) 
. 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 II • 
woo 4 20.!1833333 9 0.1!141 0.9303 0.20110 0.0531 0.4833 0.4371 
STYPS WSHD EXMQ PROB > ITI HO: LSMEAN( ll•LSMUN(J) 
LSMEAN 1/J I 2 3 4 II 6 
OWD I 1.11000000 I 0.&0!8 0.0869 0.0001 0.08!17 0.!14!17 QlolO 2 I. 24500000 2 0.6018 0.0441 0.0001 0.28711 0.084!1 QWO I o. 72900000 3 0.0869 (i.0448 0.0001 O.QOl!I 0.0238 
llOC I 2.e1n3333 4 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 
woe 4 t.523Jl~33 !I 0.0857 o. 2879 O.OOIS 0.0001 0.2448 
woo I 1.25000000 • 0.5457 0.9045 0.0238 0.0001 0,2448 WOO 2 1.66333333 7 0.0256 0.1171 0.0003 0.0001 . 0.'5457 0.0857 
1100 3 1.25000000 • 0.5457 0.9~45 0.0231 0.0001 0.2441 1.0000 woo 4 2.50000000 9 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0.0857 0.0004 0.0001 
STYPS . llSHO EXNA PROB> ITI HO: LSMEAN(l)•LSlllUN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 5 • 
OlolO I 0.04000000 I 0.0111 0.0217 0.3101 0.3101 1.0000 QWO 2 -o. 00000000 2 0.0118 0.4697 0.0015 0.0781 0.0118 QWO 3 0.01000000 3 0.0217 o_ .• u;91 
0·:0019 
0.0019 o. 1798 0.0217 
woe I 0.05333333 4 0.3101 0.0015 0.0512 0.3101 
woe 4 0.02666667 5 0.3101 0.0781 o. 1798 0.0512 0.3101 
woo I 0.04000000 6 1.0000 0.0118 0.0217 0.3101 0.3101 
1100 2 0.01333333 7 0.0512 o. 3626 o. 7833 0.0057 0.3101 0.0512 
WOO 3 0.04000000 I 1.0000 0.0118 0.0217 0.3101 0.3101 1.0000 
1100 4 0.04000000 8 1.0000 0.0118 0.0211 0.3101 0.3101 1.0000 
STYPS llSHo UK PROB. ITI 110: LSMUN(l)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 
OWD I o. 27333333 I 0.5•92 0.2470 0.0033 0.0976 t.0000 
OWD 2 0.3,!iOOOOO 2 0.5492 0.1066 0.0265 0.3535 0.5•92 QWD 3 0.20500000 3 o. 2470 0.1066 0.0001 0.0067 0.2470 
woe I 0.48000000 • 0.0033 0.0265 0.0001 0.1188 0.0033 woe 4 0.38000000 !I 0.0976 0.3535 0.0067 0.1181 0.0976 
woo I o. 27333333 • 1.0000 0.5492 0.2470 0.0033 0.0975 WOD 2 0.40666667 7 0.0424 0.1959 0.0024 0.2•52 0.6&74 0.0424 
































































STATIStlCAL ANALYSIS SYSTIM 
OEP•2 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
LEASI SQUARES MEANS 
SIYPI llSKI CEC PROO > IT I HO' L SME •N(I ) •LSMEANI JI 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 !S 6 
owo t 13. 5133333 I 0.4735 0.0085 0.0799 0.9318 0. 2212 
owo 2 12. 6650000 2 0.4135 0.0837 0.0279 0. 5211 0.6929 
owo 3 10. G5:;isooo 3 0.0085 O.OBJ7 0.0001 0.0104 o. 1278 
woe t tS. •JGGfiG"I 4 0.0799 0.0279 0.0001 0.0679 0.0059 
woe 4 13 .4233333 5 0.93 i8 0.5211 0.0104 0.0679 o. 2532 
woo t 12. 2000000 5 0.2212 o. 6929 o. 1278 0.0059 0.2532 
woo 2 13. 6300000 7 0.9116 0.4158 0.0066 0.0983 0.1442 0.1845 
llOD :I 13. 656nGn7 
' 
0.8915 0. 4033 0.0062 O. I030 0.1244 o. 1769 
woo 4 13.2200000 9 o. 7804 0.6377 0.0163 0.0464 0.1468 o. 3380 
STY PS llSK> lP PROB > !ti HO: LSMEAN(I )•LSMEAN(JI 
LSMElN l/J I 2 3 . 4 !S 6 
OWD I 1•9.333333 I .. 0.3617 o. 1824 O.COOI .0.4135 0.8689 
owo 2 141.000000 2 0.3617 0.8155 0.0006 0.8536 0.4420 
QWD 3 139.000000 3 o. 1824 0.8155 0.0002 0 .6285 0. 2427 
woe t 104 .000000 4 0.0001 0.0006 0.0002 0.0001 0.0001 
llOC 4 142 .6666'l7 5 0.4135 o. 8536 0.6285 0.0001 0.5116 
woo I 148.000000 • 0.8689 0 ... 20 o. 2427 0.0001 o. 5116 1100 2 132.666667 7 0.0508 0.3617 0.4064 0.0021 0.2253 0.0702 
woo 11 154. 666667 e 0.9116 o. 1422 0.0498 0.0001 0.1492 0.4135 
1100 4 136.000000 8 o. 1114 0.5814 0.6919 0.0008 0.4135 o. 1492 
STYPS WSHD AP PROB > ITI fl(): LSMEAN( l)•LSMElN(J) 
LSMEAN l{J I 2 3 4 II 6 
owo I 0.00C'OOOOO I 0.36 .. 0.6546 0.2713 0.0406 0.1642 
OWD 2 I. IOOOO'J00 2 o. 3644 0.5694 o. 93J5 0.3106 0. 7182 
owo 3 o. 45000000 3 0.65·16 o. 569• 0.4581 0.0730 o. 2878 
llOC t 1.20000000 4 0.2713 0.9335 0.4581 0.2979 0. 7562 
woe 4 2. 33333333 5 0.0•0G 0.3106 0.0730 o. 2979 0.4591 
WOD t I. 53333333 
' 
0.1642 o. 7182 0. 2878 o. 7562 0.4591 
1100 2 I. 86666667 7 0.09 .. 0. 5248 o. 1692 0.5363 0.6642 o. 7562 
1100 3 3. 13333333 8 0.0083 o. 1026 0.0142 0.0841 0.4591 o. 1476 
woo 4 o. 73333333 8 0.4968 0. 7600 o. 7778 0.6642 0.1476 0.4591 
STYPS WSHO ON PROB> JtJ HO: LSMEAN(l)•LSNEAN(J) 
LSME~N ·l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 
owo I 1.44000000 I o. 7784 0.6255 0.9088 0.6076 0.4489 
0110 :I 1.49500000 2 o. 7784 0.4694 0.7015 0.4611 o. 6889 
OWD 3 1.36000000 3 0.6255 0.4694 0.7139 0.9512 0:2020 
llDC I 1.42000000 4 0.9088 0.7015 o. 7139 0.5892 0.3850 
woe 4 1.35000000 II 0.607& 0.4611 0.9512 0.6892 0.2111 
woo I I. 57333333 5 g.4489 0.6889 0.2020 0.3850 0.2111 
WOO 2 t.28000000 1 .3°651 0.2788 o.•2511 0.42611 o.&e112 0.1057 
-






o. 8442 0. R24• 






0.3617 0. 1422 
o.4064 0.0498 
0.0021 0.0001 









o. 5363 0.0841 
o. 6642 0. 4591 





0.3651 0. 1638 
o. 2788 o. 3246 
0.6255 0.0554 
0.4269 o. '1343 
0.6892 0.0639 









































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SYSTEM 
DEP•2 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEOURE 
LEAST SQUAAES MEANS 
STYPS WSHD OM PROB> ITI HO: LsMEANlll•LsME•NIJI 
LSMEAN I /J I 2 3 4 5 6 
WOD 4 I. 27333333 9 0.3460 0. 2G47 o. 5972 0.4056 0.6615 0.0986 
STYPS WSHD TKN PROO> ITI llO: LSMEAN(l)•LSMEA"N(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 
OWD 
' 
.1344 .00000 I 1.0000 0.4133 o. 7970 0.6079 o. 7970 
QWO 2 1344 .00000 2 1.0000 0. 4697 0.8180 O.S460 0.8180 
OWO :t I 120.00000 3 0.4133 o. 4697 0.5835 o. 1798 o. 2789 
woe I 1269. 33333 4 o. 7970 0.8180 o. 5835 0.4436 0.601g 
woe 4 1493. 33333 5 0.6079 0 6460 o. 1791 o. 4436 0. 7970 
woo I ,. 18. 66667 6 o. 7970 0 8180 0.2789 0.6079 o. 7970 
woo 2 1194 .66G67 7 0.6079 0.64GO o. 7833 . o. 7970 0.3101 O.H36 
woo 3 1493. 33333 8 0.6079 O.G<60 o. 1798 o. 4436 1.0000 o. 7970 
woo 4 1269. 33333 9 o. 7970 0.8180 D. 5835 1.0000 0.4436 0.6079 
STY PS WSHD SCA PROB > I Tl HO: LSMEAN( I )•UMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 
" 
3 • 5 6 
Q\IO 
' 
0.37333333 I 0.8066 o. 78 ll 0.0G08 0.9128 0.0546 
QWO 2 0.39000000 2 0.80GG 0.&158 0.056'6 o. 7320 o. 1292 
owa 3 0.35750000 3 o. 7811 0.6158 0.0799 0.8721 0.0233 
woe I o. 25333333 • 0.0608 0.0566 0.0799 0.0751 0.0007 woe • 0.3666~GG7 5 0.9128 0. 7J~O 0.8721 0.0751 0.0439 
woo I 0.•966C.G67 6 0.0546 o. 1292 0.0233 0.0007 0 0439 
woa 2 0.33000000 7 0.4795 o. 3029 0.6301 0.2176 0. 54R8 0.012• 
woo 3 o. 44000000 I 0.2812 O.•G57 o. t589 0.0060 o. 2374 0. 3575 
woo • o. 25333333 9 0.0608 0 .0566 0.0799 1.0000 0.0751 0.0007 
STYPS VSHD SMG PROB > ITI HO: LSMEAN(l)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSME~N l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 
QWO I 0.05000000 I 0.9459 0.0001 0.6145 0.0001 0.8795 
O\IO 2· 0.05500000 2 o. 9459 o.ooo• 0.7014 0.0001 0.9459 
owa 3 0.35500000 3 0.0001 0.0004 0.0003 0.0049 0.0001 
woe I 0.08333333 • 0.6145 o. 7014 0.0003 0.0001 o. 7240 
woe .. 0.55000000 5 0.0001 0.0001 0.0049 0.0001 0.0001 
woo 
' 
O.OGOOOOOO & 0.8795 0.9459 0.0001 o. 7240 0.0001 
WOIJ I 0.06333333 T 0.8399 0.9100 0.0001 o. 7620 0.0001 0.9597 
woo :a 0.54666667 I 0.0001 0.0001 0.0055 0.0001 0.9597 0.0001 
WOD .4 0.&8666617 • 0.0001 0.0001 o.ooot 0.0001 0.0500 0.0001 
7 I 




o. 7833 o. 1798 
0. 7970 O.•U36 
0.3101 1.0000 
0. 4436 0.1910 
0.3101 
0.3101 
o. 7970 0.4436 
7 8 
o. 4795 0.2812 
o. 3829 0.4657 
0.6JOI 0.1589 
o. 2176 0.0060 




o. 2176 0.0060 
7· I 
o. 8399 0.0001 
0.9100 0.0001 
0.0001 p.oos5 





































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SVSTEll 
DEP•2 
GENERAL LINEAR MOOELS PROC£DUR£ 
LEAST SQUARES MEANS 
STYPS VSID SNA PROB> ITI HO: LSMEAN(l)•LSMEAN(JI 
lS"EAN l/J 1 2 3 4 !I 6 
OWD I o.ot 133333 I o. 4483 0. 7G68 o. 73'9 0.6699 o. 2407 
owo 2 o.oonooooo 2 0.4483 0.5080 0.2921 0. 7029 o. 7601 
owo II 0.01025000 3 o. 7~68 o. 508Q 0.5103 Q.8730 0.3J25 
woe I 0.012GGGG7 4 0.7329 0.2921 0.!1103 
o: ~455 0.4455 O. 13G2 woe 4 0.009GGGG7 5 O.GG99 0.70H 0.8730 o ..... ss 
1100 1 O.OOGGGGG7 6 o. 2407 0. 7601 0.3325 o. 1362 0.4455 
woo 2 0.00033333 1 0.4455 0.9391 0.6007 o. 2747 0. 7329 0.6699 
woo :I ·0.00833333 • 0.4455 0.9391 0.6007 0.2747 0. 7328 0.6699 woo 4 O.Ot56G667 B o. 2747 0.0915 o. 1.195 O.U55 0.13U 0.0310 
STVPS VSHll SK PROB> ITI HO: lSMEAN(l)•lSllEANIJI 
LSMEAN l/J 1 2 3 4 !I 8 
OWD 1 0.01500000 I 0.4189 0. 7931 0.6409 o. 1464 o. 1587 
owo 2 0.02Vi0000 2 0.4189 0.5320 0.69t6 0.6024 O.G315 
owo :I 0.01675000 3 0. 7931 0.5320 0.112• o. 1917 0.2081 
woe 1 o.01aJJnJ 4 0.640~ 0.6916 0.8124 0.3105 o. 3324 
woe 4 0.025f.GG67 5 o. 1464 o. 6024 o. 1911 0.3105 0.9627 
woo I 0.02533333 6 o. 1587 0.6315 0.2081 o. 332• 0.9627 
1100 2 0.02133333 7 o. 3793 o. 9833 0.4945 0.6745 0.5452 o. 5762 
woo :I 0.02333333 • 0.25" 0.8181 0. 3298 0.•659 0.1437 0. 7192 1100 4 0.01006667 II o.5452 o. 1848 o. 3670 o. 2897 0.0468 0.05t4 
STVPS WSHO !CA PROB > I rl UO: LSM£AN( I )•LSM£AN( JI 
LSMEAN l/J 1 2 3 4 5 6 
OWD 1 133.333333 t 0.9681 0. 7294 0.0043 0.0243 0.0299 
QWO 2 135 .000000 2 0.9681 0. 7285 o.ooe4 0.0379 o. 0455 
0110 3 121. 250000 3 o. 7294 0. 7285 0.0057 0.0352 0.0437 
llOC 1 13. 333333 • 0.0043 o. 0084 0.0057 0.4315 o. 3766 woe 4 42.916667 6 0.0243 0.0379 0.0352 0.4315 0.9199 
woo I 46.666667 6 0.0299 0.0455 o. 0·137 0.3766 0.9199 
woo 2 34. 583333 1 0.0151 0.0251 0.0214 o. 5704 0.8232 o. 7462 
WDO 3 49. 166667 8 0.0344 0.0513 0.0505 0.3426 0.8669 0.9465 
woo 4 47 .500000 9 0.0313 0.0473 0.0459 0.3650 0.9022 o. 9822 
STVPS VSHll !MG PROB > ITI UO: LSMEAN( l)•LSMEAN(J) 
lSMEAN J/J 1 2 3 4 s 6 
owo I 87. "'966667 1 o. 5720 0.2314 0.0076 o. 1033 o. 6730 
OWD . ~ 77 .0000000 2 0.5720 0.6331 0.0490 0.3~01 0.8499 
owo 3 68.7450000 3 0.2314 0.6331 0.0641 0.5585 0.4455 
woe 
' 
38.8866667 4 0.0076 0.0490 0.0641 0.2143 0.0191 
woe 4 59. 7200000 8 0.1033 0.3501 0.558!1 0.2143 0.2143 
woo 1 80.5533333 • 0.6730 0.8499 0.4455 0.0191 0.2143 1100 2 ea. 3333333 1 0-.0&83 0.3139 0.9004 0.2451 0.9327 0.1866 
1100 :a ?a.6100000 I 0.4022 O.HOI 0.71111 0.0451 0.4021 0.1730 
7 8 
0.4455 0 4455 
0.9391 0.9391 
0.6007 0.6007 
0.2747 o. 2141 






0. 3793 0.2511 
o. 9833 0.8181 
0.4945 0.3298 
0'.6145 o.•oss 
o. 5452 0. 7437 
0.5762 0. 7792 
0. 7792 
o. 7792 





0. 5704 0.3426 
o. 8232 0.8669 
0. 7462 0.9465 
0.6963 
o. 6963 
o. 7294 o. 9643 
1 8 
0.0083 0 ... 022 
0.3139 0.8501 
0:5004 0. 7516 
0.:1451 0.0458 
0.9327 0.4021 









































STATISTICAL ANALYSIS SY STEii 
DEP•2 
GENEAAL LINEAA "ODELS PROCEDURE 
LUST SQUARES MEANS 
STYPS llSIG TMO PROB> ITI llO: l.SMEAN(l)•LSMEAN(J) 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 C 5 
" 
llDD 4 7 I. 5~66667 9 0.3368 o. 7624 0.8563 0.0589 0.4751 0 5839 
STYPS llSHD TNA PROB> ITI llO: LSMEAN(ll•LSMEANIJI 
LSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 II • 
owo I o. &•666667 I o. 2249 o. 9079 0.6503 0.1706 0.1770 
0110 2 0.86000000 2 0.2249 0. 1703 0.4095 0.0•08 1.0000 
OWD :I 0.63000000 3 0.9079 o. 1703 o. 5493 0.1761 0. 1227 
woe I !>. 716Gfi6G7 • 0.6503 o.•0~5 o. 5493 0.0752 0. 3576 
woe 4 0.431)00000 5 0.1706 0.0208 o. 1'161 0.0752 0.0110 
woo I 0.86000000 6 0.1770 1.000() o. 1227 0.3576 0.0110 
liOO 2 o. 57333333 7 0.6349 o. 1085 0.6946 0.3576 o. 3576 0 .0752 
woo :I 0.86000000 8 0.1770 1.0000 0.1227 o. 3~76 0.0110 10000 
WOD 4 o. 71666667 9 0.6503 o.•o95 0.5493 1.0000 0.0752 o. 3576 
STYPS llSIG Tl( PROB> ITI llO: LSMEAN(l)•LSllEAN(JI 
LSM[AN 1/.J I 2 3 4 s 6 
·0110 I 7. 30666667 I 0.0•18 0.5• 14 0.0908 o. 2532 0.8843 
QWO 2 9. 35500000 2 0.0418 0.0104 0.5599 0.0045 o.os•2 
owo 3 6. 82000000 3 o. 54,. 0.010• 0.0208 0.5305 0.4454 
woe I 1.80000000 4 0.0908 o. 5599 0.0208 0.0083 0.-1185 
woe 4 6.32000000 5 0.2532 0.0045 0.5305 0.0083 0. 2007 
woo I 7. 43000000 6 0.8M3 0.0542 o. 4454 0.1185 0.2007 b: 2020 woo 2 l.5J666GG1 7 o. 1594 o. 3921 0.04" o. 7563 0.0162 
woo 3 8. 14000000 8 Q.0416 0.8206 0.0082 0.6889 O.OOJC 0.0551 
woo 4 7. 47333333 9 0.8442 0.0592 O.•IO 0.1298 0.18•5 o. 9592 
STYPS WSIG SANO PROB> ITI HO: LSMEANlll•LSMEAN(J) 
lSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 !I 6 
OWO I 36. 5333333 I 0.9366 0.0021 o. 2563 o. 2934 o. 2228 
owo 2 36. 2000000 2 0.9366 0.0044 o. 3•58 o. 3082 0.2• 19 
OWO 3 •8. 9500000 3 0.0021 o.oo4c 0.0001 0.0255 0.0378 
woe t 32 .2000000 4 o. 2563 o. 3458 0.0001 0.0368 0.0255 
woe 4 40.5333333 s o. 2934 0. 3082 0.025!1 0.0368 0.8589 
1100 t 41.2000000 f o. 2228 0.2419 0.0378 0.0255 0.8589 
WOD 2 3!1.2000000 7 o. 7225 0.811!1 0.0009 0.427!1 0.16U 0.1218 




0.6349 o. 1770 
0.1085 1.0000 
0.69•6 o. 1227 





o. 3576 0.3576 
7 8 
0. 158• 0.0416 
o. 3927 o. 0206 
0.0415 0.0082 







o. 7225 1.0000 
o. 8115 o. 9366 
0.0009 0.0021 
0.4275 o. 2563 
0.1662 0.2934 


































·STATISTICAL ANALYSIS S ·V S T ( M 
DEP•2 
GENERAL LINEAR MODELS PROCEDURE 
lEAST SQUARES MEANS 
STYPS VSHD Sil T PROB > flf HO: lSMEAN(I l•lSMEAN(JI 
LSMEAN l/J t 2 3 4 ! 6 7 I • 
owo t 40. 3333333 I 0.2!1711 0.2215 0.0907 0.6361 0. 7164 0.0539 0.0411 0.8922 
QWD 2 43.5000000 2 0.257!1 0.0314 0.6720 0.4701 o. 3685 0.5074 0.4345 0.2129 
OWD 3 37 .5000000 3 o. 2275 0.0314 o.oos• 0.0947 0.1401 o.oo~e 0.0020 0.2848 
woe I 44. 66GGG67 • 0.0907 0.6720 0.0054 o. 2079 0.1478 o. 7064 0.6848 0.0702 woe • 41 .5000000 5 0.6361 0.001 0.0941 0.2079 0. S3a9 o. 1312 0. 1020 0. 5438 WOO t 41 .ococooo 6. o. 7864 o. 3685 0.1401 o. \478 0.8389 0.0907 0.0702 O.E'.848 
woo 2 45. 3333333 1 0.05J9 o. 5074 0.0028 0. 7664 o. 1312 0.0907 0.6922 0.0411 
woo 3 45. 6666667 8 0.0411 0.045 0.0020 0. 6840 o. 1028 0.0102 0.89'2 0.0312 
woo 4 40.0000000 9 0.6922 0.2129 0.2848 0.0702 0.5438 0.6848 0.0411 0.0312 
ST,VPS VSHD CLAY PROB> fTI HO: lSMEAN(l)•lSMEAN(Jl 
lSMEAN l/J I 2 3 4 5 6 1 8 II 
OWD I 23.1333333 I 0.1235 0.0001 1.0000 0.0040 0.0032 0 .. 0311 0.00:12 O.ISH 
QWD 2 20.30()0000 2 o. 1235 0.0199 0.1235 0.1999 o. 1711 0.6•03 0.1711 0. 7768 
OWD 3 16.0500000 3 0.0001 0.0199 0.0001 o. 2079 o. 2484 0.0317 o. 2484 0.00•6 
woe I 23 .1333JJ3 • 1.0000 o. 1235 0.0001 0.0040 0.0032 0.0311 0.00J2 o. 1541 woe 4 11.9666667 5 o.oo•o o. 1999 0.2079 0.0040 0.9165 0.3515 0.9165 0.0976 
1100 I 11 .6000000 & 0.0032 o. 1711 0.2484 0.0032 0.9165 0.:1020 , .0000 0.0718 
1100 2 19.4666667 1 0.0311 o.6°•03 0.0317 0.031 I 0.3515 o. 3020 o. 3020 0.4064 
WOD 3 11 .eoooooo • 0.0032 0.11 II o. 2484 0.0032 0.9165 1.0000 0.3020 0.0111 llOD .. 20.8000000 9 o. 1541 0.77H 0.004& 0.1541 0.0876 0.0718 0.4064 0.0718 
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